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PREFACE 

 

Diesel fumes had become as much a part of life as 
air and water. The smell no longer fazed me, nor 
did the 130-degree shade I left behind as I walked 
across the Marine camp in 2005, naked but for 
the hand towel clasped around my waist with one 
hand. As I approached the servants’ quarters of 
Saddam’s Ramadi palace for my last shower of my 
last deployment in Iraq, questions flooded my 
mind, not the usual ones on tactics, but ones 
about my impact there. It seemed that our very 
presence was causing many of the attacks and 
giving locals a reason to actively or passively sup-
port terrorists. Furthermore, we were running 
after our own tails. My last unit would hop from 
one town to another, back to the first again and 
again killing insurgents, but getting nowhere. The 
insurgents kept coming unabated. 

Then a hole opened in the earth in front of 
me. Dust plumed into the air as I remembered the 
whistling sound a split second earlier, weak as an 
afterthought now. I peered into the hole, into what 
remained of the butt end of a 122-millimeter 
rocket round, the type insurgents loved to fire 
from across the river.  

Huh. 
An EOD team rushed up.  
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“Think it’s a dud,” I said, realizing I had 
not turned into a pink mist. 

I took my shower and soon after left the 
Marines. I was as far away as ever from my per-
sonal goal to end al-Qa`ida, not to kill militant 
after militant or check its ability to attack tempo-
rarily, but to permanently end al-Qa`ida. 

 
��� 

 
On the morning of 11 September 2001, the world 
was at my fingertips. I was a Yale grad biding my 
time in the White House’s Chief Economic Ad-
viser’s office until I would settle on one of many 
offers for which I could use my eccentric study of 
and passion for Arabic and Islam. The economy 
was booming and so was I. 

The TV buzzed away in the corner. Another 
plane into another building? “Hardly,” I replied, 
“it’s just double reporting about a terrible acci-
dent.” Then a staffer ran down the hall to me.  

“They hit the pentagon.” OK, we were un-
der full attack. China, Russia? Didn’t matter. I 
knew my office, the White House, was the next 
intended target. Turns out I was right.  

I fled. My parked car was blocked in, so I 
ran three miles home. My house in DC was the 
residence of the former Japanese ambassador and 
had a well-fortified basement supposedly capable 
of withstanding Cold War attacks.  

That would be the last time I would run 
away. 

I felt ashamed, but mainly I was angry.  
Fortunately, I spent the summer before my 

senior year at Yale at the Marine Corps Officer 
Candidate School. Graduation did not mean I had 
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to sign up. In fact, all the cleaning of rifles and 
drilling completely turned me off to the military. I 
arrogantly had no intention to sit on some base in 
southern California and “waste” my 20s away.  

But now I was thankful for that summer 
training. I commissioned across the river from 
ground zero in a drive-by swearing-in in my old 
jeans. I wanted blood.   

Four years later, staring into that hole in 
the Ramadi dirt, I realized I was doing exactly 
what Usama bin Ladin wanted me to do. I, along 
with much of the country, was playing out a seis-
mic war that would give this heretic more glory 
and fame than he deserved and would help radi-
calize people that might otherwise have wanted 
nothing to do with al-Qa`ida, terrorism, or any 
kind of violence.1  

Iraq reminded me of my Atari video game 
consul in the early 1980s. I had a broken aster-
oids game. No enemy spaceships were visible. And 
my laser was impotent, even though there was no 
visible adversary at which to aim in the first place. 
All I could do was fly around the stars searching 
for nothing. When I stopped moving, the nearest 
star would expand until it just blew up, rendering 
me dead and the game lost. My very presence 
would cause this alien universe to turn against 
me. Instead of returning the defect of a game for 

                                                   
1 I must note that I feel the mission in Iraq essential and the 
protection of Iraq’s innocents a great and noble priority. I am 
proud to have served and only regret that I did not do more. I 
am also honored to have supported heroes whom I will never 
forget. 
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an easy refund, I held on to it, mesmerized with 
its insanity. This is how I felt in Iraq. 

So I left the Marines to attempt to con-
struct strategies to actually defeat al-Qa`ida. 
However, with regard to Iraq, I knew that as long 
as our corporals and sergeants were in the field, 
we would inevitably push the terrorists out of Iraq. 
Inevitably, I believe, Marines and Soldiers suc-
ceeded with this impossible mission through 
brilliance and heroism that had nothing to do with 
the Generals, planners, consultants, and “new” 
publications of old theories on counterinsurgency. 
The heroes I did my best to support simply did not 
know how to fail. Of course, there is a mountain of 
academic investigatory research that must be 
conducted over the next decades to figure out 
what has actually happened in Iraq. In my per-
sonal experience, I saw dedicated corporals and 
sergeants succeed despite planners’ and officers’ 
ideas of un-useful conventional warfare. 

But I wanted true and complete victory 
over al-Qa`ida writ large. 

This fire drove me to walk brazenly into the 
office of the most experienced intelligence officer 
in the world to become his briefer and assistant. 
The madman (a.k.a. Charlie Allen, a.k.a. the “pile 
driver”) accepted. I spent the next years studying 
under him at Homeland Security, taking graduate 
classes in Islam and Arabic literature, publishing 
a book on countering radicalization, advising the 
Department of Defense, and starting a non-profit 
with one goal: end al-Qa`ida.  
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But a kinetic mindset2, even in the new 
administration it seems, is too entrenched to allow 
for more long-term strategies that abandon the 
simple killing of insurgents for an actual plan to 
defeat al-Qa`ida. Despite a renaissance of the mil-
lennia-old methods of counterinsurgency (victory 
measured in civilians protected instead of enemies 
killed—not new despite a surge in literature on the 
subject3), the government is still bent on killing 

                                                   
2 “Kinetic”, in this book, refers to a military term describing 
traditional police and military violent operations. 
 
3 The United States alone has developed a wealth of counter-
insurgencyand insurgency lessons and literature from military 
campaigns including the “Indian Wars” campaigns east and 
west of the Mississippi from 1775–1890; Revolutionary War 
guerilla operations from 1775–1783; skirmishes behind battle 
lines during the Civil War from 1861–1865; the Philippine in-
surrection from 1899–1902; counterinsurgency in Haiti from 
1915–1934; support for anti-Germany insurrections in Europe 
and anti-Japan insurrections in Asia during the Second World 
War from 1939–1945; support for counterinsurgencies in 
Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia from 1959–1975; support for 
the mujahidin against the Soviets in Afghanistan from 1979–
1988; counterinsurgencyin Beirut in 1983; counterinsurgen-
cyin Iraq from 2003– present and Afghanistan from 2001– 
present; and other support for insurgencies and counterinsur-
gencies in the 20th and 21st century in Southeast Asia, 
Southwest Asia, sub-Saharan Africa, and South America.         
The most prominent recent literature, which can be applied to 
local insurgencies and transnational insurrections alike, in-
clude the “U.S. Army Field Manual Number 3-24 / Marine 
Corps Warfighting Publication Number 3-33/5” (2006), Joint 
Special Operations University’s “Counter Insurgency Opera-
tions” (1962, by Lieutenant General William P. Yarborough), 
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terrorists with no concerted plan for strategic vic-
tory. I’ve published a book, briefed members of 
Congress, and spoken to undersecretaries, but my 
voice for victory is drowned by voices asking only 
for military/police action…so far. 

The U.S. government readjusted satellites 
and used billions of dollars of intelligence to kill 
al-Qa`ida’s number three time and again since 
2001. But when an event takes place that could 
quite literally change the course of history and 
ignite revolts against al-Qa`ida, or at the very least 
drain violent extremism of support and recruits, 
nothing is done. There is no violence of action. 

Three moments out of the hundreds come 
most prominently to mind because it would have 
been so easy with a few hundred-thousand dollars 
to strategically injure or even defeat al-Qa`ida 
growth. In 2005, extremists strapped a suicide 
vest to an Iraqi boy with Down Syndrome. The 
Iraqi boy tried to get help from soldiers before the 
insurgents ignited him. In 2007, one of al-Qa`ida’s 
most influential ideologues did a one-eighty and 
wrote a book condemning violent extremism. In 
2010, local Pakistani news picked up a story of al-
Qa`ida and Taliban members embroiled in a ring 
of videotaped rapings of pre-adolescents. In each 
case, had the story been translated, amplified, 

                                                                                        
“U.S. Special Operations Command Strategy 2010” (1 Novem-
ber 2009), and David Galula’s “Counterinsurgency Warfare: 
Theory and Practice” (1964). 
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and marketed factually to the world, without spin 
or exaggeration, by a credentialed source (just as 
al-Qa`ida does with its messages) other than the 
distrusted U.S. government, al-Qa`ida’s growth 
would have suffered for years to come. Bottom 
line: amplifying such stories is worth more than a 
fleet of B-2 bombers. This book will explain why. 

While military public affairs units in war-
zones still rattle off the number of insurgents 
killed following operations out of one side of their 
mouth and re-explain that protecting civilians is 
the main goal out of the other side, al-Qa`ida and 
its sister and affiliate organizations grow more 
deadly. Sometimes they move across borders, just 
as some insurgents from Iraq and Saudi Arabia 
have moved into Yemen (and even Somalia), and 
those in Afghanistan have receded into the coun-
tryside or into Pakistan during NATO surges.  

Bullets, however, clearly do not kill al-
Qa`ida. To the contrary, bullets often strengthen 
al-Qa`ida, and any action against them legitimates 
them as a “serious” and seemingly equitable 
threat to the United States in the eyes of some 
Muslim communities.  

U.S. Department of Treasury Undersecre-
tary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence 
Stuart A. Levey wrote a 6 June 2010 Washington 
Post editorial, in which he states that an al-Qa`ida 
leader death was a “big blow for al-Qaeda.” His 
analysis is baseless. 

He writes: 
 
Last month, al-Qaeda was dealt a major 

blow. In losing Mustafa Abu al-Yazid— 
also known as Sheik Saeed al-Masri—the 
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terrorist organization was deprived of one of 
its founding members and also its third-

highest ranking official. 

 

To think that Yazid, who helped build al-

Qa`ida, would not have built in redundancy and 

trained numerous apprentices with similar leader-

ship acumen, deep-seated personal contacts, and 

ability to liaison with extremists the world over is 

fallacy. Al-Qa`ida leaders know they will die. And 

they plan accordingly.  

In Undersecretary Levey’s op-ed, he claims 

that more must be done before the next genera-

tion of “Yazids” take over. But to think that the 

new generation of “Yazids” had not already taken 

over the moment of Yazid’s demise is fallacy. His 

death is a martyrdom that will further inspire his 

already prepared trainees and tens of thousands 

of violent extremists and supporters to come—not 

to mention that the news reports over the drone 

attack that killed him will also inspire thousands 

to support al-Qa`ida, if not actively then passively, 

by turning a blind eye and not speaking out 

against al-Qa`ida’s terrorism. 

Killing leaders may make headlines and 

bring undersecretaries satisfaction, but al-Qa`ida 

is no weaker than the day before Yazid’s death.  

This book will propose a permanent and 

strategic strategy to defeat al-Qa`ida.  
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PROLOGUE 

 

This book is a policy recommendation. My in-
tended audiences are government policy makers, 
commanders, operators, and analysts worldwide, 
as well as nonprofit and religious leaders. I also 
hope that this book inspires every reader to learn 
more about Islam and methods to counter radi-
calization. 

The policy’s goal is al-Qa`ida’s defeat. 
The proposition is based on exploiting al-

Qa`ida’s key vulnerability, which I have witnessed 
in 11 years of field and analytic experience in the 
counterterrorism and Near East disciplines. 

As my mentor in the Marine Corps taught 
me, if you see the enemy bleed, exploit this suc-
cess, just as when a boxer’s opponent covers his 
hurt left ribs the boxer will continue driving blows 
into his opponent’s left ribs again and again until 
victory. In short, if you find an enemy’s vulnerabil-
ity, which will lead to destruction of his key 
strength, invest everything you have against that 
area. 

When young German infantry officer Erwin 
Rommel grew sick of leading his platoon into walls 
of allied machine gun fire in World War I, he de-
veloped a strategy to find and exploit enemy 
vulnerability. Instead of throwing his men across 
open fields of fire, he would send out scout units 
judiciously to test enemy capabilities in numerous 
regions. When young Rommel found an enemy 
weakness, such as a quarter-mile stretch of the 
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enemy line where a guard post was not being par-
ticularly attentive with unreinforced positions, he 
would gather all possible force and drive straight 
through that vulnerable area. He would place en-
gineers, heavy guns, and explosives teams under 
his junior command to storm the vulnerability be-
cause he refused to allow the enemy a chance at 
survival. Once he stormed past the vulnerable 
area of the allied lines, he turned his firepower on 
the enemy’s unprotected flanks, killing or captur-
ing all defenseless and surprised enemy units in 
sight. His strategy has informed World War II 
German tactics and U.S. infantry tactics to this 
day.  

Infantry squads as well as an entire nation 
at war can employ Rommel’s tactic. In short, ex-
ploit an enemy’s critical vulnerability to destroy its 
center of gravity.  

An enemy’s center of gravity and critical 
vulnerability are defined in 1997’s Marine Corps 
Document Publication 1 “Warfighting,” which 
states: 

 
Center of gravity and critical vulnerability 

are complementary concepts. The former 

looks at the problem of how to attack the en-

emy system from the perspective of seeking 

a source of strength, the latter from the per-

spective of seeking weakness. A critical 

vulnerability is a pathway to attacking a 

center of gravity. Both have the same under-

lying purpose: to target our actions in such a 

way as to have the greatest effect on the en-

emy. 
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Like Rommel, the United States in its fight 
against al-Qa`ida must throw all it has at the en-
emy’s vulnerability. It must stop reinforcing failure 
and viciously exploit success. The United States is 
fortunate because al-Qa`ida has clearly shown its 
weakness. Al-Qa`ida has bled.  

This weakness is al-Qa`ida’s violent ideol-
ogy, most prominently displayed with its wanton 
tatarrus. Tatarrus, Arabic for human shields, re-
fers, in violent extremist circles, to the gratuitous 
murder of innocents. Wanton tatarrus reveals al-
Qa`ida’s inhumanity, impiety, lack of vision, failed 
and ignorant leadership, and inevitable failure 
(more on this later). When al-Qa`ida, or groups 
that abide by al-Qa`ida’s violent ideology, have 
focused sustained attacks in one area, the people 
have tended to revolt. Or, at the very least, people 
become so disgusted that they gladly allow others, 
such as government security forces, into their 
neighborhoods to conduct a counter-revolution to 
kill the local strands of violent extremists. In 
2006, this type of counter-revolution happened in 
Iraq’s al-Anbar province, like in Algeria and Egypt 
in the 1990s. Even though al-Qa`ida grows (and 
the group is growing as you read these words), al-
Qa`ida still has a limited reach, not yet enough to 
conduct attacks everywhere and enrage local 
populations the world over.  

My proposal is to inspire social movements 
to revolt against al-Qa`ida before al-Qa`ida grows 
further—to incite yet-untouched communities to 
hate al-Qa`ida before its influence impinges on the 
community. The proposal in this book is to inspire 
communities to action before the bloodbaths en-
sue in their backyards. 
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How do we know that violent ideology is al-
Qa`ida’s weakness, besides the examples of Iraq, 
Algeria, and Egypt? (Extremists did themselves in 
in Iraq, Algeria, and Egypt by maddening the 
population to the point at which violent extremism 
could eventually find no support, no safe haven, 
and no more recruits.) Because since 2001, Al-
Qa`ida has written over a thousand pages defend-
ing its unwarranted murder of innocents—openly 
revealing al-Qa`ida’s unprecedented feeling of vul-
nerability. Al-Qa`ida redirected time and money 
that could have been used to further its cause, to 
defensively attempt to cover its key weakness. 

When al-Qa`ida’s greatest ideologue shifted 
sides in 2007 and criticized al-Qa`ida’s wanton 
tatarrus and impiety, al-Qa`ida chief deputies put 
aside their operational responsibilities to write es-
says and books and conduct interviews and 
speeches to defend against the accusations. Al-
Qa`ida showed its fear over this vulnerability. It 
bled.  

But the United States was not there to 
twist the knife, to market the counter-al-Qa`ida 
statements anonymously or through third, un-
attributable parties in enough languages and me-
dia platforms to reach a global audience. The 
United States and Western counterparts failed to 
capitalize on the recantation that could have 
helped serve to inspire communities to repel al-
Qa`ida or at least to create environments inhospi-
table to future al-Qa`ida influence.  

This critical vulnerability is so destructive 
to al-Qa`ida that its exploitation will lead to de-
struction of its center of gravity: support from a 
portion of society. I am not referring to wide sup-
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port in the Muslim world. Al-Qa`ida clearly does 
not enjoy wide support according to multiple polls 
conducted over the past decade. Instead, I am re-
ferring to small pools of future recruits and all-
too-common public non-engagement or indiffer-
ence which allows al-Qa`ida militants to find safe 
havens. Army Lieutenant General William Yarbor-
ough explained it well in his 1962 “Counter 
Insurgency Operations,” although he was referring 
to communism-driven transnational insurrections. 

 
The basic elements of success of the ‘Peo-
ple’s War’ have rested in the active support 

of a minority of the target population and the 

tacit support or neutrality of the balance of 

the people, due largely to apathy, disgust or 

open hostility toward the regime in power. 

 

Despite the obvious critical vulnerability 
and center of gravity, the United States continues 
to play right into al-Qa`ida’s invulnerable 
strengths. 
 Each troop increase in Iraq and Afghani-
stan creates more sympathy for al-Qa`ida and 
appears to confirm al-Qa`ida’s simple narrative 
that Islam is somehow under attack. 
 Each leader killed offers al-Qa`ida greater 
legitimacy with the appearance of being an equi-
table U.S. foe. All al-Qa`ida cells are built 
regeneratively to withstand leadership deaths. Its 
leaders are easily replaceable. 
 Each military attack against violent ex-
tremists merely drives them to ground or forces 
them to move, failing to significantly hurt enemy 
operations in the short run. A New York Times 
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reporter, in Taliban captivity 2008–2009, ex-
pressed this phenomenon vividly:  
 

We arrived in Pakistan’s tribal areas, an iso-

lated belt of Taliban-controlled territory. We 

were now in “the Islamic emirate” — the 

fundamentalist state that existed in Afghani-

stan before the 2001 American-led invasion. 

The loss of thousands of Afghani, Pakistani, 

and American lives and billions in American 

aid had merely moved it a few miles east, 

not eliminated it.i 
 
 Each money network shut down reveals to 
the world al-Qa`ida’s “surprising” resilience. Al-
Qa`ida is built to run penniless. Even if they want 
money, they do not need it. Since 2001, every ma-
jor terrorist attack has relied on shoestring 
funding such as fireworks or box cutters. And the 
most violent extremists have been wealthy—happy 
to use their own money. Al-Qa`ida are inspirers, 
not funders. 
 Each website knocked out of service un-
covers the robustness and the regenerative nature 
of al-Qa`ida’s worldwide online marketing network 
because their websites will resurrect, sometimes 
in minutes. 
 

��� 

 
I will use the definitions of Dr. Joe Strange, 

U.S. Marine Corps War College, to conduct a mili-
tary analysis of al-Qa`ida’s critical vulnerability 
and center of gravity: 

Centers of Gravity - physical or moral enti-
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ties that are the primary components of 

physical or moral strength, power, and resis-

tance. They don’t just contribute to strength; 

they ARE the strength. 

 

Critical Capabilities - every center of gravity 

has some primary ability (or abilities) that 

makes it a center of gravity in the context of 

a given scenario, situation, or mission… 

 

Critical Requirements - conditions, re-

sources, and means that are essential for a 

center of gravity to achieve its critical capa-

bility. 

 

Critical Vulnerabilities - those critical re-

quirements, or components thereof, that are 

deficient or vulnerable to neutralization or 

defeat in a way that will contribute to a cen-

ter of gravity failing to achieve its critical 

capability. 

 

This analysis applied to al-Qa`ida: 
 

Center of Gravity 

  
Popular Support - The active advocates of trans-
national insurrections constitute a small but 
capable and active segment of the population. 
This includes the minority of armed militants and 
terrorists as well as a small portion of supporters 
who help to legitimize and galvanize the violent 
extremists. 
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Although distrust of government due to disillu-
sionment with social and economic conditions is 
prevalent in many nations, populations normally 
do not have a self-initiated inclination to conduct 
violent attacks—killing women and children—as a 
means to revolt. The public generally desires to be 
left to earn money and conduct normal familial, 
tribal, and community affairs. Most are apathetic 
to the goals of violent extremists and counterter-
rorism government forces alike. 
  

Critical Capabilities  
 

Defensive Narrative - “Islam is under attack.” The 
very presence of U.S. forces, no matter to what 
end, plays into this narrative and substantiates 
al-Qa`ida and affiliates’ claims. By example, U.S. 
forces provided Tsunami aid in Southeast Asia, 
protected Muslims in Bosnia and Kosovo, and 
have attempted to stabilize Iraq and Afghanistan. 
Despite U.S. assistance, the very existence of U.S. 
and allied forces in Muslim-majority countries 
plays into al-Qa`ida’s narrative and helps drive 
support and recruitment. Al-Qa`ida affiliates 
worldwide use “Islam is under attack” as an ex-
cuse to fight government forces and Western 
interests, shore up support, and earn recruits. 
Each regional violent extremist group claims its 
region is a central front in the greater war. 
  
Online Marketing - The Internet is a safe haven 
from which al-Qa`ida can brand its name and in-
spire lone wolves, those typically educated and 
driven by numerous and complex psychological, 
social, and personal motivations. Al-Qa`ida’s ro-
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bust, unchallenged, flexible, and regenerative web 
network also helps to inspire franchises and sister 
organizations.  

Public Intimidation - While al-Qa`ida disseminates 
a message of “protecting Islam” through its media, 
its militant groups and sister organizations em-
ploy assassination, intimidation, kidnapping, and 
punishments to subjugate apathetic or opposed 
communities in warzones. Examples include the 
Taliban in Afghanistan, al-Qa`ida in Iraq, and al-
Shabaab in southern Somalia. Since the narrative 
of “Islam is under attack” can only inspire a mi-
nority of Muslims, local bullying and killing are 
necessary for al-Qa`ida and affiliates to operate 
openly in any given area. 
 
Regenerative Leadership - Central and cell leader-
ship is structured to withstand leadership deaths 
or capture with as little disruption to militant op-
erations as possible. Although some leadership 
deaths may cause temporary disturbance, leader-
ship incapacitation will never translate into 
strategic victory. 
 
Patience - Al-Qa`ida has instilled in its followers 
the belief that victory4 will take generations. So 
when governments step up police and military op-
erations, militants in every theater often go to 

                                                   
4 Victory is a transnational caliphate that abides by al-Qa`ida’s 
interpretation and implementation of religious law. Often indi-
vidual militants and cells do not think this far out and so 
adopt the more modest aim of simply killing and dying for 
what they perceive as religious duty.  
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ground, temporarily cease activities, and hide. Ex-

tremists often simply stop operating until 

governments lessen efforts, when terrorists can 

begin planning and recruiting again. Time is on al-

Qa`ida’s side. An informal saying among some Ma-

rines is “we have all the watches, al-Qa`ida has all 

the time.” 

 

Intermarriage - When al-Qa`ida moves to a new 

area—whether it be Sudan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, 

or Yemen—its militants quickly endear themselves 

to locals by marrying into local communities. 

Through these marriages, al-Qa`ida becomes part 

of the fabric of that society. Familial relationships 

offer violent extremists safe haven and bind the 

locals to the side of al-Qa`ida. When the Yemeni 

army traveled to arrest al-Qa`ida militants in the 

Marib province in 2009, soldiers found themselves 

fighting an entire village ready to fight and die for 

its new al-Qa`ida kin. 

  

Delivering on Promises - Al-Qa`ida often does what 

it says. Al-Qa`ida in the Arabian Peninsula prom-

ised to attack the West. Counterterrorism analysts 

dismissed al-Qa`ida’s threats as empty illusions of 

grandeur. I know because I was one of these gov-

ernment analysts who assessed that al-Qa`ida in 

the Arabian Peninsula would not have the capabil-

ity, cause, or initiative to attack the West on 

western soil. Surprisingly, al-Qa`ida delivered on 

its promise. On 25 December 2009, al-Qa`ida 

sent 23-year old Nigerian Umar Farouk (wearing 

PETN explosives concealed in his underwear), to 

blow up Northwest/Delta Flight 253 in-bound to 

Detroit. Although unsuccessful, the attempt was 
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nonetheless an act of terrorism and showed al-
Qa`ida’s reach from the Arabian Peninsula. Like-
wise, the Taliban warned the United States that it 
would conduct an attack on U.S. soil. I witnessed 
analysts in the U.S. security community dismiss-
ing such claims as empty bravado. Once again 
analysts were wrong. The Taliban was found to be 
behind Faisal Shahzad’s attempt to detonate a 
vehicle-borne improvised explosive device in 
the heart of New York City. Such connection be-
tween words and actions gives al-Qa`ida, its 
affiliates, and sister organizations credence among 
violent extremist sympathizers and makes every-
thing these groups say of utmost importance to 
governments. 
  

Critical Requirements  
 
Fledgling and/or Corrupt Government - Al-
Qa`ida’s ability to activate and exploit a popula-
tion lies in basic unresolved challenges within the 
country. This allows al-Qa`ida and similar militant 
organizations safe haven:  

The military contributes but cannot win the 

conflict without extensive changes and re-

forms to eliminate the causes of dissension 
and revolt. 

 

Unless the government achieves an ascen-

dancy of ideology and aims over those 

offered by the guerillas/terrorists and con-

vinces the people of their intent to implement 

extensive changes and reform the forces of 

revolutionary war will eventually win.ii 
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It must be noted that even without safe 
haven, al-Qa`ida has been able to execute mass 
casualty attacks in population centers. This criti-
cal requirement only applies to some areas of al-
Qa`ida presence and influence, such as southern 
Somalia, eastern Yemen, and western Pakistan. 
 
Money - Although important for arms purchase 
and smuggling, human smuggling, pay-offs to 
tribal and local political leaders, and recruitment 
of those looking for salary and day-to-day needs, 
most large-scale al-Qa`ida terrorist attacks require 
minimal funding. A small amount of PETN explo-
sive, gasoline tanks, or box cutters are all 
relatively inexpensive. “…A little imagination and 
planning and a limited budget can turn almost 
anything into a deadly, effective, and convenient 
weapon,” stated an al-Qa`ida spokesman in March 
2010 in English. 

“Following the money trail” as thousands 
of government specialists do to track down terror-
ists may lead to finding terrorist cells and 
stopping deadly attacks. But these efforts will 
never undermine al-Qa`ida. The deadliest terror-
ists have been wealthy and perfectly capable of 
operating with cheap supplies without the need 
for outside funds—from the 9/11 hijackers to the 
7/7 London bombers to the failed 2010 Times 
Square bomber. Even the most impoverished non-
ideologically-driven insurgents in Iraq operated 
with wire stolen from telephone lines, rocket am-
munition lying around from Saddam’s years, and 
equipment from trash dumps such as washing 
machine timers. Al-Qa`ida may want money but 
certainly does not need it to operate. 
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U.S. and Allied Presence - The presence of conven-
tional forces often causes alliances of convenience 
between politically motivated anti-govern-
ment/anti-“invader” forces and ideologically 
driven transnational violent insurrectionists. Such 
presence offers al-Qa`ida recruits, legitimacy, and 
a materialization of its narrative. 
  

Critical Vulnerability  
 
Violent Ideology – Public backlash could create an 
impermissible environment for extremists as al-
Qa`ida wantonly kills innocents to include mostly 
Muslims who are non-combatant women, chil-
dren, elderly, and handicapped. Terror campaigns 
in Algeria and Egypt in the 1990s and in Western 
Iraq from 2003–2007 may, in large part, have gal-
vanized populations to act against extremist 
influences. Massacres of civilians were seen as 
impious, inhumane, and viscerally repulsive. Not 
only do such attacks undermine al-Qa`ida’s 
claimed religious legitimacy, since killing non-
combatants is clearly prohibited in accepted 
Hadith and the Quran, but families and concerned 
citizens fear for their own lives. A media campaign 
must accurately and emotively expose al-Qa`ida’s 
violent ideology to exploit this vulnerability before 
al-Qa`ida can reach more territories, more re-
cruits, and further support. 
 
 

��� 
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Most Likely Course of Action 
 
Al-Qa`ida will likely continue to inspire some mili-
tants willing to kill and die in areas of instability 
like southern Somalia, the national border regions 
of North Africa and the Sahel, Yemen, Afghani-
stan, Pakistan, Chechnya, and pockets of 
Southeast Asia. Al-Qa`ida, via its worldwide ro-
bust and regenerative online marketing and 
communications network, will also likely continue 
to irregularly inspire deadly lone wolves such as 
Nidal Hassan (November 2009 Fort Hood shooter) 
and Umar Farouk (December 2009 failed airliner 
bomber). 
 

Most Dangerous Course of Action 

Mass casualty attacks are the most dangerous 
enemy course of action. Most dangerous would be 
if an al-Qa`ida cell or militant steals and detonates 
a portable weapon of mass destruction in a dense 
urban population. Nasser al-Bahri, Usama bin 
Ladin’s former bodyguard, states in his 2010 book 
Dans l’ombre de Ben Ladin, that al-Qa`ida leader-
ship is bent on securing a nuclear device. As bin 
Ladin reportedly said, “I am prepared to give my 
entire fortune to have a nuclear weapon in order 
to arrive at an equilibrium with the Americans.” 
 Contrary to common perception, perma-
nently taking over a region is not a most 
dangerous course of action. Al-Qa`ida and sister 
groups have shown little skill for governing or de-
fending against conventional forces as shown in 
Afghanistan in October 2001 and Fallujah, Iraq in 
November 2004.  
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Before I begin my book, I should make a few cau-
tionary comments regarding the strategy to exploit 
al-Qa`ida’s violent ideology. 

This policy recommendation must be taken 
into a holistic whole-of-government and partner 
nation approach. Although it is the most impor-
tant strategy the United States can execute to 
permanently and strategically defeat al-Qa`ida, 
there are other factors to consider.  

For example, the United States must still 
defend itself against terrorist attacks. Breaking 
up, arresting, and killing those plotting against 
the homeland and U.S. interests and persons 
abroad is still necessary. And the U.S. police and 
military get better at this every day. It is unfortu-
nate that necessary security considerations stop 
the literally thousands of successes from being 
reported. 

As we do continue to defend ourselves, we 
must do so with the best personnel because any 
organization is only as good as its employees or 
troops. Most important, in my experience, more 
linguistic and cultural expertise is necessary to 
properly define, identify, and neutralize threats. If 
you think that this is common sense in the gov-
ernment, think again. Before I left the Department 
of Homeland Security’s headquarters intelligence 
section in 2009, which comprised hundreds of of-
ficers, I was the only person who read Arabic.5  

                                                   
5 It may also be noted that the Department of Homeland Se-
curity denied repeated formal requests for supscriptions to 
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It is important to emphasize that experts 

must have a depth of knowledge. Experts are not 

graduates of the Defense Language Institute’s one-

year intensive Arabic program. I have struggled 

with Arabic for 12 years, and there are still worlds 

for me to learn. As my Yale language professor 

said to me, “Arabic is for life.” Likewise, officers 

cannot be considered experts just because they 

graduated from a two-year masters program in 

Arab studies or one of the other dozens of secu-

rity/foreign service policy masters programs.  

I sat in senior meetings where undersecre-

taries disparaged security officers for being too 

strict in withholding security clearances from 

first- and second-generation immigrant applicants 

from regions of interest. But as a senior intelli-

gence officer who conducted dozens of candidate 

interviews, I can attest that it is not the failure of 

security departments. It is leadership failure for 

not changing recruitment strategies, which leave 

true experts in the dust in favor of quasi-policy 

hacks whose dearth of regional knowledge is sur-

passed only by lack of imagination and drive. I 

would prefer a soldier who has completed four 

tours in Afghanistan and speaks conversational 

Dari or a Lebanese-American who grew up under-

standing five Arabic dialects (and the limits of her 

own biases as well) over a 24-year-old masters 

graduate whose credentials include a semester 

                                                                                        
mainstream daily Arabic newspapers. I needed a pulse on 
what Arabic-speaking communities were reading to function in 
my job. So, I would purchase them myself or travel to librar-
ies to keep up on the latest perspectives and news of the 
Arab world. 
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abroad and a college course on the Taliban. If the 
security offices, who in my opinion show the ut-
most professionalism and dedication to their 
mission to protect our nation’s most vital informa-
tion, deny an expert applicant, then it should be 
within leadership’s purview to create offices and 
billets to employ these persons to work with un-
classified information. Unclassified information 
comprises the vast majority of valuable intelli-
gence on terrorism. 

Another consideration before I describe the 
book’s proposal is employing locals to fight ex-
tremists in hotspots. As we conduct 
counterterrorism operations abroad, we must em-
ploy the locals under local constructs at all times. 
In Iraq and Afghanistan, this means tribes. There 
is a reason tribes have persisted through millen-
nia of imperial rule and anti-tribal policies in 
areas known today as Iraq and Afghanistan, de-
spite their being seen consistently as a threat to 
central rule. Tribes are strong. In fact, they are 
stronger than brutal dictatorships—Saddam 
Hussein in Iraq, and the Soviets and Taliban in 
Afghanistan.  

I have endured dozens of policy and ana-
lyst meetings where sociologists argue over the 
current strength of tribes and whether their stat-
ure is presently waning or growing. But their very 
existence reveals their persistent strength. If Gen-
ghis Khan and Alexander the Great failed to check 
tribal power in Iraq and Afghanistan, the U.S. 
president and democratic programs will also be 
unsuccessful.  

A policy of supporting tribes has reaped 
rewards in recent history. In 2006, U.S. forces in 
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western Iraq began to pay off tribes to defeat 
hardened al-Qa`ida elements in tribal backyards. 
From a kinetic perspective, these tribes fared far 
better than U.S. troops because the locals knew 
the human and geographic terrain far better than 
outsiders. Likewise in 2010, U.S. forces began to 
pay off tribal leaders to defeat Taliban cells. Doz-
ens of Afghans were armed and trained as 
neighborhood watches. In these tribal areas, mar-
kets and schools began to thrive. Improvised 
explosive devices ceased, and Taliban attacks 
came to a standstill.iii  

Many in NATO fear the long-term conse-
quences of strengthening locals, such as the 
unintended creation of future warlords.iv However, 
this criticism is largely unfounded. A counterin-
surgency strategy must protect locals by any 
means, and as quickly as possible. But we should 
arm locals in concert with strong liaison with lo-
cal, provincial, and federal police, much as 
neighborhood watches in Washington, DC some-
times work well with both the Metropolitan Police 
Department and the FBI. 

These tribal support programs may not be 
democratic by Western standards, but they work. 
There is no genius to this strategy. It is just the 
natural operational materialization of acknow-
ledgement of tribal dominance. Colonel T.E. 
Lawrence did not ignite an ideological tribal upris-
ing to rout the Ottomans from the Arabian 
Peninsula in the First World War. Instead, Law-
rence literally paid tribes to conduct primitive 
tried-and-true hit-and-run raids against supply 
lines. 

As NATO commanders fear, arming and 
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funding tribal leaders, no matter how local de-
fense initiatives are intertwined with official local 
and federal police forces, will almost certainly 
cause some sort of future civil strife and unfore-
seen second and third order effects. Such risks 
are often beneficial in the short run to fight a de-
fined enemy, once weighed using predictive 
analysis and a keen understanding of the complex 
and competing issues involving tribe and clan 
leaders. 

 

A Specialized Discipline 
 

Finally, conventional forces should be avoided—if 
possible—when al-Qa`ida’s transnational insur-
rection materializes as local insurgencies in 
ungoverned territories such as eastern Afghani-
stan, southern Somalia, and national border areas 
between nations of North Africa and the Sahel. 
Instead Special Operations Forces or any other 
troops specially trained to live and fight locally 
should be the main effort, for the following rea-
sons. 
 Counterterrorism, counter-radicalization 
(from supporting those actively opposed to violent 
extremists, to inoculating unengaged societies 
from extremist influence, to dissuading potential 
recruits, to killing and capturing militants 
through training and employment of indigenous 
units), and civil engagement are specialized and 
sophisticated disciplines. According to a tradi-
tional definition, Special Forces “means something 
very specific—support for resistance movements 
battling governments hostile to the United 
States.”v  
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 The Special Forces operator (same can be 
applied to any troops with special training) should 
remain the main effort in this discipline. He is: 
 

an expert in warfighting skills, executing the 

core activities, and understanding cultures 

around the world. Operators execute mis-

sions across the 3-D Construct of Defense, 

Diplomacy, and Development. The Operator 

is an integrating factor at the lowest level of 

operations, providing synergy to the applica-

tion of national instruments of power and 

providing a tangible mechanism to meet na-

tional objectives. All efforts to develop, field, 

support, enable, and employ a force will fo-

cus upon empowering the Operator. This 

Operator is the building block and founda-

tion of teams and units encompassing 

USSOF specialists including intelligence… 

logistics… and communications… as well as 

other essential functions. 

 

The 3-D Warrior is that special operator who 

is regionally grounded, diplomatically as-

tute, expert in the core activities, and whose 

actions produce tactical through strategic ef-

fect within coordinated whole-of-government 

approach. In the realm of Diplomacy, the 3-D 

Warrior understands regional and local in-

terests, and builds long-term trust in support 

of diplomatic efforts. In the realm of Devel-

opment, the 3-D Warrior integrates 

assistance activities with broader inter-

agency and international efforts. In the 

realm of Defense, the 3-D Warrior brings 
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unique skill sets addressing both direct and 
indirect means. Direct means include those 

capabilities that aggressively counter adver-

saries. Indirect means include those 

capabilities for building partner capacity and 

establishing long-term relationships.vi 
 

Modest Footprint 
 
Special forces or other specially trained Marines, 
Sailors, Airmen, or Soldiers generally operate with 
the lowest profile possible because, few in num-
bers, they tend not to live on forts and only 
operate in dangerous areas impermissible to 
mainstream media attention. Without a significant 
presence of conventional forces or camps, the en-
emy’s recruitment main narrative that “Islam is 
under attack” collapses and non-ideological anti-
“invader” insurgents have nothing to fight. In this 
way, special forces and indigenous populations 
are essentially isolating only the ideologically 
driven violent extremists and staunching their fu-
ture growth in contested areas. If U.S. presidents 
in the future feel they need military presence in a 
certain area without the actual military presence, 
this may be their best option. 
 

Easy Transnational Movement 
 
Special Operations Command or any transna-
tional borderless military command is able to 
move and surge operators as necessary to defeat 
transnational insurrection. Just as al-Qa`ida does 
not operate within the boundaries of geographic 
areas of operations, the United States and allies 
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must have the complete bureaucratic freedom to 
move operators from Iraq to Afghanistan to the 
Philippines, for example, if a mission requires 
such movement. Al-Qa`ida recruits, trains, and 
operates from the Philippines to Diaspora com-
munities in the Caribbean. As it stands today, 
geographic combatant commands are ill-suited to 
redistribute forces at a moment’s notice if neces-
sary.  

If we are to fight a transnational insurrec-
tion—one with no respect for national boundaries 
or international law—we must also have a com-
mand that can operate seamlessly throughout the 
world. This command, since we are at war, must 
even have full authority over (the sanctity of) the 
local ambassadors and mission chiefs on defeating 
al-Qa`ida. This suggestion would upset the entire 
system of the U.S. international relations estab-
lishment. But nine years after 9/11, it is about 
time the United States and its allies operate to 
win—by taking away border constraints, which al-
Qa`ida ignores. To be effective, the transnational 
command must use and communicate clearly with 
embassies and staff in-country. After all, in-
country personnel are often the local “experts.” 
Nevertheless, at a time of war—if we are truly at-
tempting to defeat al-Qa`ida—we must give 
primary authority to a command that has a simi-
lar disposition to the enemy and a chance at 
success. The current system is failing. 
 

Operating in Seams 

Special Operations Command or other transna-
tional borderless command are also able to 
operate in the seams between geographic combat-
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ant commands, which al-Qa`ida and affiliates 
thrive on and count on for operational security. 
For example, in 2005, Iraqi insurgents observed 
and communicated the geographic boundaries be-
tween allied units’ areas of operations. They chose 
to operate and run lines of communication along 
these seams. Likewise, militants move, recruit, 
and operate in the areas between U.S. Department 
of Defense’s Pacific Command, European Com-
mand, Central Command, and Africa Command. 
For example, al-Qa`ida in the Arabian Peninsula 
and al-Shabaab move militants and arms between 
Africa and Yemen regularly, eastern European ter-
rorists move to Afghanistan, and some Southeast 
Asian militants move across the India/Pakistan 
border for training in Afghanistan.  
 The phenomenon of extremists operating 
in the geographic seams is the rule, not the excep-
tion. Special Operations Command or another 
transnational borderless command can operate in 
these seams without bureaucratic drag and with-
out the need to create special cross-geographic 
taskforces. Sometimes, as with the movement of 
militants between Somalia and Yemen, hours or 
even minutes are crucial. 
 

Control of Information Environment 
 
Special forces or other specially trained troops 
only operate in contested and dangerous areas, 
which will curtail media coverage and prevent me-
dia embeds. Such an effect will ensure operational 
security for U.S. and allied forces. Furthermore, it 
will ensure that the true and accurate stories of 
civil engagement and community support will be 
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told without bias or agenda, and will keep media 
sources sympathetic to the violent extremists’ 
cause at bay.  
 

Permanent Operators/Analysts 
 
Special forces or other specially trained troops 
have operators and analysts who can remain in a 
country in a continual capacity ensuring continu-
ity of relationships with locals and continuity of 
mission, as needed. Although most forces would 
rotate in a counterinsurgency environment, a 
small cell of perennial operators and analysts may 
be necessary in some areas to sustain long-term 
missions. Conventional forces typically do not 
have the option of leaving a permanent cell in 
place. 
 

Conventional Forces Provide Critical Support 

and Surge Capacity 

With a transnational military command in the 
lead, conventional forces can and will be brought 
to bear according to mission demands. For exam-
ple, law enforcement advisors will be sent to train 
local police forces and Marines will be used if the 
enemy ill-advisedly amasses, such as al-Qa`ida in 
Iraq did in Fallujah between April and November 
2004. The Army Corps of Engineers will be called 
on to conduct needed construction, and Air Force 
advisors may be tasked to help train pilots of a 
fledgling indigenous air force. Conventional forces 
will play vital roles but cannot be the continuous 
main effort due to their high-profile presence 
which feeds local insurgency. 
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I am touching too briefly on enormous and end-
lessly contested policy issues in this introduction 
to underline that my suggested strategy must be 
taken in concert with a complete national policy. I 
am not suggesting that we lessen our ability to 
win conflicts abroad or to defend ourselves. In-
stead, I am suggesting that the United States 
maintain its security as it also seeks to strategi-
cally defeat al-Qa`ida, understanding that a 
“checkmate” strategy will eventually remove or 
reduce the onslaught of al-Qa`ida threats and 
need to fight al-Qa`ida cell by cell. 

Some insightful critics who reviewed my 
first book, “How You Can Kill Al Qaeda,” consid-
ered me partial to peaceful approaches since it 
described a media campaign to discredit al-Qa`ida 
and inspire revolts against violent extremism, 
ideas further explored in this book. However, I am 
not biased toward any type of strategy. I propose 
the strategy in the earlier and current book be-
cause past evidence and current understanding of 
al-Qa`ida reveal that a campaign to empower Mus-
lims to collapse international insurgency will likely 
work. If my research and analysis revealed that 
dropping a judiciously aimed atom bomb would 
defeat al-Qa`ida, then this is the approach I would 
suggest. But there is no kinetic answer to perma-
nently defeating al-Qa`ida.  

So if you wish to learn an approach 
against al-Qa`ida that will save trillions of dollars, 
thousands of lives, and future generations from 
fighting our war, then please read on and consider 
the strategy in this book. The lessons in this book 
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can and should be applied to defeating all violent 
transnational insurrections. While this book fo-
cuses only on al-Qa`ida, it is also a blueprint to 
defeat any actor that operates like al-Qa`ida, relig-
iously driven or not. The theory of this book is 
applicable to other groups: use al-Qa`ida’s critical 
vulnerability (violent ideology) to deny its center of 
gravity (support and future recruits).  
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
This book will be divided simply into two sections: 
1) problem, in which I define al-Qa`ida, its ideol-
ogy, and its marketing, and 2) proposed solution, 
in which I describe how to empower Muslim voices 
to isolate and defeat al-Qa`ida permanently. 
 

Problem 
 
Al-Qa`ida is, at this very moment, a threat to U.S. 
national security. Al-Qa`ida leadership effectively 
inspires Muslims to kill U.S. citizens. Through its 
unchallenged messaging to the Muslim public, al-
Qa`ida garners its critical support and future re-
cruits.  

There is an abundance of influential 
counter-al-Qa`ida ideologues. However, these 
counter-voices lack the reach to inspire general 
Muslim audiences and thus are unable to under-
mine al-Qa`ida’s violent messages and unable to 
staunch its growth. 
 

Solution 

Amplify and empower counter-al-Qa`ida fighters 
and theorists to inspire communities and catalyze 
social movements to isolate al-Qa`ida from Muslim 
communities worldwide.  
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Execution 
  
Identify, translate, and amplify persuasive and 
independent counter-al-Qa`ida voices using the 
same methods that al-Qa`ida used when it began 
to build its survivable transnational insurrection. 
 

Is anyone else doing this? 
 
There is currently no effective counter-messaging 
campaign against al-Qa`ida. This will be the case 
so long as governments focus on stopping specific 
attacks at the expense of developing a strategic 
plan to destroy the root threat: al-Qa`ida’s ability 
to persuade some mainstream Muslims. Police 
and military operations that arrest and kill al-
Qa`ida operators and supporters are measurable 
and allow government leaders to enjoy only strate-
gically meaningless victories. However, in the face 
of these measurable successes, al-Qa`ida contin-
ues to generate new messages, new operators, and 
new supporters.  

Governments and private groups have at-
tempted limited campaigns to discredit al-Qa`ida, 
but an effects-based assessment reveals these 
programs are ineffectual. A simple test is to log 
online and search for independent and emotive 
counter-al-Qa`ida statements. As you navigate 
hundreds of pages of Google hits, you soon realize 
that no curious would-be extremist or community 
leader looking for messages to help inoculate 
youth from al-Qa`ida propaganda can easily find 
effective inspiration online. If a savvy web user 
cannot find anything to counter al-Qa`ida, neither 
can someone who may not even be intending to 
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search for counter-al-Qa`ida narratives in the first 
place. 

 
��� 

 
It is important to note that this book does not call 
for any type of propaganda. Simply, it calls for 
amplifying voices that already exist to accelerate 
al-Qa`ida’s inevitable demise. The book will offer a 
strategy based on historical data and qualitative 
assessment of current narratives and trends in 
Islam.  
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2. BULLETS DON’T KILL AL-QA`IDA: 
WHAT THIS BOOK IS NOT 

 
This book does not give directions to stop individ-
ual terrorist attacks, something the brave women 
and men of the U.S. armed forces, allied militar-
ies, and law enforcement do successfully every 
day. Instead, the book focuses only on strategic 
and permanent defeat of al-Qa`ida.  

The simple elimination of individual ex-
tremists in defense of the U.S. homeland and 
Western interests can be likened to the Greek 
monster Hydra. For every one head severed, the 
Hydra would grow two heads in its place. Bullets 
do not kill al-Qa`ida.  

Even if (or when) bin Ladin is offed, his 
deputies are ready and itching to take over, per-
haps with a more violent agenda. For example, 
Nasser al-Bahri (Usama bin Ladin’s former body-
guard) in his book Dans l’ombre de Ben Ladin, 
published in 2010, writes that Usama bin Ladin 
would use nuclear weapons much more cautiously 
than his chief deputies if al-Qa`ida had access to 
such weaponry. And, of course, bin Ladin’s death 
would be seen as a martyrdom and powerful sym-
bol for decades to come.  

In fact, although vital to national security, 
all U.S. defensive and offensive operations have 
given al-Qa`ida more legitimacy and heightened its 
ability to recruit. New al-Qa`ida affiliates wear the 
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U.S. Department of State’s terrorist group desig-

nation as a badge of honor as al-Shabaab did in 

its Youtube videos in March 2008. Likewise, pub-

lic attention paid by the U.S. government has 

further buttressed al-Qa`ida-supporting star lec-

turer Anwar al-Awlaki’s extremist credentials and 

influence.  

Al-Awlaki’s popularity and the audience 

who watch his online lectures have increased in 

line with his increased media attention. He has 

been the subject of public statements on home-

land radicalization from Congress and the 

Executive Office. Government officials’ and public 

admittance that Awlaki is a clear and present 

danger to the United States and U.S. interests is a 

badge of honor for Awlaki, who has quoted public 

testimony of his dangerous nature on his website 

to bolster his own credentials. 

 In the 9/11 Commission Report, Awlaki 

was a named person of interest who was a prayer 

leader for three of the 9/11 hijackers who were 

already in the United States preparing their terror-

ist attack. 

 In his October 2008 testimony, Depart-

ment of Homeland Security Chief Intelligence 

Officer Charles Allen warned, “[Awlaki] targets US 

Muslims with radical online lectures encouraging 

terrorist attacks from his new home in Yemen."
6
 

                                                   
6 This is testimony that I drafted for the Undersecretary for 
the Office of Intelligence and Analysis, Department of Home-
land Security—a strategic misstep that was mine and mine 
alone. 
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 In November 2009, a “For Official Use 
Only” Department of Homeland intelligence as-
sessment was leaked to the press. The note refers 
to a 23 December 2008 Awlaki website command 
for violence and Awlaki’s declarations of support 
for al-Qa`ida affiliate al-Shabaab.7  
 During the November 2009 Senate hearing 
on the nomination of Caryn Wagner as the new 
Department of Homeland Security Undersecretary 
for Intelligence and Analysis, Senator Lieberman 
(D-CT) stated the following: “For instance, and of 
real interest, [the Department of Homeland Secu-
rity Office of Intelligence and Analysis] issued 
reports at the [For Official Use Only] level to state 
and local law enforcements in September 2008 
and January 2009 on Anwar al-Awlaki, the radical 
Yemeni-American imam who, according to media 
reports, was involved in this e-mail correspon-
dence with [Nidal Hassan].”8 
 According to a March 2010 news story, CIA 
director Leon Panetta spoke about Awlaki’s role in 
inspiring past attacks and Awlaki’s goal to “inspire 
additional attacks on the United States.” 
 U.S. Representative Jane Harman, a mem-
ber of the House Committee on Homeland 
Security, stated in Spring 2010 that Awlaki is 
“probably the person, the terrorist, who would be 
terrorist number one in terms of threat against 
us.” 
 President Obama publicly authorized op-

                                                   
7 I authored this assessment. To date the Department of 
Homeland Security has not uncovered the source of the leak. 
8 I authored both assessments. 
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erations to capture or kill Awlaki in April 2010. 
There could be no greater compliment to Awlaki 
and no greater method of canonizing a violent ex-
tremist enemy of the United States. 
 With media attention and government 
warnings, Awlaki’s persona may have crossed the 
proverbial point of no return—when a violent ex-
tremist talking head becomes admired enough 
that his capture or demise would just cause fur-
ther reverence. The U.S. government has 
effectively helped to canonize a threat.  
 In addition, new U.S. government organi-
zations, which al-Qa`ida attacks inspired, are 
materialized substantiation that al-Qa`ida poses a 
clear and present danger to the United States. Al-
Qa`ida followers and future recruits likely see this 
government counterterrorism growth as evidence 
that al-Qa`ida is a viable and successful threat 
perhaps on level with the former Soviet Union.  
 Al-Qa`ida terrorism drove the U.S. govern-
ment to create the Department of Homeland 
Security, Office of the Director of National Intelli-
gence, and National Counterterrorism Center. Al-
Qa`ida terrorism was the impetus for creating 
state and local intelligence and information field 
offices in most big cities and for motivated cities, 
such as New York, to found their own intelligence 
and anti-terror units. Furthermore, universities 
around the country have created new Arab, terror-
ism, and homeland security studies programs in 
response to al-Qa`ida. If you add in the contrac-
tors and support offices built into federal, state, 
local, and private organizations, the number of 
personnel runs into the tens of thousands.  
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 Perhaps expansion is necessary to thwart 
terrorist attacks. However, there is a byproduct: 
expansion raises the bona fides of just a few men 
who possess the ability to inspire others to attack.  
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3. INSPIRING REVOLT 

 

Al-Qa`ida will destroy itself. Just as with past vio-
lent extremist movements, al-Qa`ida’s 
indiscriminate killings will cause populations to 
turn against their aggressors, eventually. It is only 
a matter of time, as al-Qa`ida continues to grow in 
its ability to recruit militants and supporters.  

I served in Ramadi, Iraq in 2005, when a 
group of men and women dragged an al-Qa`ida 
cell out of the city and set the cell’s cars on fire. 
These civilians had had enough of al-Qa`ida’s in-
discriminate killing of innocents and the very 
presence of violent militants which forced the 
United States to send waves of troops to the area. 
The panicked expulsion reflected a growing public 
hatred of al-Qa`ida that, in turn, helped the popu-
lace to later accept and support the “Anbar 
Awakening.” During the Anbar Awakening, the 
United States-backed tribes killed militants and 
helped dissuade would-be terrorists from joining 
the hardened al-Qa`ida elements in western Iraq.  

Likewise, Algeria’s Armed Islamic Group 
wrought so much death between 1992 and 1999—
the civil war killed 150,000–200,000 persons—
that it isolated itself completely from the popula-
tion and lost any semblance of popular support. 
Essentially, the group withered without recruits 
and without safe havens. Even if the government 
had not cracked down harshly against militants, 
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the Armed Islamic Group could not have contin-

ued at the time absent its supply of fresh recruits, 

support, and safe havens. 

Egypt also saw displays of public disgust 

over hundreds of innocents killed at the hands of 

the Egyptian Islamic Jihad and Gama`a Islamiyya. 

The Egyptian Islamic Jihad militants eventually 

had so little support that they were forced to flee 

to Pakistan and then Sudan.  

The U.S. and other governments, along 

with concerned citizens, can simply wait until al-

Qa`ida has no sanctuary after it has killed too 

many innocents. This may take decades or centu-

ries and cause tens or hundreds of thousands 

more lives.  

Alternatively, we can close the emotional 

space between al-Qa`ida and populations yet un-

affected by al-Qa`ida’s influence. In other words, 

speed up the inevitable hatred against al-Qa`ida 

without the ensuing bloodbaths. 

This book chooses the second, more active 

and moral strategy.  

Defeating al-Qa`ida will first require an ac-

curate analysis of al-Qa`ida’s nature as well as its 

strengths and weaknesses. Al-Qa`ida is first and 

foremost a media organization. It is comprised of 

an Egyptian core that is hiding along the Afghani-

stan/Pakistan border and that inspires others to 

attack. Its fuel is the simple narrative that Islam is 

under attack. Its vehicle is foremost the Internet, 

which is its virtual safe haven far more powerful 

than any geographic safe haven. In this book, I 

will suggest using lessons learned from al-Qa`ida’s 

media strategy against al-Qa`ida.  

Just as al-Qa`ida uses a robust network of 
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disparate web forums to translate and market its 
message to inspire recruits and supporters, I will 
suggest an online (and also offline) strategy to 
translate and market messages to deny al-Qa`ida 
recruits and supporters.  

Just as al-Qa`ida successfully radicalizes 
Muslims with its message of “Islam is under at-
tack,” the proposed counter-messaging will 
radicalize Muslims against al-Qa`ida with the ac-
curate message “you are or will soon be under 
attack from al-Qa`ida.”  

Practically speaking, this proposed cam-
paign would not normally directly inspire someone 
to suddenly take up arms against al-Qa`ida just 
as al-Qa`ida messages normally do not inspire 
Muslims to independently and suddenly take up 
arms against the West. Although this does occur, 
it is not the norm. Instead, charismatic leaders, 
groups of friends, families, neighborhoods, 
mosque leaders, or inspired lone wolves, armed 
with emotive anti-al-Qa`ida messages, may help to 
inspire inoculation or even active revolt against al-
Qa`ida.  

Just as al-Qa`ida’s messaging catalyzes 
social movements or individual action over time, 
counter-al-Qa`ida messaging can be a catalyst for 
anti-al-Qa`ida campaigns. These campaigns may 
take on many forms. However, like al-Qa`ida’s 
marketing, anti-al-Qa`ida campaigns can begin on 
the flexible, anonymous, and ubiquitous world-
wide web. 

The strategy will be to isolate al-Qa`ida 
from any Muslim community that might provide it 
with any type of future support so that al-Qa`ida 
withers and dies alone and impotent. The logic is 
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that most (but certainly not all) al-Qa`ida hard-
ened violent extremists are beyond rehabilitation. 
Instead of just trying to de-radicalize the already 
radicalized, we must dry up future recruits and 
support. We must drive an irreparable wedge be-
tween al-Qa`ida and Muslim communities 
worldwide that al-Qa`ida depends on for recruits, 
safe haven, moral support, and legitimacy.  

This end state requires engaging all seg-
ments of Muslim communities. Included are the 
few who are already actively opposed to violent 
extremism, the vast majority who are apathetic 
and unengaged, those who are currently unen-
gaged but may have a propensity to support or 
join violent extremism in the future, and those 
who currently support violent extremists.  

The following is a simplistic breakdown of 
many Muslim communities and the desired effect 
the strategy in this book works towards: 
 

Those Actively Opposed to Violent Extremism  
 
Solidify the beliefs of those against militants. Pro-
vide ideological justification and further 
inspiration for anti-extremist movements already 
in action.  
 Examples of those already against violent 
extremism are the Pakistani Lashkars—tribal mili-
tias who use their own money and weapons to 
independently defend against or offensively fight 
Taliban cells encroaching on their territories. On 
the Afghan side of the border, there are some vil-
lagers also fighting the Taliban and al-Qa`ida 
elements on their own.  For example, in June 
2010 in Gizab (100 miles from Kandahar), a shop-
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keeper rallied villagers fed up with the Taliban’s 
presence and intimidation. Dozens of untrained 
citizens took up arms and pushed the Taliban 
from their town, which “sits at the apex of a capil-
lary-like infiltration network that connects 
western Pakistan’s lawless tribal regions to key 
parts of southern Afghanistan.” What pushed 
these regular townsmen to arms? The Taliban, up 
to that point, had seized trucks, stolen cargo, 
waged unlawful taxes, tore down schools, took 
over health clinics for themselves, and kidnapped 
locals. Eventually the shopkeeper raised over 300 
men to execute defensive foot patrols and main-
tain checkpoints.  14 neighboring towns—inspired 
by Gizab—have raised similar defense forces. 
Whether this can be sustained only time will tell—
the villagers may need training from the U.S. Spe-
cial Forces, money from the Afghan government, 
and moral motivation to sustain a defensive 
stance against the Taliban in the long run.vii 

A less violent example is the father of 
Umar Farouk (the 25 December 2009 failed 
bomber of an airliner near Detroit). The dad 
walked into the U.S. Embassy to share his con-
cerns that his son may have joined al-Qa`ida 
ranks. Unfortunately, the father’s warning was not 
properly heeded—a major U.S. government failure. 

A third example is Munich’s Darul Quran 
mosque imam Hesham Shashaa. He personally 
reaches out to youth to dissuade them from vio-
lent extremism. He actively keeps up to date on 
the latest al-Qa`ida messaging so that he knows 
what he is up against—he even squirrels away lit-
erature that is illegal in Germany so that he 
remains a step ahead of the terrorist recruiters 
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and supporters.  

Although he has lost pupils to terrorist re-

cruiters, he has also claimed successes. For 

example, one of his current bodyguards is a mar-

tial arts and weapons expert with experience in 

the Jordanian military. As recruiters and friends 

were coaxing him to become a foreign fighter in 

Iraq, Shashaa interceded successfully. He ex-

plained to his now bodyguard that religious war 

may be permissible sometimes but never the kill-

ing of women and children—joining al-Qa`ida can 

never be an option. 

Mr. Shashaa has stated in interviews that 

he believes that “jihad” is part of Islam, “But it 

must be the head of state or caliphate who an-

nounces jihad…It can’t be someone like bin Laden 

or Mullah Omar who declares jihad…What they do 

is not jihad.” He has said, “If you can show me in 

the Koran or Sunnah that I am wrong, I will be the 

first one who would take a gun and join them, but 

you won’t be able to find anything like that.”
viii

 

With a Palestinian father, he grew up and 

studied in Egypt and worked as a journalist. In 

short, he has the background, training, and prac-

tice to be an excellent communicator—a deadly 

weapon against al-Qa`ida’s recruitment efforts. 

Mr. Shashaa would benefit greatly from an 

online competing narrative forum that offers 

translations of emotive and accurate counter-

extremist arguments. He needs a toolbox of infor-

mation and sources to stay steps ahead of al-

Qa`ida. He needs support so that he can continue 

his difficult one-on-one work to peal away the ap-

peal of al-Qa`ida’s mystique and narrative.  
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 Those actively opposed to al-Qa`ida may be 

armed anti-extremist militants, concerned citizens 

willing to alert authorities, or active prayer leader 

counter-recruiters. 

 

The Apathetic Majority 
 

Catalyze social movements to join those already 

actively opposed to violent extremism by causing 

the unengaged majority to react emotionally to 

violent extremist operations, even if presently they 

are not directly affected by al-Qa`ida operations. 

 Inoculate those populations from violent 

extremist influence, violent extremist propaganda, 

and violent extremist marketers. 

 Inspire communities to create environs 

impermissible to any al-Qa`ida element, sympa-

thizer, or supporter through social movements 

and societal vigilance against violent extremist 

influences. The goal is to inspire the vast majority 

of apathetic Muslims to copy the example of Umar 

Farouk’s father: to live vigilantly and speak out 

when violent extremism encroaches on one’s 

community. The goal, when possible, is also to 

inspire some to join the ranks of groups like the 

anti-Taliban Pakistani Lashkars and active 

counter-recruiters like Shashaa. 

 

Those Susceptible to Radicalization 
 

Help the indigenous societies and community 

leaders to dissuade would-be radicals from joining 

violent extremism. Keep the fence-sitters on the 

peaceful or even anti-al-Qa`ida side. 

This is the traditional arena of the 
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“counter-radicalization” discipline in government 
counterterrorism units. The goal is radicalization 
prevention. The goal is to inspire that young per-
son, who might be curious about the allure of al-
Qa`ida, to feel revulsion over the inhumanity and 
impiety of al-Qa`ida’s bloodlust.  

The short-term goal is to nudge those sus-
ceptible individuals onto the peaceful side of the 
ideological fence. 

The long-term goal is to inspire them to 
take a more active role against al-Qa`ida, whether 
with words or bullets. 
 

Radicalized Militants 

Create doubts in some al-Qa`ida affiliates who 
may not be completely ideologically focused. Such 
a change for militant affiliates would demand rec-
onciliation with their former violent theology, 
reconciliation with former foes (the government 
and prior indigenous competitors like the Lash-
kars), and acceptance of the looming threat of 
retaliation from al-Qa`ida. 

Force radical militants and their spokes-
men to defend their actions and violent ideology, 
thus bringing more light to their ideological weak-
nesses, wasting their time (which could otherwise 
be spent on recruiting, planning, and operating), 
and making them appear weaker to would-be re-
cruits and supporters. 

Rehabilitate9 hardened radicals in prison 

                                                   
9 For this book I will broadly add disengagement (from vio-
lence without forfeiting ideology) to the rubric of 
rehabilitation. I invite the reader to investigate the wealth of 
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when possible. There have been dozens of itera-

tions of prison rehabilitation programs from Libya 

to Saudi Arabia to Yemen to Kuwait to Malaysia to 

Indonesia.10 No program has allowed ample inde-

pendent verification of claimed success such as 

reports of lower recidivism rates. No program has 

allowed independent study on whether those cho-

sen for rehabilitation are pre-selected to be 

already personally prepared to disengage from vio-

lence. And little study and not enough time has 

passed to observe whether governments will thor-

oughly follow up with those released—even 

programs that make families responsible for the 

newly rehabilitated—to ensure they stay the non-

violent path. In short, the debate as to whether 

violent extremists are rehabilitatable will not end 

unless studies are allowed to verify claimed gov-

ernment successes. 

                                                                                        
new reports on rehabilitation programs, principles, and meth-
odologies (application of which must be dependent on time, 
culture, and location). This discipline goes beyond the scope 
of this book, but is essential to understanding and implement-
ing holistic counter-radicalization programs. 
10 In Southeast Asia, some governments offer spiritual reha-
bilitation, training in nonviolence (using Ghandi and Dr. Martin 
Luther King literature), interaction with seasoned religious 
scholars, psychological therapy with medication if necessary, 
vocational training for efficacy and skills upon release, busi-
ness liaison for future jobs, familial and tribal integration with 
professional counselors present, sports recreation with prison 
guards, and training in literature and art as a healthy means 
of expression. Although this is promising, more independent 
study must be conducted to evaluate prison rehabilitation and 
reintegration programs. 
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 Also, when studying prison rehabilitation, 
one must also study how much governments are 
separating prison populations judiciously to keep 
prisons from becoming radicalization caldrons (in 
Iraq, Egypt, and Yemen, for example, simple 
criminals are in proximity to radicalizers and often 
can become terrorists upon release). 

Graduates from prison rehabilitation and 
disengagement programs also integrate into dy-
namic environments. Changes in foreign policy, 
proximity to un-rehabilitated hardened radicals, 
and new terrorist group propaganda may affect 
recidivism rates. Furthermore, judicial corruption, 
prison system competence, and overall govern-
ment buy-in to such prison de-radicalization 
efforts may affect outcomes. 

 
In summary: 

 
• Solidify beliefs of those already against al-

Qa`ida. 
 

• Provide ideological justification for opera-
tional counter-extremist movements.  

 
• Mobilize apathetic communities and cata-

lyze social movements.  
 

• Inoculate populations from future violent 
extremist influence.  

 
• Create environments impermissible to al-

Qa`ida and its ideology.  
 

• Dissuade potential militants. 
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 Sow seeds of doubt among some al-Qa`ida affili-
ates and supporters.  
 

• Force al-Qa`ida onto the ideological defen-
sive. 

 
��� 

 
None of these tactics is inherently peaceful and 
none calls for understanding or respecting the 
West, secular governments, or even mainstream 
Islam. The goal, rather, is to brew a level of dis-
gust strong enough so that communities rebel 
against al-Qa`ida supporters, members, and influ-
ence. The aim is for communities to execute a 
version of the Spanish Inquisition to verbally or 
violently rout al-Qa`ida presence of any type and 
inoculate youth from ever participating in violent 
extremism in the future. The objective can be re-
stated as “to radicalize Muslims against al-
Qa`ida.”  

When proposed with this objective, ana-
lysts frequently offer a counter-hypothesis: when 
executing a negative campaign (an anti-al-Qa`ida 
campaign in this case), one must replace a nega-
tive concept with an equally impelling positive 
concept. Applying the hypothesis to al-Qa`ida, one 
should perhaps replace violent extremism with a 
movement for democracy, understanding, prosper-
ity, or political participation. 

  However, communities must determine the 
next step for themselves, not Western govern-
ments. Some communities may resemble the 
status quo pre-al-Qa`ida, while others may 
strengthen tribal ties or elect to enter political 
processes. Propaganda aimed toward swaying the 
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goals of Muslim communities reeks of imperialistic 

hubris. The arrogance of pushing Western democ-

racy in the Arab world, for example, has often 

failed and caused unnecessary exacerbation of 

anti-Western sentiment, likely helping al-Qa`ida to 

find some sympathizers.  

Other analysts underestimate the overall 

effect of a negative campaign. They claim that a 

purely negative campaign simply does not work, 

whether against a violent transnational insurrec-

tion or an incumbent in a democratic election.  

However, negative campaigns can be effective. 

Exemplifying the effectiveness of a negative cam-

paign is Al-Qa`ida itself, which was built on the 

epithet “Islam is under attack.” This aphorism is 

defensive and negative. The proposal in this book 

appropriates al-Qa`ida’s strategy. 
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4. CONCEPTS EXPLAINED 

 

Before reading further, it is important to under-
stand certain assumptions, definitions, and 
concepts. There are many understandings of the 
following terms, and each term deserves a wealth 
of literature.  

The following definitions will serve as a 
baseline as I further define al-Qa`ida and a pro-
posed campaign to collapse its transnational 
insurrection. 
 The following are the most important (and 
often contentious) to this policy proposal and to 
the counter-radicalization discipline as a whole: 
 
Al-Qa`ida core - Regenerative elusive leaders (to 
include Usama bin Ladin and Ayman al-Zawahiri) 
probably living in western Pakistan who attempt 
to inspire individuals and groups to conduct vio-
lence in the name of al-Qa`ida. 
  
Al-Qa`ida affiliate - Person or group who explicitly 
adheres to al-Qa`ida’s core violent ideology. 
  
Al-Qa`ida narrative - Islam is under attack. 
  
Al-Qa`ida ideology - The only way to defend Islam, 
which is under attack, is through offensive vio-
lence, to include killing innocents in the process. 
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There are no alternatives to violence to defend Is-
lam. 
  
Al-Qa`ida goal - To create and lead an imagined 
international state run by al-Qa`ida’s rules. Al-
Qa`ida has failed to specify how it would exactly 
interpret or implement its peculiar interpretation 
of religious law. Al-Qa`ida has failed to explain 
how this international “caliphate” will be somehow 
harmonious and homogenous when history’s Is-
lamic empires were anything but. Of note is that 
few militants, according to interviews of failed sui-
cide bombers for example, carry this long-term 
goal. Instead, interviewees relate only to the more 
short-term and accessible narrative that Islam is 
under attack. 
 
Violent extremist/violent radical affiliated with al-
Qa`ida - Someone who believes he kills and/or 
dies in the name of God on behalf or through the 
inspiration of al-Qa`ida. Violent Extremists are not 
those who only use words of support for al-Qa`ida 
or hold anti-U.S. sentiment. This term refers only 
to those who make the cosmic leap from harmless 
and sometimes healthy rhetoric to picking up 
arms to fight and die in the name of al-Qa`ida.  
 
Terrorism – A tactic to create wider societal terror 
from an action—the psychological result being 
greater than the damage from the actual attack. 
Psychological societal resilience can damage the 
effectiveness of terrorism. 
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Terrorist - A person who perpetrates acts of vio-
lence to spread wider societal fear—who executes 
tactics of terrorism. 
  
War on Terrorism - A nonsensical phrase that can 
only be interpreted as a war against a martial tac-
tic. Terrorism is a tactic. The term “war on 
terrorism” makes as much sense as a “war against 
the method of frontal armor assaults in warfare.” 
  
Muslim community - A neighborhood, town, tribe, 
or congregation of Muslims, either virtual or real. 
 
Marketing/Messaging – A process or technique to 
promote, sell, and distribute a product or idea. 
 
Tatarrus11 - A word used by Al-Qa`ida and al-
Qa`ida critics to mean “human shields,” often 
used in justifying the killing of innocents in war-
fare. 
  
Wanton Tatarrus - A qualitative judgment of gra-
tuitous mass murder of bystanders.  
  

                                                   
11 Tatarrus holds the Arabic consonants “t,” “r,” “s” referring 
to a shield. According to Al Mawrid dictionary (M. Ba'al-
baki, Dr. Rouhi Baalbaki, Dr. Rouhi Baalbaki, Dar El-Ilm 
Lilmalayin) the verb tarras means "to shield or provide with a 
shield."  According to the Arabic-English Dictionary: The Hans 
Wehr Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic (Spoken Language 
Services, 1993), the noun turs (plural atras or alternatively 
turus) means "shield." 
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Jihad - An internal struggle or politically sanc-
tioned martial effort to defend communities and 
religion.  
 
Jihadist - Someone who conducts jihad. This term 
will not be used in the context of al-Qa`ida (except 
in quotations and in the context of discussing 
laws and philosophy in Islam generally) because 
jihad is a legitimate and sanctioned phenomenon 
in Islam. Coupling this term with anything con-
nected to al-Qa`ida would justify al-Qa`ida’s 
violent tactics, impiety, and inhumanity.  
  
Moderate Islam - A nonsensical term that errone-
ously assumes Islam is inherently extreme or 
dangerous, thus requiring the adjective “moder-
ate” to temper misperceptions that Islam has an 
innately extremist nature. Even if Islam were 
somehow inherently violent, most Muslims are not 
violent. 
  
Extremist Islam - An inane term that couples a 
religion to violent extremists who do not display 
attributes of the religion, perhaps to the point that 
they forfeit the very religion they profess to defend. 
The danger of this misnomer is that it justifies vio-
lent extremists’ actions by considering them part 
of Islam, which does not resemble al-Qa`ida’s vio-
lent ideology. 
 
Mainstream Islam - Islam practiced by most Mus-
lims. No two Muslims share the exact same 
outlooks or beliefs, as with all religions. Islam is 
furthermore split into factions and separate 
schools of law. Mainstream Islam refers to the 
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commonalities among Muslims over the five pillars 

of religion and the basic premise that wantonly 

killing innocents is inhumane and impious.  

  

Violent Extremist Insurgents - refers to insurgents 

who take up arms against those perceived (right-

fully or wrongfully) to be foreign invaders or take 

up arms out of necessity, such as for money and 

food for survival. They may have no interest in 

joining the ideologically driven transnational in-

surrection writ large. Reconciliation may work 

with these persons to tear them away from al-

Qa`ida if they are morally able to reconcile with 

the entity offering reconciliation and are able to 

protect themselves from al-Qa`ida retribution. Un-

fortunately for analysts, this pool often distorts 

data in terrorism surveys and studies. They raise 

counts of al-Qa`ida militants and counts of al-

Qa`ida and affiliate attacks in Iraq and eastern 

Afghanistan. 

  

Radicalization - the process or change someone 

undergoes from being nonviolent to conducting 

violence (in this book conducting violence in the 

name of a violent transnational insurrection). 

  

Counter Radicalization - A security discipline that 

sometimes narrowly describes the mission to pre-

vent radicalization and/or to rehabilitate those 

who are already radicalized. However, the disci-

pline includes a holistic approach to engage many 

sections of Muslim communities:  

 

• Strengthen those already repelling radicali-

zation (kinetically, textually, and verbally).  
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• Inspire the unengaged to repel radicaliza-
tion (to join the first group in the list).  

 
• Dissuade those susceptible to radicaliza-

tion from joining the radicalized. 
(Encourage them instead to become apa-
thetic or to actively repel violent 
extremism.) 

  
• Rehabilitate those already radicalized. 

(This is rare, and foreign government reha-
bilitation programs lack independent 
verification of claimed successes.) 

 
• Persuade violent radicals to disengage from 

violence—even if they maintain extremist 
views. 

 
• Persuade rehabilitated and/or disengaged 

violent extremists to reintegrate into soci-
ety. 

 
• Render inoperable or curb the ability of re-

cruiters/inspirers/radicalizers. 
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5. AL-QA`IDA MARKETING 
ITS NARRATIVE 

 
Al-Qa`ida’s simple narrative that Muslims are un-
der attack affords al-Qa`ida status as the 
“opposition” to the current world order. The narra-
tive also helps those angry with the United States 
and current regimes to more easily empathize with 
violent extremism. The luxury of opposition allows 
al-Qa`ida to assume a nonspecific brand name 
under which normally disparate factions can unite 
under one umbrella. 

Facts and pictures illustrate al-Qa`ida’s 
narrative of Islam under attack from the West. 
Images of Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib display 
the United States humiliating Muslims and aid al-
Qa`ida with new recruitment pools and public 
support—even today.  

Al-Qa`ida core leadership has referenced 
Guantanamo’s detention facility approximately 
four or five times per year through 2009. Al-
Qa`ida’s disparate affiliates have also referenced 
Guantanamo in over two dozen statements since 
2003. For example, the 24 January 2009 an-
nouncement of Yemeni and Saudi al-Qa`ida 
affiliates’ merger into “Al-Qa`ida in the Arabian 
Peninsula” played footage of Guantanamo. These 
references provide emotionally stirring evidence 
that Islam is under attack. Pictures of dead Iraqi 
women and children during the 1990s (post-
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Desert Storm) U.S.-led Operation Northern and 
Southern Watch bombing campaigns in Iraq lent 
similar images to al-Qa`ida’s first recruits. 

Al-Qa`ida’s message may even have helped 
to alarm Muslims abroad over U.S. intentions. A 
majority of Muslims view the United States as a 
potential threat. According to a 2008 Pew study, 
majorities in Bangladesh (93 percent), Morocco 
(92 percent), Indonesia (85 percent), Malaysia (81 
percent), Turkey (77 percent), Palestinian Territory 
(73 percent), Pakistan (73 percent), Jordan (67 
percent), Egypt (65 percent), Lebanon (64 percent), 
and Kuwait (63 percent) were “very” or “some-
what” worried that the United States could 
become a military threat.ix The Muslim world dis-
trusts the U.S. government.  

Violence in the name of Islam has even be-
come a fad in some Muslim countries. “Jihadi 
cool,” distrust of the United States, and hatred for 
U.S. “humiliation” of Muslims have permeated 
Muslim communities worldwide.x Al-Qa`ida has 
helped to unify some parts of the Muslim world 
against the United States.  

Al-Qa`ida has stayed on message from its 
inception. From the beginning, al-Qa`ida warned 
Muslims of the “U.S. threat against Islam.” As the 
U.S. government continues its missions in South-
west Asia and the Middle East, no matter how 
vital for international security and important for 
the protection of Muslims, the United States plays 
out al-Qa`ida’s message.  

Usama Bin Ladin and his chief deputy, 
Ayman al-Zawahiri, published their narrative in a 
1998 newspaper treatise. They continue to consis- 
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tently stay on message that “Islam is under at-
tack:” 
 
United States in the Arabian Peninsula: 
 

First, for over seven years the United States 

has been occupying the lands of Islam in the 

holiest of places, the Arabian Peninsula, 

plundering its riches, dictating to it rulers, 

humiliating its people, terrorizing its neigh-

bors, and turning its bases in the Peninsula 

into a spearhead through which to fight the 
neighboring Muslim peoples. If some people 

have in the past argued about the fact of the 

occupation, all the people of the Peninsula 

have now acknowledged it. The best proof of 

this is the Americans’ continuing aggression 

against the Iraqi people using the Peninsula 

as a staging post, even though all its rulers 

are against their territories being used to 

that end, but they are helpless.  

 
United States in Iraq: 

 
Second, despite the great devastation in-

flicted on the Iraqi people by the crusader-

Zionist alliance, and despite the huge num-

ber of those killed, which has exceeded one 

million…despite all this, the Americans are 

once again trying to repeat the horrific mas-

sacres, as though they are not content with 

the protracted blockade imposed after the fe-

rocious war or the fragmentation and 

devastation. So here they come to annihilate 
what is left of this people and to humiliate 
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their Muslim neighbors.  
 
U.S. support for Israel: 
 

Third, if the Americans’ aims in these wars 

are religious and economic, the aim is also to 

serve the Jews’ petty state and divert atten-

tion from its occupation of Jerusalem and 

murder of Muslims there. The best proof of 

this is their eagerness to destroy Iraq, the 

strongest neighboring Arab state, and their 

endeavor to fragment all the states of the re-
gion such as Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and 

Sudan into paper statelets and through their 

disunion and weakness to guarantee Is-

rael’s survival and the continuation of the 

brutal crusade occupation of the Peninsula. 

 
Today, record numbers of U.S. troops in 

the Middle East, combat operations in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, and support for Israel continue to 
provide evidence to support al-Qa`ida’s story of 
Islam under attack from the West. Even well in-
tentioned U.S. operations in Muslim countries fail 
to assuage Muslim fears. No amount of tsunami 
aid, earthquake aid, humanitarian missions, Iraqi 
despots deposed, or Muslims protected (operations 
in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bosnia, and Kosovo to 
name a few) appears to temper foreign Muslim an-
ger. These activities actually play directly into the 
hands of militants who erroneously blame local 
inequities on the unwanted foreign presence.  

By the same token, messages from the 
U.S. government fall onto deaf or resentful ears. 
Any U.S. Department of State public diplomacy 
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statement or U.S. military counter-violence state-
ment is lost on most Muslims abroad. The United 
States does not have the credentials in most Mus-
lim communities to persuade. Distrust is too deep.  

Furthermore, Muslim anti-violence ideo-
logues would lose complete credibility, influence, 
and livelihood through open or rumored collabora-
tion with U.S. representatives. Counter messages 
must therefore come from sources popularly con-
sidered independent of governments. Only 
amplified voices of legitimate independent sources 
can be effective.  

Many persons who have the potential to 
persuade Muslims are distrustful of the United 
States. The amplifier/marketer would have to be 
anonymous groups or persons, independent Mus-
lims, or independent publishing companies.  

The bottom line is that private citizens can 
execute the strategy in this book. But because of 
distrust toward the U.S. and many Western and 
other secular governments, any government effort 
would have to be completely anonymous.  
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6. THE INTERNET & 
AL-QA`IDA MARKETING 

 

Al-Qa`ida messages on thousands of websites 
command Muslims to either kill or support the 
killing of U.S. citizens to defend Islam against the 
United States.xi Specifically, al-Qa`ida centers its 
messages on U.S. support for Israel, U.S. troops in 
Iraq and Afghanistan, and past reported prisoner 
mistreatment in Guantanamo Bay and Abu 
Ghraib to rouse anger against the United States 
and to persuade Muslims that the United States 
government and U.S. allies repress and humiliate 
Muslims.  
 The Internet is the primary media in which 
al-Qa`ida markets its messages. Al-Qa`ida does 
not normally use hard literature (books and pam-
phlets) to garner support. Middle Eastern, 
Northern African, Southern Asian, and some 
European governments arrest Muslims who are in 
possession of extremist or al-Qa`ida-supporting 
literature. Currently, al-Qa`ida’s robust, rein-
forced, and redundant network of easily accessible 
online narratives and films in multiple languages 
and on numerous media platforms is unchal-
lenged.  

Empathic media, extremist prayer leaders, 
extremist Internet web forum hosts and users, 
and inspirational extremist social leaders (using 
what is online) amplify al-Qa`ida’s message so that 
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the narrative loosely unites violent extremists from 
the Philippines to the United States.  

These disparate elements, from messages 
originating from the Internet, rally around al-
Qa`ida’s global narrative that Muslims are under 
attack and must violently defend themselves. Al-
Qa`ida supporters, members, and affiliates use 
this theme to solicit local recruits and become 
part of an imagined worldwide operation and ide-
ology. Regional extremist groups often employ 
unique messages and hooks to recruit and engen-
der support, connecting local grievances to al-
Qa`ida’s consistent global narrative of Islam under 
attack. 

The Internet offers anonymity, instant 
worldwide reach, and flexibility. When servers 
shut down a site, site hosts can resurrect the site 
almost instantly under another server.  

Al-Qa`ida’s online flexibility is best illus-
trated when the extremist organization posts its 
messages to soccer or body-building blogs (as well 
as its normal extremist web forums) to ensure 
survivability of a particular message. In this way, 
even when private groups or governments shut 
down terrorist websites, the messages can still be 
found and later copied and pasted into violent ex-
tremist online forums. 

While word of mouth is vital, especially in 
areas lacking Internet access, the Internet has 
been one of the most common and vital means 
contributing to an extremist organization’s world-
wide continuity and growth. 

 Some analysts suggest that other factors, 
such as friendships with extremists, peer pres-
sure, and charismatic radical preachers, 
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contribute more to radicalization than Internet 

messaging. In some cases, such factors may be 

primary drivers of radicalization. However, online 

messaging has been the most common vein glob-

ally. Studies, government assessments, and al-

Qa`ida behavior reveal the centrality of Internet 

messaging to radicalization: 

 

• In August 2008, the Guardian obtained a 

British intelligence assessment entitled 

“Understanding Radicalisation and Violent 

Extremism in the UK” based on “hun-

dreds” of cases of terrorist recruits, 

recruiters, and supporters.xii One of the 

study’s findings suggests, “People do not 

generally become radicalized simply 

through passive browsing of extremist 

websites, but many such sites create op-

portunities for the ‘virtual’ social 

interaction that drives radicalization in the 

virtual world. Books, DVDs, pamphlets 

and music all feature in the experiences of 

British terrorists but their emotional con-

tent—e.g. images of atrocities against 

Muslims—is often more important than 

their factual content.” The analysis con-

cluded that although interaction with 

others to include a local charismatic leader 

was a key driver to radicalization of those 

studied, online communities were “crucial” 

and common to cases of radicalization. 

 

• A Homeland Security Policy Institute study 

of eight major terrorism cases—to include 

the 2004 Madrid bombers and 2005 Lon-
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don bombers—concludes that online mes-
saging was critical to radicalization.xiii Its 
summary states that: 
 
Cyberspace is now a battlefield for the war 

of ideas because of its capacity to foster in-

teraction…The internet provides the 

opportunity for mutual affirmation, which in 

turn gives rise to a sense of community and 

belonging in a distinctly egalitarian fashion, 

a virtual umma that resonates with the Mus-

lim experience. Al Qa`ida is taking 
advantage of this opportunity and has its 

own official production arm, which focuses 

primarily on youth internationally.  

 
• Al-Qa`ida pours money, time, and man-

power into its online empire revealing al-
Qa`ida’s belief that Internet messaging is 
vital to its continuity and growth. Al-
Qa`ida’s robust, reinforced, and redundant 
network of easily accessible online narra-
tives and films in multiple languages and 
on numerous media platforms employs 
ever-improving technical expertise, media 
savvy, and human translation excellence 
as well as increasing sheer manpower 
hours.  

 
• Al-Qa`ida affiliates have created profes-

sional online media production centers 
that film, produce, edit, and disseminate 
films as well as audio and textual mes-
sages. The following is a list of media 
affiliates and the years they were founded: 
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 2001: Al-Sahab, the official al-Qa`ida pro-
duction company; the following is a chart 
that depicts Al-Sahab publications from 
2002–2007 (according to counts from the 
IntelCenter—IntelCenter.com): 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Al-Sahab publications from 2002–2007. 
 
 

2006: Al-Fajr Media Network—official al-
Qa`ida core online dissemination cell. 

 
 2006: Al-Furqan Media Production—official 

media cell of the Islamic State of Iraq (al-
Qa`ida affiliate). 

 
 2007: Al-Yaqin Media—online media orga-

nization that supports al-Qa`ida 
worldwide. 
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 2008: Al-Sumud Media—online media 
group that supports al-Qa`ida worldwide. 

 
 2008: Al-Malahim Foundation for Media 

Production—official online production 
company of al-Qa`ida in the Arabian Pen-
insula. 

 
 2009: Brigades Establishment for Media—

the official media wing of Somalia’s al-
Shabaab (al-Qa`ida affiliate). 

 
 2009: Sada al-Buraq Media—online group 

established to support al-Qa`ida in the 
Arabian Peninsula. 

 
 2009: Al-Andalus Media Cell—official me-

dia section of al-Qa`ida in the Lands of the 
Islamic Maghrib (al-Qa`ida affiliate). 

 
• According to Saudi Arabia’s Al-Sakina pro-

gram, which attempts to prevent some 
types of radicalization with Arabic and 
English online web services (assakina.com 
and en.assakina.com), English-language 
Internet sites sympathetic to al-Qa`ida 
have risen from 30 in 2002 to 200 in 2009. 
Such sites post English translations of al-
Qa`ida or al-Qa`ida affiliate leadership 
messages as well as messages from blog-
gers and lecturers supportive of but 
unaffiliated with al-Qa`ida. The number of 
extremist sites changes continuously as 
web addresses change for the sake of secu-
rity. The rise in English-language sites 
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underlines the overall growth in sheer 

numbers of al-Qa`ida’s many mirror 

sites.xiv English-language sites replay and 

re-package al-Qa`ida’s messages for audi-

ences ranging from Manila to Cairo to 

Timbuktu to Paris. 

  

• Al-Qa`ida and its supporters have time and 

again openly advertised for linguists, on-

line marketers, and web technicians to join 

their extremist cause. These solicitations 

underline the precedence al-Qa`ida places 

on improving its online marketing. 

 

• Al-Qa`ida sites have continuously pub-

lished methods for sites to ease 

viewership—showing concern for improv-

ing online user-friendly features, a 

customer-based strategy. One example is 

suggestions to cut down on extremist site 

banners to ease viewership for those with 

slow Internet connections. Options are of-

fered to hide banners and bold fonts to 

offer users more security when viewing ex-

tremist sites in public places such as 

Internet cafes.  

 

• Al-Qa`ida official affiliates and independent 

media groups have published increasingly 

sophisticated and attractive online maga-

zines. One example is the English-

language online magazine “Defenders of 

the Truth,” which presents a global vision 

for violent extremism.xv The monthly peri-

odical has articles on Somalia, Chechnya, 
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Uzbekistan, Palestinian territories, Paki-
stan, Niger, Chad, and Sudan. Essay 
authors are also reportedly from regions as 
varied. The magazines are written profes-
sionally, praise Usama bin Ladin and 
Ayman al-Zawahiri often, and cite the 
Quran and Hadith regularly. The articles 
range in topic from tactical commentary to 
philosophical judgments. Each issue can 
typically be downloaded from at least 15 
websites. Because of the easily download-
able format, quality design, at-times 
almost scholarly-sounding English, and 
worldwide coverage, this magazine has the 
potential to sway English readers suscep-
tible to radicalization.  

 
• Other governments have invested time and 

money in strategies to combat online radi-
calization under the assumption that 
Internet messaging is key to the growth of 
violent extremism. Although the focus of 
other governments to stop online recruit-
ment fails—by itself—to prove an online 
threat, the money spent reveals that gov-
ernments truly buy into the importance of 
the Internet with regard to radicalization. 
The confidence in their conclusions cor-
roborates U.S. and UK assessments of the 
centrality of the Internet to radicalization.  

  
o Most prominently, the Saudi Gov-

ernment initiated the al-Sakina 
campaign after it claimed that 70 
percent of al-Qa`ida sympathizers 
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were radicalized through Internet 

messaging. The group has moni-

tored over 400 reportedly “radical” 

websites and contributed non-

violent messages and guidance to 

these sites directly. Also, Al-Sakina 

officers hold online discussions di-

rectly with supposed extremists, 

and claim to have de-radicalized 

1,170 of 2,631 identified militants.  

 

o The United Kingdom has the radi-

calmiddleway.co.uk program 

among others. Singapore launched 

the p4peace.com campaign in an 

attempt to compete with violent ex-

tremist online messaging. Note: 

these websites do not execute the 

strategy proposed in this book and 

lack independent evidence of suc-

cess. Nonetheless, the existence of 

programs that attempt to curb al-

Qa`ida’s online presence is circum-

stantial evidence of the Internet’s 

centrality to al-Qa`ida.  

 

Except in some war-torn and ungoverned 

territories, the Internet is of the utmost impor-

tance to violent extremist groups because hard 

literature (books and pamphlets) may be danger-

ous to recruiters and their targets. For example, in 

Egypt, even possessing copies of deceased-but-

still-influential violent extremist ideologue Sayyid 

Qutb’s books is illegal. In short, if al-Qa`ida wants 

to influence someone, the Internet is the safest 
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and sometimes only method to communicate its 
message. 
 Although there is overwhelming evidence 
that the Internet is the common factor in radicali-
zation, personal interactions and social dynamics 
in areas like Afghanistan, where only 10 percent 
of citizens have Internet access, play important 
roles. But even in these areas, messages that start 
on the Internet trickle out into night pamphlets 
(popular with the Taliban) to tribal networks, 
mosque networks, and word-of-mouth communi-
cation.  
 Further studies are necessary to under-
stand the indirect effects of Internet messages on 
communities that do not have Internet access. 
Nonetheless, the fact that groups in areas with 
little web access still primarily promote their nar-
rative online may be an indicator that Internet 
messages do affect even audiences without com-
puters. 
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7. AL-QA`IDA’S MARKETING 
EFFECTIVENESS 

 

Evidence of al-Qa`ida’s marketing success is evi-
dent in the growth of official affiliates who forfeit 
nationalist goals and autonomy, often without 
clear and present material benefit. This is espe-
cially significant in light of the fact that al-Qa`ida 
members have operated and trained with groups 
that are not officially part of al-Qa`ida. In other 
words, affiliation does not appear to be a prereq-
uisite for training and operational support. These 
groups appear to desire the al-Qa`ida brand for 
the sake of the brand.  
 Affiliates include: 
 
 Al-Qa`ida in Yemen – Came to prominence 

with an attack against a U.S. embassy in 
2008. 

 
 Al-Qa`ida in Saudi Arabia – came to promi-

nence with the Riyadh bombings in 2003. 
 
 Al-Qa`ida in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) – 

formally merged from Al-Qa`ida in Saudi 
Arabia and Yemen in a January 2009 
statement; located in Yemen and possibly 
Somalia. 
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 Al-Qa`ida in Iraq (AQIZ) – Abu Mus’ab al-
Zarqawi founded in April 2004 and swore 
allegiance to Usama bin Ladin in October 
of that year. 

 
 Al-Qa`ida in the Lands of the Islamic Magh-

rib (AQIM) – surviving leaders of the Salafist 
Group for Preaching and Combat aligned 
with al-Qa`ida in September 2006 and 
changed its name in January 2007.  

 
 Al-Shabaab – militant wing of the Somalia 

Council of Islamic Courts took over most of 
southern Somalia in the second half of 
2006. Swore allegiance to Usama bin Ladin 
officially in January 2010. 

 
Taliban – not only do Taliban offer al-
Qa`ida protection still today, but also cer-
tain elements align with al-Qa`ida’s global 
agenda and ideology.12 

                                                   
12 There is anecdotal evidence that the younger generations 
of Taliban sympathize with al-Qa`ida’s agenda. For example, 
a New York Times reporter—who published his observations 
from a 7-month kidnapping by the Taliban in Pakistan—
observed some Taliban members openly holding worldwide 
goals. The reporter attests that “[c]ontact with foreign mili-
tants in the tribal areas appeared to have deeply affected 
many young Taliban fighters: They wanted to create a fun-
damentalist Islamic emirate with Al Qaeda that spanned the 
Muslim world.” Specifically, the Taliban appeared to single out 
the United States as the Taliban’s key enemy: 
“…Washington’s antiterrorism policies had galvanized the 
Taliban. Commanders fixated on the deaths of Afghan, Iraqi 
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 The reach of al-Qa`ida’s marketing is also 
evident in the number of planned attacks against 
the U.S. homeland or terrorist acts perpetrated by 
U.S. citizens. In both cases, al-Qa`ida’s narrative 
moved half a world away to inspire individuals to 
actually take up arms and plan to kill innocent 
people. Al-Qa`ida efforts to inspire people far away 
are encapsulated in a March 2010 video from al-
Qa`ida spokesman and U.S. citizen Adam Gadahn, 

who called on U.S. Muslims to conduct attacks in 
the U.S. Homeland.  

Gadahn stated:xvi 
 
Brother Nidal [Hassan] is the ideal role 

model for every repentant Muslim in the ar-

mies of the unbelievers and apostate 

regimes…Nidal Hassan is a pioneer, a trail-

blazer, and a role model… 

                                                                                        
and Palestinian civilians in military airstrikes, as well as the 
American detention of Muslim prisoners who had been held 
for years without being charged.” (New York Times, 18 Octo-
ber 2009, http://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/18/world/ 
asia/18hostage.html) 
 
Circulating on violent extremist websites is imprisoned al-
Qa`ida ideologue Abu Musa’ab al-Suri’s article “A Drama of 
Faith and Jihad: the Muhajirin and Ansar” depicting a strong 
relationship between al-Qa`ida and the Taliban. The article 
suggests that the Taliban protect al-Qa`ida and that both 
groups find themselves commonly in a “global confrontation.” 
Although the type and strength of the relationship between 
al-Qa`ida and the Taliban is contested among analysts, al-
Suri’s article seems to accurately define the overall protective 
relationship to this day. 
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You shouldn’t make the mistake of thinking 
that military bases are the only high-value 

targets in America and the West. On the con-

trary, there are countless other strategic 

places… 

 

…a little imagination and planning and a 

limited budget can turn almost anything into 

a deadly, effective, and convenient weapon. 

 

Target mass transportation systems and 

[kill] or [capture] people in government, in-
dustry, and media. 

 

 This statement underscores al-Qa`ida’s 

efforts to call lone wolves and unaffiliated cells to 

attack the West. The message also demonstrates 

how al-Qa`ida does not need funding to conduct 

operations or grow. Al-Qa`ida’s core in western 

Pakistan are not operational militant leaders but 

primarily inspirers.  

 Most inspired attacks do not require finan-

cial networks or large sums of money. Violent 

extremist financing, as mentioned earlier in the 

book, is not a critical vulnerability, and stories 

that al-Qa`ida is “broke” are inconsequential to 

appraising al-Qa`ida’s current strength and capa-

bilities. 

 The following cases comprise successful 

attacks, planned attacks that had a chance of 

success, and planned attacks that had little 

chance of success if executed, all inspired by al-

Qa`ida marketing. In all cases, al-Qa`ida’s narra-

tive was to inspire its operatives into the mindset 

to kill and/or die according to al-Qa`ida’s ideology. 
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In all cases, al-Qa`ida successfully reached indi-
viduals who might have done damage to the 
United States and U.S. interests—al-Qa`ida’s ex-
plicit priority target.  
 

2001 

U.K. citizen Richard Reid attempts to ignite a shoe 
bomb on a flight from Paris to Miami. 

2002 

Jose Padilla is accused of seeking a radioactive-
laced "dirty bomb" to use in an attack within the 
United States. 

Six U.S. citizens of Yemeni origin are convicted of 
supporting al-Qa`ida—five of six from 
Lackawanna, New York. 

Seven individuals (six Americans and a Jordanian 
national) from Portland, Oregon are arrested for 
attempting to join al-Qa`ida and the Taliban. 

2003 

Naturalized U.S. citizen Iyman Faris is charged 
with plotting to use blowtorches to collapse the 
Brooklyn Bridge in New York City. 

Eleven men from Alexandria, Virginia (“Virginia 
Jihad Network”) are charged with conspiracy to 
support terrorists. 
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U.S. citizen Ahmed Omar Abu Ali is arrested in 
Saudi Arabia for supporting a terrorist organiza-
tion. 

2004 

Eight terrorist cell members (led by Dhiren Barot) 

are accused of plotting to attack U.S. and UK fi-
nancial institutions. 

James Elshafay and Shahawar Matin Siraj are 
charged with plotting to bomb a subway station 
near Madison Square Garden in New York City. 

Yassin Aref and Mohammed Hossain, mosque 
leaders from Albany, New York, are charged with 
plotting to purchase a grenade launcher to assas-
sinate a Pakistani diplomat in New York City. 

2005 

Father and son Umer Hayat and Hamid Hayat 
from California are convicted of attending a terror-
ist training camp in Pakistan. 

Kevin James, Levar Haley Washington, Gregory 
Vernon Patterson, and Hammad Riaz Samana are 
accused of conspiring to attack National Guard 
facilities in Los Angeles, LAX, two synagogues, 
and the Israeli consulate. 

Michael Reynolds is charged with planning to blow 
up gas refineries in Wyoming and New Jersey as 
well as the Transcontinental Pipeline. 
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2006 

Mohammad Zaki Amawi, Marwan Othman El-
Hindi,, and Zand Wassim Mazloum from Toledo, 
Ohio are charged with providing material support 
to terrorists (making bombs for use in Iraq). 

Syed Haris Ahmed and Ehsanul Islam Sadequee 
from Atlanta, Georgia are accused of conspiring 
with terrorist organizations (casing and videotap-
ing the Capitol and World Bank for terrorists). 

Narseal Batiste, Patrick Abraham, Stanley Grant 
Phanor, Naudimar Herrera, Burson Augustin, Ly-
glenson Lemorin, and Rothschild Augustine are 
charged with plotting to blow up the Sears Tower 
in Chicago. 

Assem Hammoud is charged with plotting to bomb 
train tunnels in New York City. 

U.K. security officials stop a plot (15 charged) to 
load 10 commercial airliners with liquid explosives 
to attack targets in the District of Columbia, New 
York, and California. 

2007 

Six men are accused of plotting to attack Fort Dix 
(army base) in New Jersey with assault rifles and 
grenades. 

Four men are charged with plotting to blow up 
fuel arteries that run through residential neigh-
borhoods at JFK Airport in New York. 
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2008 

A U.S. person is later charged with abetting the 
Mumbai terrorist attack (which killed 179 people 
in Mumbai). 

2009 

A Long Island, New York man pleads guilty to 
helping al-Qa`ida plot to blow up a train in Penn 
Station, New York City.  
 
FBI arrests four in a plot to bomb Bronx syna-
gogues and shoot down a plane. 
 
Man shoots two military recruiters in Little Rock, 
Arkansas. 
 
Seven North Carolina residents are charged with 
supporting terrorism and conspiracy to commit 
murder abroad—one defendant, Daniel Patrick 
Boyd, had traveled to Pakistan and Afghanistan to 
train in terrorist camps. 
 
Three men are arrested and charged in an ongoing 
terror probe in New York and Colorado—one 
charged with intent to use weapons of mass de-
struction in New York City. 
 
A Jordanian living in Texas is arrested on charges 
of intending to bomb a Dallas skyscraper. 
 
A U.S. suspect is arrested and charged with plan-
ning to bomb the Springfield, Illinois federal 
courthouse. 
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Two men in Chicago are arrested for plotting a ter-
rorist attack on a Danish newspaper (one of the 
men is later charged with also abetting the No-
vember 2008 Mumbai terrorist attack). 
 
Army major kills 13 men and women and wounds 
over 30 in Fort Hood. 
 
Eight Somali-Americans from Minnesota are 
charged with terrorism-related counts involving 
al-Shabaab. 
 
Five men from the Washington, DC area are de-
tained in Pakistan for trying to join militants 
fighting U.S. troops. 
 
Nigerian Umar Farouk attempts to blow up a De-
troit-bound airliner. 
 

���  

The following chart of attack planning by U.S. 
persons and attack planning against targets on 
U.S. soil indicates the reach and strength of al-
Qa`ida’s narrative that has helped inspire indi-
viduals to self-radicalize to the point where they 
are purchasing arms and/or attempting to plan 
attacks. The dates are displayed according to 
dates of arrests or indictments.  Although there is 
a spike in 2009, this year may not be an outlier 
but instead an indicator of plotters who were ar-
rested then but who began their planning in 
previous years. The chart illustrates al-Qa`ida’s 
unceasing ability to inspire people thousands of 
miles away to plan violence in the name of al-
Qa`ida: 
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U.S. person attack plans and attack plans against targets on 
U.S. soil, 2001–2009. 
 
Another example of the reach of al-Qa`ida’s mar-
keting lies in the effectiveness of online al-Qa`ida-
supporter Anwar al-Awlaki.13 He openly praises al-

                                                   
13 In April 2010, Awlaki formally aligned himself with Al-
Qa`ida in the Arabian Peninsula with an official Al-Qa`ida in 
the Arabian Peninsula video—shown on al-Jazira television. 
However, his apparent global influence as an English-
language radicalizer eclipses his position in any radical group. 
His potency as a spokesman is greater than as a rank and file 
al-Qa`ida member. He may have joined with the intent of 
rewarding himself with greater local protection and greater 
local legitimacy especially since the U.S. President publicized 
that Awlaki is an official target of the U.S. government. 
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Qa`ida and is arguably the most popular and pro-
lific online English-language marketer in the world 
today with over 1,000 videos of his lectures on 
Youtube.  

Mainstream media have claimed that re-
cent terrorist suspects have communicated online 
with the New Mexico-born Yemen resident al-
Awlaki. Media have also cited terrorism cases in 
which suspects or convicts were in part inspired 
by Awlaki’s online video lectures.  

Cases in which Awlaki or his lectures are 
reported to have played some role in the recruit-
ment or radicalization of terrorist suspects or 
convicts include: 
 
Faisal Shahzad - Pakistani-American Connecticut 
resident who allegedly attempted to detonate a 
vehicle-borne improvised explosive device in New 
York City’s Times Square in May 2010. Was re-
portedly a “fan and follower” of Awlaki’s extremist 
online lectures. As of 11 May 2010, there was no 
evidence Shahzad had any direct contact with Aw-
laki.  
 
Sharif Mobley - New Jersey resident and former 
U.S. nuclear plant employee is a terrorist suspect 
detained in Yemen for apparent al-Qa`ida ties. Ac-
cording to media reports from Yemeni government 
information, he was in contact with Awlaki. The 
reason for his arrest and the nature and the 
length of his online contact has not yet been re-
ported. 
 
Colleen R. LaRose (a.k.a. Fatima LaRose a.k.a. 
Jihad Jane) - Tied on 9 March 2010 to a reported 
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assassination plot against Swedish cartoonist Lars 
Vilks. Media reports that she exchanged emails 
with Awlaki. 

Umar Farouk - Accused of attempting to blow up 
an airliner, with nearly 300 persons onboard, near 
Detroit on 25 December 2009. Under questioning 
by the FBI, Abdulmutallab has said that he met 
with Awlaki and senior al-Qa`ida members be-
tween August and December 2009. Reportedly, 
Awlaki may have been involved in some elements 
of planning and/or may have helped to provide 
religious justification for the planned attack.xvii 
 
Nidal Hasan - Suspected of killing 13 and wound-
ing over 30 in Fort Hood on 5 November 2009. 
Reportedly, he exchanged up to 20 emails with 
Awlaki. However, the emails reportedly did not 
indicate the impending attack at Fort Hood or 
specific acts of violence. 
 
Mohamoud Hassan - Over 20 Minneapolis resi-
dents reportedly have traveled to Somalia to join 
al-Shabaab over the past two years. According to 
press reports, one of these residents, Mohamoud 
Hassan who was reportedly killed in Somalia in 
September 2009, listened to “Constants on the 
Path to Jihad” lectures by Awlaki before leaving 
the United States. 
 
Fort Dix Plotters - Six U.S. citizens plotted to at-
tack soldiers at Fort Dix military base in New 
Jersey. The FBI arrested them on 8 May 2007, 
and they were found guilty on charges of conspir-
acy to harm U.S. military personnel on 22 
December 2008. According to court documents, 
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the suspects are alleged to have been inspired by 
Awlaki’s online lectures.xviii  
 
Toronto 18 - Canadian officials arrested 18 indi-
viduals on 2 June 2006 who were reportedly 
plotting attacks in Ontario. They were accused of 
planning to detonate truck bombs; open small 
arms fire on a crowd; take hostages; behead the 
Prime Minister; and “storm” the Canadian Broad-
casting Center, Canadian Parliament building, 
and Canadian Security Intelligence Service. Ring-
leader Zakaria Amara and 17 other Canadians 
reportedly listened to Awlaki’s online lectures on 
conducting violence against Western governments 
before their arrest. 
 
London Subway Bombers - Mohammad Sidique 
Khan and Shehzad Tanweer, two of the 7 July 
2005 bombers who killed 52 London commuters, 
were reportedly linked to a Leeds bookstore dis-
playing recordings of Awlaki’s lectures.  

 
Although online messaging may not have 

been the main driver of radicalization in all the 
examples mentioned in this chapter, effective 
marketing has been the common vein. Further-
more, all these groups and individuals made a 
conscious decision to act specifically in the name 
of al-Qa`ida because of al-Qa`ida’s propaganda 
and name branding. Al-Qa`ida’s marketing suc-
cess even appears to surpass that of major U.S. 
soda companies—al-Qa`ida is not persuading peo-
ple to drink a particular brand of refreshing pop, 
but rather to murder and die in its name. 
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8. AL-QA`IDA’S TARGET AUDIENCE: 
EVERY MUSLIM 

 

Violent extremists share no common profile. They 
are poor and rich, young and old, and reflect the 
diversity of Muslim communities worldwide. This 
includes those who join terrorist groups as well as 
those who support them, either aggressively or 
passively by turning a blind eye. Any counter ide-
ology marketing campaign must therefore target 
every Muslim or person who contemplates conver-
sion to Islam.  

To date, no study can definitively answer 
the question of what radicalizes a violent extrem-
ist. Sociopathic tendencies, identity crisis, social 
isolation, insanity, broken familial background, 
repressed sexuality, humiliation, poverty, unem-
ployment, romantic ideals, peer pressure, 
ignorance, psychological manipulation, criminal-
ity, or ideology may play a role in specific cases. 
But there has not yet appeared any mental, physi-
cal, ethnic, spiritual, behavioural, or economic 
common trend among violent extremists. Some 
cases involve numerous causes while others ap-
pear to be devoid of a clear motivation. 

Every year or so a study is published that 
quickly gains popularity in the U.S. security ana-
lytic communities. Although studies, especially 
those that employ data from new polls, may 
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explain some aspects of violent extremism, none 
explain radicalization holistically.  

Marc Sageman’s 2004 Understanding Ter-

ror Networks states that social networks are key to 
radicalization.  

Robert Pape’s 2006 Dying to Win: The Stra-

tegic Logic of Suicide Terrorism explains that 
suicide attacks are primarily waged when a nation 
is invaded.  

Alan Krueger’s 2007 What Makes a Terror-

ist: Economics and the Roots of Terrorism suggests 
that terrorists tend to be those who are politically 
active or interested. Behavior, not demographics, 
can inform who is more apt to become radicalized.  

Colonel John M. Venhaus’ (U.S. Army) 
2010 Why Youth Join al-Qaeda concludes that 
young people who are attracted to al-Qa`ida’s ide-
ology are revenge, status, identity, or thrill 
seekers, all adolescent developmental features. 

However, despite compelling analysis and 
copious data culling, these four examples offer 
limited help to counterterrorism analysts. First, 
none of the studies explains most terrorist at-
tacks. Each attack is waged by a person who 
normally carries numerous and sometimes con-
tradictory influences and outlooks. Second, the 
studies simply confirm previous claims by regional 
experts. 

It is clear to any Lance Corporal serving in 
Afghanistan that terrorists are often urged into 
violent extremism by groups of friends, family, or 
other communities. And groups use suicide 
bombers as a tactical option when wealthier na-
tions invade poorer ones, and not on account of 
some innate masochistic suicidal tendency. Fur-
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thermore, terrorists will often begin as activists or 

those who aspire to be activists.  

These and other studies are helpful and 

even informed this book. However, none of the 

studies answers the question of what radicalizes a 

violent extremist. And none can help identify 

someone susceptible to violent extremism. 

Before continuing, it is important to dispel 

popular misconceptions that poverty, ungoverned 

areas, and repression could be drivers of radicali-

zation. These popular notions are fallacy. If 

poverty were a radicalization driver, why are most 

Chinese and those in poor sections of El Salvador 

not conducting suicide attacks? If repression were 

a driver of radicalization, then why do we not see 

similar trends in North Korea and Cuba? And if 

ungoverned areas were a driver, then why do we 

not see radicalization in outlying areas of Mongo-

lia and Patagonia? In fact, the vast majority of 

terrorist attacks over the last 16 months have had 

nothing to do with poverty, lawless areas, or re-

pression.  

Most violent extremists are wealthy, edu-

cated, and have access to freedoms—more so than 

most in the world. In most cases, people who are 

poor and looking for potable water and food sim-

ply have pressing life-saving concerns that 

preclude the luxury of picking up arms in the 

name of al-Qa`ida. But despite evidence and logic, 

even the U.S. Secretary of State, in several 2009 

speeches, wrongly insinuated a connection be-

tween poverty and extremism.  

Study and after study indicates no such 

association. Poverty, ungoverned areas, and re-

pression are not drivers of radicalization. So at 
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least we know not to focus anti-al-Qa`ida efforts 
solely on impoverished, ungoverned, or repressed 
communities. 
 The following studies are just a small sam-
ple disproving connections between poverty and 
al-Qa`ida’s violent extremism: 
 

• A 2006 Gallup World Poll of over 9,000 in-
terviews in nine predominantly Muslim 
countries found that violent extremism-
supporting Muslims are more likely to be 
wealthy and to have stayed in school 
longer than “moderates.” 

 
• In Marc Sageman’s 2004 study of 132 ter-

rorists, over 60 percent had some college 
education and 4 percent had a doctoral 
degree, making this sample pool more edu-
cated than most in the third world.xix  

 
• Netherlands Institute of International Rela-

tions’ Dr. Edwin Bakker’s 2006 study of 
242 European violent extremists con-
cluded that socioeconomic background 
and criminal history of terrorists are simi-
lar to backgrounds of young persons in 
immigrant Muslim communities in 
Europe.xx  

 
• In a sample of 232 Arab suicide attackers 

associated with Lebanon, Palestine, and al-
Qa`ida from 1980–2003, Robert Pape 
found that religiously driven suicide bomb-
ers had similar education levels and 
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socioeconomic status to the Palestinian 

and Lebanese publics.xxi 

 

• Israeli Defense Forces Lieutenant Colonel 

Anat Berko concluded, from interviews 

with Palestinian suicide bomber dispatch-

ers and failed suicide attackers, that many 

terrorists did not have financial difficulties. 

She found that attackers who failed in car-

rying out their missions held a standard of 

living comparable with most Palestini-

ans.xxii 

 

• Professor Steffen Hertog at Paris’ Science 

Po found that cognitive factors could be 

the reason for the abundance of educated 

engineers in violent extremist organiza-

tions. In a talk at the Carnegie Endowment 

for International Peace in September 2009, 

Hertog stated, based on a varied sample of 

violent extremist groups, that members 

were four times as likely to have upper-

level education as the general population 

from which members came. Among sam-

ples of violent extremists, approximately 

44 percent had engineering backgrounds. 

Among the more educated, engineers are 

three times as likely to embrace violent ex-

tremist groups as other upper-level 

graduates. According to Hertog, there is no 

supporting evidence for the claim that en-

gineers are recruited for their technical 

skills. 
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• Colonel John M. Venhaus (U.S. Army), 
from 2,303 interviews and personal histo-
ries of violent extremists, drew the 
conclusion that “[a]lthough radical Islamic 
ideologies use the rhetoric of economic op-
pression to enhance their argument, their 
subjects are generally not drawn from the 
ranks of the desperately poor.”xxiii 

 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that some 

mainstream Muslims could even turn to violence 
while seeking an education in a place with oppor-
tunity, freedom, political expression, and wealth. 
Sayyid Qutb’s (modern extremism’s “godfather”) 
education exchange in the United States led him 
to despise what he perceived as the West’s immor-
ality. His observations while a student in the 
United States sparked the prelude to his later 
journey into radicalism after he returned home to 
Egypt.  

Other anecdotal evidence of wealthy indi-
viduals with access to social mobility includes the 
most notorious terrorist of the twentieth century, 
Khalid al-Islambuli. In broad daylight, Islambuli 
brazenly assassinated President of Egypt Anwar 
Sadat while Sadat was making an appearance on 
television. As a military officer, he arguably had 
more options, respect, and social mobility than 
professors, engineers, and lawyers in 1980s 
Egypt. However, when his brother was dragged 
out of his family’s house in his pajamas as part of 
a countrywide roundup of suspected militants, 
Islambuli was enraged and ready to kill.xxiv Islam-
buli was not a brainwashed or blind follower of 
some ideal or some dynamic leader, but a young 
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man who independently waged a violent act over a 
personal grudge. He devised the plan and re-
cruited his accomplices on his own to kill Sadat 
and destroy the government. This was not a top-
down operation. Islambuli got approval and ideo-
logical sanction from extremist leadership, single-
handedly finagled his armed accomplices onto a 
parade vehicle, and accomplished one of the most 
infamous attacks of any militant group in the 
twentieth century. Islambuli and his accomplices 
in broad daylight fired on government and military 
leaders, killing Sadat. The only reason why so 
many officials were spared was that many of the 
grenades were inoperable. 

Further examples of relatively privileged 
terrorists include U.S. Army major Nidal Hassan, 
alleged to have shot innocents at Fort Hood in No-
vember 2009; Umar Farouk, son of one of the 
wealthiest Nigerian bankers, who attempted to 
down an airliner near Detroit in December 2010; 
and Connecticut-resident Faisal Shahzad, who 
attempted to kill civilians in Times Square in May 
2010. 

Al-Qa`ida appears to understand that vio-
lent extremists come from an array of 
backgrounds. Therefore, al-Qa`ida targets all Mus-
lim communities with its online messaging with 
the hope of reaching someone, anyone. Likewise, 
any competing narrative campaign must target 
Muslims as widely as possible.  
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9. AL-QA`IDA’S IDEOLOGY: 
 VIOLENCE, ONLY VIOLENCE, 

NOTHING BUT VIOLENCE 

 
As mentioned in the definitions section of the 
book, al-Qa`ida comprises hidden leaders who in-
spire others to conduct violent attacks in its 
name. Whenever news reports broadcast that al-
Qa`ida is bankrupt or physically isolated, the in-
formation is meaningless in assessing al-Qa`ida’s 
potency. The very nature of al-Qa`ida is that the 
core leaders are inspirers and not active militants. 
They do not need money, ammunition, or freedom 
of movement as long as they are able to get their 
message out on the Internet to inspire others to do 
their fighting. 

This message which is promoted from 
computer screens is hinged on an obsession with 
violence as the one and only way to gain an inter-
national caliphate. To understand the level of 
dedication to violence and complete disregard for 
all other tactics such as diplomacy, education, 
politics, or Ghandi-style active civil disobedience, 
one must understand the descent into raw brutal-
ity al-Qa`ida took in the decades leading up to its 
inception. 

One major factor that has a prime influ-
ence on al-Qa`ida is the pool of Egyptian militants 
and ideologues from the twentieth century. To un-
derstand al-Qa`ida ideology, one must investigate 
Egyptian violent extremist ideology. 

Al-Qa`ida’s leadership core comprises a 
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plurality of Egyptians. Although Usama bin Ladin 
is a Saudi of Yemeni dissent, his core group of 
lieutenants and most influential ideologues (past 
and present) are Egyptians who are an extension 
of the Egyptian Islamic Jihad (EIJ). Ayman al-
Zawahiri (chief lieutenant), Mustafa Abu al-Yazid 
(reportedly killed in 2010 and former head finan-
cier and Taliban liaison), Saif Al-Adel (reportedly a 
member of the Egyptian Islamic Jihad around the 
time of Sadat's assassination), and Abu Khabab 
al-Masri (a.k.a. Midhat Mursi al-Sayid Uma, the 
deceased head bomb maker) are just four exam-
ples of Egyptians in al-Qa`ida’s top echelon. But of 
greater importance is the central role of Egyptian 
ideology on al-Qa`ida’s violent nature today. 

Al-Qa`ida is an amalgamation of varying 
ideological influences to include inspirations from 
the Indian subcontinent, Palestine, and Saudi 
Arabia. However, the most enduring influences are 
Egyptian. Therefore, to understand al-Qa`ida, its 
ideology, and why it assumes that only violence is 
the solution to creating some sort of undefined 
caliphate, one must understand the nature of the 
descent into militancy of the Egyptians who com-
prise al-Qa`ida’s inner core—former members of 
the now defunct EIJ. 

 
 

Quick History of the EIJ 
 

The EIJ was a militant Muslim Brotherhood off-
shoot, which decided that only violent overthrow 
of the Egyptian government would produce a state 
as God intended. They chose violence because 
past political and social activism landed previous 
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students and Muslim Brotherhood groups in 

prison or on death row.  

EIJ militants in Cairo failed to overthrow 

the government (as they intended) after Islam-

buli’s team assassinated President Sadat in 1981. 

A simultaneous rebellion of Upper Egypt cells 

lasted less than 24 hours. After some leaders were 

jailed or executed, other leaders and militants fled 

to Pakistan, where they chose the official name 

“Egyptian Islamic Jihad,” and then fled to Sudan.  

The EIJ attempted to assassinate the Inte-

rior and Prime Ministers in 1993, bombed the 

Egyptian Embassy in Islamabad in 1995, and 

planned an attack against the U.S. Embassy in 

Albania in 1998. In 1998, the EIJ leadership part-

nered with Usama Bin Ladin. In 2001, the EIJ 

officially fused with al-Qa`ida.xxv  

 

��� 

 

The following are some of al-Qa`ida’s key Egyptian 

influences: 

 

Hasan al-Banna (1906–1949) 

Muslim Brotherhood founder Hasan al-Banna, 

whom the British-backed monarchy executed in 

1949, sowed the seeds for future generations to 

struggle to create an undefined super-nation that 

would abide by an un-described interpretation of 

religious law, a goal that EIJ and then al-Qa`ida 

would adopt. Al-Banna wished to liberate Mus-

lims, in Egypt and ultimately all countries, from 

foreign and secular rule and influence, and then 

establish an umbrella Islamic state.  
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 He spoke of a slow evolution beginning 
with each individual and ending with govern-
ments, perhaps lasting generations. Al-Banna 
believed that only Islam and its laws could solve 
all social, political, and economic problems, al-
though he never described exactly how Islam 
would solve these challenges.xxvi 

EIJ members grew up with al-Banna’s 
theories. Even today, he is cited in al-Qa`ida texts.  
 

Sayyid Qutb (1906–1966) 
 

Brotherhood member and al-Banna doctrine pupil 
Sayyid Qutb wove a violent thread into al-Banna’s 
patient vision. Qutb eventually inspired future EIJ 
members with his written attacks on the Egyptian 
regime, eschewing all secularism, even Nasser’s 
Arabism which ruled at the end of Qutb’s life.  
 Qutb dispensed with al-Banna’s vision for 
a slow personal evolution toward a new society. 
He replaced al-Banna’s vision of personal evolu-
tion with a desire to overtake the government as 
soon as possible. 

Originally, however, Qutb was part of the 
regime he eventually grew to hate. He consulted 
for the Revolutionary Command Council whose 
members were socialist military officers who top-
pled Egypt’s British-backed monarchy in 1952. At 
the time, the Command Council partnered with 
the Muslim Brotherhood to buy greater societal 
backing. The Brotherhood’s social programs, such 
as food and housing for the needy, were wildly 
popular. At this early period in his career, Qutb 
expressly thought his religion could apply to 
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modern government as it was at that time, ex-
pressly secular.xxvii   

Qutb’s moderate journey stopped abruptly 
when the government turned on the Brotherhood 
two years into its reign. Following a possibly 
staged and overly dramatized (on radio) assassina-
tion attempt on the President, the government 
burned down the Muslim Brotherhood headquar-
ters and arrested and tortured its leaders and 
followers, including Qutb.xxviii Security forces 
rounded up towns worth of males, such as a 
Brotherhood stronghold in Kardasa near Cairo. 
After allowing the Muslim Brotherhood a two-year 
taste of power, Nasser stomped out any hopes of 
political aspirations and forced Qutb to question 
the core belief of al-Banna’s slow evolutionary 
strategy.  

Qutb’s world was jolted further in prison, 
where he gained the voice that would help spur 
EIJ and then al-Qa`ida to violence. After prison 
guards killed twenty-one protesting Brothers, forc-
ing the wounded inmates to die in place, Qutb 
concluded the government and all its members 
were godless and unrighteous.xxix  

Qutb then wrote his seminal Milestones to 
call all Muslims to destroy the secular government 
and to adhere strictly to religious law, without any 
legislation or debate. (He failed to define specifi-
cally his interpretation of what religious law 
meant or how exactly it should be applied.) Qutb 
stated that laws from people were inherently 
flawed because people are imperfect. Thus, man-
made laws would inevitably fail: 
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…all manmade individual or collective theo-
ries have proved to be failures…It is 

necessary to revive that Muslim community 

which is buried under the debris of the 

manmade traditions of several generations, 

and which is crushed under the weight of 

those false laws and customs which are not 

even remotely related to the Islamic teach-

ings, and which, in spite of all this, calls 

itself the ‘world of Islam.’xxx 

 

Like many of those who would comprise 

EIJ and later al-Qa`ida’s leadership, Qutb was 

radicalized by repression and torture. It was not 

some personally driven philosophical shift. The 

fear of torture, which he and his friends suffered, 

sparked the harshness of Milestones. Qutb’s book, 

however, might not have been revenge so much as 

an awakening in him to a realization that only vio-

lence could achieve al-Banna’s original goal of an 

Islamic state. 

Foreseeing Qutb as a future and powerful 

martyr and predicting future generations of “Qut-

bists,” Nasser sent Vice President Sadat in person 

to offer reconciliation and the post of Minister of 

Education to Qutb. Qutb refused and died.xxxi His 

1966 execution sealed the legacy of his ideas for 

future EIJ members. Militants wept his martyr-

dom and adhered to his harsh narrative of the 

need to overthrow the government. 

A young generation of students and work-

ers, those who would comprise the EIJ and 

eventually the al-Qa`ida core, diverged from the 

political base of the Brothers. This new generation 

relished Milestones, as evidenced in student 
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meetings and publications of the late 1960s. In 
1966, future EIJ leader Ayman al-Zawahiri, his 
younger brother, and classmates made a pact to 
oppose the Egyptian government in line with 
Qutb’s views.xxxii   

Qutb also began a modern extremist tradi-
tion of those without religious training reducing 
rich religious texts and ideologies into easy-to-
understand populist propaganda. Suddenly, theo-
ries of jihad, which once were stuck in the 
libraries of inaccessible universities, were at the 
fingertips of Muslims everywhere and were made 
relevant for the contemporary man. For Mile-

stones, he drew in large part on texts written by 
Ibn Tayimiyya, who was a 13th/14th century pris-
oner who called for the violent toppling of the 
Mongols and all Arab entities that supported or 
did not fight the intruders.  

To this day, al-Qa`ida has excelled at mar-
keting complicated ideas in easily digestible short 
manuscripts for the average person. Counter-al-
Qa`ida ideologues, however, offer texts that are 
typically long-winded and steeped in scholarly 
language, reason, and nuanced assessments of 
Islam’s original documents. In short, Qutb in-
spired generations of marketers to come. 

 

Abd-al-Salam Faraj (1952–1982) 
 

Faraj was an author, ideologue, and chief of the 
first iteration of Islamic Jihad, which later offi-
cially became the “Egyptian Islamic Jihad” when it 
moved to Pakistan and had to differentiate its 
name from other terrorist groups. (For the sake of 
simplicity, I will refer to the group as the EIJ in 
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each of its phases.) The Egyptian government 
swiftly executed Faraj and the team of assassins 
after Sadat was assassinated in a public shooting. 

Faraj strove to further erase uncertainty 
and hesitancy over the importance of destroying 
the regime. In his treatise Hidden Imperative, Faraj 
put EIJ’s strategy into words. He defined the en-
emy, refuted strategies of earlier Egyptian militant 
groups, and explained his rules of warfare.xxxiii He 
was bent on success and seemed besieged and 
even sanctimonious in his dedication to overturn-
ing the government violently and immediately. 
Faraj, more clearly than Qutb or any other ideo-
logue, defined why EIJ and then al-Qa`ida would 
be blindly bent on violence alone as the path to 
achieve political goals. Faraj expressed the ex-
treme nature of EIJ and al-Qa`ida better than any 
other author. I recommend that any student of al-
Qa`ida or counterterrorism read Faraj’s treatise. 

Unlike Qutb, Faraj was not an innovative 
marketer. Instead, he was able to put into words 
the feelings of militant movements already growing 
in Egypt’s underground. He was ultimately speak-
ing to the already converted: disenchanted 
students and former Brotherhood affiliates and 
sympathizers already ready for violence. What 
makes Faraj special in the context of Egypt in the 
late 1970s is that he put into words what others 
were feeling.  

In Hidden Imperative, Faraj was consumed 
with peaceful movements’ lack of success. Failure 
of the moderate Muslim Brotherhood, jama’at is-
lamiyya (student association), and other 
religiously inspired groups shaped Faraj’s treatise. 
Faraj’s dispensing with any peaceful consideration 
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foretells EIJ and then al-Qa`ida’s absolute refusal 

to consider any type of reconciliation or negotia-

tion.xxxiv Specifically, Faraj argued away every 

strategy of earlier unsuccessful government oppo-

nents: 

 

• Muslim charitable organizations lacked the 

weapons and will to overthrow a regime.  

 

• Islamist political parties were not changing 

governance; they were actually partaking 

in and strengthening the very apostate 

government they sought to discredit. 

 

• Entering government service, rising in the 

ranks, and taking over state authority from 

the inside was counterproductive. Partici-

pation in state government would only 

strengthen government institutions, inde-

pendent of intended outcome. 

 

• Reliance on simple calls to religion would 

shift precious assets to an effort whose 

goal would not directly bring an end to the 

government.  

 

• Newspaper and radio efforts to urge a coup 

would inevitably fail because the govern-

ment controlled the media.xxxv  

 

• Emigrating abroad to construct an army to 

return later to face the regime would ex-

pose humiliating cowardice and fear of the 

regime—granting the regime confi-

dence.xxxvi  
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• Devotion to study alone would needlessly 
delay the violence required to topple the 
government.xxxvii  

 
• Fighting colonialist regimes abroad would 

allow the apostate power at home to grow 
stronger without its opposition pre-
sent.xxxviii  

 
 All these strategies would fail in Faraj’s 

opinion and had led to prison and/or execution in 
twentieth century Egypt. Faraj believed that vio-
lence was not only necessary tactically, but a 
requirement of God—the sixth pillar of Islam. 

 According to Faraj, mainstream religious 
scholars neglected violence in the name of religion 
when it should be obligatory for all Muslims to 
establish an Islamic state. Decades later, this 
same sentiment has been echoed in every speech 
from the mouths of al-Qa`ida ideologues and sup-
porters. Faraj wrote: “There is no doubt that the 
idols of this world can only be made to disappear 
through the power of the sword.”xxxix  

 To Faraj, President Sadat’s (who took over 
after Nasser died in 1970) application of human 
laws was as appalling as the Mongols’ reign of 
power in the thirteenth century. Unlike non-
Muslim regimes, Muslim leaders were held to 
greater account by Faraj for they could not hide 
behind a curtain of unreligious ignorance.xl Just 
as Ibn Tayimmiya targeted the Mongols’ puppets 
for obligatory attack, Faraj encouraged Sadat’s 
end: “…A group of people who refuse to carry out 
part of the clear and reliably transmitted duties of 
Islam have to be fought…”xli  
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 Central to his ideology, and that of the EIJ 
and later al-Qa`ida, Faraj justified takfir, labeling 
Muslim unbelievers to justify the killing of these 
Muslims as religiously permissible. This contro-
versial tactic would open Faraj and Faraj’s 
followers and successors to verbal attack by gov-
ernments and religious scholars the world over. 
Criticisms rang out that Faraj and his devotees 
lacked the requisite understanding of Islam’s texts 
to determine someone an unbeliever.  

 Even Sheikh Abdallah Azzam, bin Ladin’s 
Palestinian associate during the war against Rus-
sia in Afghanistan, challenged EIJ’s justification 
over takfir and targeting of Muslim governments. 
Fortunately for Faraj’s legacy, a car bomb killed 
Azzam in 1989. With the internal assassination of 
Azzam, EIJ members persuaded bin Ladin to tar-
get Muslim governments. The Egyptians won this 
ideological fight, perhaps with TNT in lieu of a bet-
ter argument. 

 Faraj’s failure was his mistaken faith that 
only a small cell of a dedicated few would be able 
to take power in Egypt with great speed and 
deadly force.xlii This failed tactic played out after 
Sadat’s 1981 assassination, which failed to inspire 
a major uprising in Cairo and ignited only a one-
day-long rebellion in Upper Egypt.  

 EIJ wanted to replicate the spirit of the 
Iranian revolution of 1979 and even the seemingly 
popular uprising of Nasser and his secularist free 
officer movement in 1952. (The public in actuality 
had little to do with the 1952 revolution.) But in 
the case of Egypt in 1981, the government did not 
hesitate to arrest entire male populations of towns 
and kill as many as possible to put down rumors 
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of rebellion, including executing potentially com-

promised members of police and military units. 

Those that were most loyal to Sadat enjoyed 

greater benefits than the rest of the citizenry and 

ran every important economic, cultural, and gov-

ernmental position from universities to the press. 

The rulers had every incentive to stay in power 

and would kill to maintain their positions.xliii  

  

 The bottom line was that Egypt was not a 

good target for Faraj. And Faraj’s failed uprising 

may be largely why al-Qa`ida does not directly at-

tack superior forces or attempt residence in tightly 

governed areas today. 

 

Dr. Fadl (b. 1950) 

 
Faraj was the ideologue that defined EIJ in broad 

terms as a group dedicated only to violence, while 

Dr. Fadl was the practical manager who oversaw 

its organizational growth that eventually led to a 

marriage with al-Qa`ida. 

Government retribution after the 1981 at-

tack was so vast and harsh that the EIJ was 

forced to move to Pakistan. Sayyid Imam al-Sharif 

(a.k.a. Dr. Fadl), the man who officially dubbed 

the organization “Egyptian Islamic Jihad” in 1987, 

took the helm.xliv He led a newly radicalized group 

of militants fresh from Egypt’s most notorious 

prisons.  

Up until fall of 2007, Fadl was internation-

ally renowned for penning the violent extremist 

“bible” and al-Qa`ida playbook Foundations of the 

Preparations for Jihad on top of a body of literature 

providing theological guidance, organizational 
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recommendations, and tactical lessons for violent 
extremists worldwide.xlv U.S. Military Academy’s 
Combating Terrorism Center assesses that ideo-
logically Fadl is as influential as Usama bin 
Ladin.xlvi Former EIJ associate Montasser Al-
Zayyat maintains that Fadl was EIJ’s theological 
core even more so than Faraj had been, but this 
claim cannot be confirmed.xlvii  

As he volunteered his days in a Peshawar 
hospital, Fadl shelled out execution sentences by 
night for Muslims who did not abide by EIJ prin-
ciples. He tirelessly oversaw publication of the 
monthly magazine “The Conquest” and became 
the prosecutor and judge of a “takfiri court” where 
he ordered executions for wayward mujahidin. 
One guilty defendant was found in the streets 
sliced to pieces as a warning to others.xlviii  

He wrote articles that would spell out how 
to create cells and plan attacks for a worldwide 
generation of militants to come. He also sat along-
side his successor, Ayman al-Zawahiri, on a 
leadership council advising the up-and-coming 
wealthy Usama bin Ladin.  

In 1993, Fadl fled Peshawar to Sudan, and 
then Yemen in the throws of civil war. Famous for 
being a frontline warrior, and despite his infamy 
and power as head of the EIJ, he returned to the 
field as a volunteer physician in Yemeni hospitals 
to help those wounded in the civil war.xlix  

Although his resignation may have been a 
symptom of internal power maneuvers or the new 
wife he found in Yemen, Fadl today claims his 
mindset turned less militant a year before his EIJ 
retirement.  

Dr. Fadl’s resignation and subsequent cap-
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ture years later would allow his successor’s com-
plete convergence with al-Qa`ida. 

 

Ayman al-Zawahiri (b. 1951) 

Like many other EIJ leaders, Zawahiri suffered 
inhumane torture that would shape his extremist 
career. As a child in a wealthy home and neigh-
borhood, Zawahiri was known to obsess over 
poetry and Disney films and to avoid the local 
sports club because he thought wrestling and box-
ing were inhumane.l But this disposition began to 
change in young adulthood. Swayed, in part, by 
his activist uncle who was a close Sayyid Qutb 
confidant,li Zawahiri reportedly helped in the 
weapons smuggling that would arm the failed 
post-Sadat-assassination coup. For his participa-
tion in the failed coup, Zawahiri was arrested in a 
1981 crackdown.  

In prison, he spoke directly to the media 
on behalf of inmates who had been tortured. Ac-
cording to his story, hungry dogs would come into 
his cell when he was tied up and have their way. 
Zawahiri yelled to the press, “They shocked us 
with electricity. And they used the wild dogs. And 
they used the wild dogs.”lii According to journalist 
Lawrence Wright, it is common practice for Egyp-
tian guards to tie a prisoner backwards to a chair 
and force abused or drugged dogs to rape the in-
mate.liii  

Security forces compelled Zawahiri to en-
trap and identify an extremist mentor, close 
friend, and EIJ cell commander, Major Qamari, 
leading to Qamari’s imprisonment and death. To 
cause further discontent, prison guards threw 
Qamari (while he was alive) and Zawahiri into the 
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same cell.liv This physical and psychological tor-
ture likely helped push Zawahiri to take on Faraj’s 
absolute devotion to violence, with no considera-
tion for politics or negotiation. 

During the war in Afghanistan, Zawahiri 
treated Usama bin Ladin medically and used this 
close personal relationship to persuade bin Ladin 
to appoint EIJ members to key posts in bin 
Ladin’s better-funded organization.lv  

EIJ unraveled when the Egyptian govern-
ment discovered a computer holding EIJ identities 
that led to 800 arrests in Egypt in the early 1990s. 
Then, 1993’s failed assassination attempt on the 
prime minister left a schoolgirl dead and enraged 
Egyptians, stripping the EIJ of any remnant of 
popular empathy and providing security forces 
with greater determination.  

Organizational bankruptcy forced Zawahiri 
in 1995 to ask EIJ members to donate their own 
salaries to continue operations. Lack of funds also 
forced Zawahiri to follow the rich bin Ladin to Su-
dan and then back to Afghanistan again.lvi  

Egypt had become so dangerous that 
Zawahiri could not return to seek more recruits 
and financing. At this point, EIJ had no reprieve 
save joining al-Qa`ida. In 1998, Zawahiri signed 
EIJ into a unified movement with bin Ladin. In 
2001, EIJ was completely incorporated into Al-
Qa`ida. EIJ took the key ideological and command 
posts and used lessons learned from its history, 
especially its mistakes with regard to confronting 
Egypt’s government head-on with a coup, to de-
sign an al-Qa`ida that would use safe havens and 
spread its narrative internationally to inspire oth-
ers to do its bidding. 
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More than any other influence, al-Qa`ida 
assumed EIJ’s ideology of “violence is the only an-
swer,” regardless of innocent Muslim victims, 
theological unsoundness, and strategic illogic. 
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10. SOLUTION: IDENTIFY, TRANSLATE, 
EMPOWER MUSLIM VOICES 

 

Al-Qa`ida is well aware of its leaders’ mortality, 
the limits of physical isolation, and the impor-
tance of inspiring others to keep the movement 
alive. Therefore, it focuses primarily on marketing 
its narrative to inspire others to do its bidding, 
while counter al-Qa`ida voices remain mute. These 
counter narratives are not translated and rarely 
available on the Internet. And they lack the lay-
person accessibility and populist flare of their 
extremist counterparts. 

To destroy al-Qa`ida for good, its main 
strength, popular support, must be severed com-
pletely. An effort must be made to drive an 
irreparable wedge between violent extremists and 
nonviolent Muslims so that recruitment pools and 
support dry up. Then, the hardened un-
rehabilitatable militants will be isolated and left to 
die. 

Some level of societal support is al-Qa`ida’s 
lifeblood. Even at the most visceral level, Muslim 
suicide attackers rely on some semblance of pub-
lic approval in order to muster up the will to make 
the ultimate sacrifice. Suicide bombers seek death 
specifically because at least parts of some Muslim 
communities venerate the sacrifice. Without ac-
ceptance, if terrorists are ineligible for martyrdom 
status in any of the world’s Muslim communities, 
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recruits will less likely be willing to die in the 
name of God. 

To isolate al-Qa`ida and even inspire social 
movements to revolt against al-Qa`ida, I propose a 
strategy to identify, translate, and amplify persua-
sive and independent counter-al-Qa`ida messages 
onto a robust network of easily searchable web-
sites in numerous languages.  

I propose using al-Qa`ida’s techniques to 
help inspire a counter-al-Qa`ida revolution. 
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11. IDENTIFYING THE MESSAGE 

 

Authors of persuasive counter-al-Qa`ida messages 

are popularly considered independent of govern-

ments, especially secular Arab, E.U., and U.S. 

governments. Their arguments use reason, emo-

tion, and religious grounding to undermine al-

Qa`ida and al-Qa`ida-affiliate justifications for vio-

lence.  

Counter-al-Qa`ida writers, to be effective, 

will normally be anti-United States, anti-Israel, 

anti-West, and even anti-democracy. Such views 

are necessary evils and often the only way for 

speakers and writers to claim independence from 

the West and Western allies to maintain credibil-

ity.  

Arguments will not contest al-Qa`ida’s 

claim for the need to defend Islam against the 

West. This would be playing into al-Qa`ida’s popu-

lar narrative and essentially arguing on al-

Qa`ida’s terms. Instead, they will focus on the 

heresy and practical limitations of al-Qa`ida vio-

lence. These messages are found in local, national, 

and international newspapers, online media 

sources, published books, popular English aca-

demic and policy journals, independent websites, 

blogs, and online social media.  

When searching for a message to amplify, 

there are two major factors to consider: the mes-

sage and the messenger. The best-case scenario—
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a message that has the best chance to resonate—
is a message that is itself persuasive and comes 
from the mouth or pen of someone who com-
mands respect. But there exist shades of gray 
from this level of perfection that may still enjoy 
success.  

A powerful message that uses strong hu-
manitarian and religious verbiage may be powerful 
from an anonymous blogger. A weak message, 
poorly worded without focus from a respected re-
ligious leader or a person who won fame on a 
battlefield, may still resound somewhat due to the 
known credentials of the messenger. 

 But someone tainted by government af-
filiation with a message that is inane will unlikely 
persuade anyone. 

One cannot rely purely on one factor or the 
other. Instead, one must look for a balance. There 
will never be the perfect message, perfect in sub-
stance and in the reputation of the speaker or 
author.  

Studying the potential of a message is akin 
to studying Hadith in Islamic studies. Each 
Hadith (action or saying of the Prophet transmit-
ted from person to person from the first 
generation orally until it was written down centu-
ries later) stands on the matn (substance of the 
account) and isnad (chain of transmitters). To this 
day, Western and non-Western scholars debate 
the validity and importance of each of the thou-
sands of Hadith through analysis of the account 
itself, reputation of the transmitters, and circum-
stances of each individual transmission.  

A strong Hadith will have an unbroken 
chain of transmitters, each with an impeccable 
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reputation for piety and intelligence, and a story 
or saying that makes sense in the context and 
spirit of what the Prophet did and taught. Some 
scholars have whittled acceptable/valid Hadith to 
fewer than a dozen in number. Others argue for a 
hundred or thousands to be accepted. The schol-
arship and debate over Hadith will never die. 
Likewise, study and arguments over which mes-
sages may best undermine al-Qa`ida will never 
end. But in both cases, we strive to find the best 
messages and the best messengers. 

An example of a message that would likely 
fail is Yemen foreign minister Abu-Bakr al-Qirbi’s 
October 2009 statement against al-Qa`ida. The 
message is powerful and has the potential to per-
suade. However, the messenger himself (a member 
of an opaque government that has worked closely 
with the United States) seems more bent on sur-
vival than upholding religious or humanitarian 
ideals. Al-Qirbi said: 

 
We know that there are al-Qa`ida members 

[in Yemen] and that there are threats, but 
this activity is aimed at soft targets and in-

nocent victims through bombings, 

regrettably. 

 

Al-Qa`ida lost much of its standing because 

the people who thought that it would con-

front what they term (the Zionist and 

American) enemy, realized that it, in fact, 

harmed only Islam and the Muslims, and 

that it killed only their brothers in Islam.  

 
Look at the victims whom we see in the 
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hundreds in Iraq, Pakistan, Afghanistan, 
and other countries. These groups remain a 

danger with which we must deal. Praise be 

to God, the Yemeni security agencies man-

aged to close in on them, and they will 

continue to do so until victory over these 

groups has been achieved.  

 
Al-Qirbi’s statement is potentially, at first 

look, an effective counter narrative. He explains 
that al-Qa`ida targets civilians as clearly shown by 
Muslims dead in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Iraq. 
Al-Qa`ida has failed to deliver on its promises to 
confront the United States and Israel, and al-
Qa`ida damages the very institution of Islam itself. 
In short, al-Qirbi attempts to close the distance 
between al-Qa`ida death-making abroad and his 
countrymen, few of whom have experienced al-
Qa`ida violent tactics firsthand. 

Although the message includes vital ele-
ments of a potentially successful counter 
narrative, the messenger, who is a prominent 
member of the Yemeni government, undermined 
this particular statement. Al-Qa`ida and most 
Yemenis carry a general disdain for central 
authority, which is a main theme al-Qa`ida in the 
Arabian Peninsula exploits. Many Yemenis view 
the Yemeni government as authoritarian and cor-
rupt. Despite a fair election, the government is 
run without transparency by a tribe surrounding 
President Salih, much as Saddam Hussein ruled 
(minus the level of crimes against humanity). 
Yemenis believe that security forces work too 
closely with distrusted outside forces on coun-
terterrorism issues, namely the U.S. government.  
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In conclusion, few Yemenis will be inspired 
outright by al-Qirbi’s statement because of his po-
sition as a government official and lack of 
independence. 

The same message from an independent 
source would be more influential and could poten-
tially compete with al-Qa`ida in the Arabian 
Peninsula’s narrative. 

It is tempting to write a chart with mes-
senger credentials on the X axis and message 
substance on the Y axis to determine overall po-
tential effectives, as characters in the film Dead 
Poets Society do in their too-simplistic “greatness-
of-a-poem chart.” But as with determining the 
greatness of a poem, there is no science and no 
numerical value attached to a message. Any at-
tempt is folly.  

At the end of the day, the potential power 
of a message is a qualitative judgment weighing 
sometimes hundreds of factors. Practically speak-
ing, this will mean throwing “good enough” 
messages at audiences and then seeing which 
ones gain traction (more on measurements of suc-
cess later). Just as al-Qa`ida delivers hundreds of 
messages per year, some even clearly contradic-
tory, without worry over getting messages crossed 
and confused, a counter-narrative campaign 
should not be too tied up with trying to amplify 
“perfect” messages.  

There is no “perfect” message. However, 
there are narratives with good substance from 
reputable sources that may persuade. 

Finally, it should be added that in rare 
cases an “unbalanced” message, in which either 
the substance or the narrator lacks the potential 
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to inspire, may still have some sort of effect. For 
example, if a religious leader pens an anti-al-
Qa`ida document with weak and scattered argu-
ments (these are out there—more on this later), an 
al-Qa`ida spokesman may still react. Basically, if 
confused as to whether to amplify a message or 
not, one should maintain bias for action. 

The anti-al-Qa`ida message may be so 
badly written that al-Qa`ida leaders could con-
sider the message an easy low-hanging fruit to 
refute. If al-Qa`ida falls for this trap, it is wasting 
its time and giving more credence than the origi-
nal anti-al-Qa`ida message may deserve. Bad 
publicity is publicity nonetheless.  
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12. THE MESSENGER: THE OVERT 
HAND OF GOVERNMENT 

IS THE KISS OF DEATH 

 

The most effective messengers against a group like 
al-Qa`ida may be religious leaders, former violent 
extremists, or victims.  

Religious leaders, if they have a following, 
religious training, and practice, may possess 
greater credentials than al-Qa`ida and its affiliate 
ideologues with their questionable religious 
status.  

Former violent extremists who are newly 
reformed carry the same battlefield scars, roman-
tic war stories, and legends as their still extremist 
contemporaries and can impress the same battle-
hungry or battle-curious youth.  

Victims of al-Qa`ida vividly underline al-
Qa`ida’s violent ideology that allows it to execute 
wanton tatarrus. 
 
RELIGIOUS LEADERS 

 
Two obstacles may impede the ability of religious 
leaders to persuade Muslims to oppose al-Qa`ida. 
First, many Muslim-majority countries’ top Mus-
lim scholars and prayer leaders have deep ties to 
the state. Examples are Saudi and Egyptian clergy 
whom respective citizens accuse of close collabo-
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ration with heads of state with the mission of vo-

cally justifying state initiatives and heeding 

government orders to promote government legiti-

macy. Therefore, the task of identifying respected, 

seasoned, and schooled scholars who are also as-

sumed to be independent of government influence 

will be a challenge. Complete independence may 

be impossible.  

Second, al-Qa`ida and its supporters often 

portray themselves as strict constructionists, 

deemed “Salafis.” They believe modern man 

should do away with generations of labored schol-

arship over the original texts of Islam and 

religious law. Al-Qa`ida states that it prefers to 

refer directly to the original doctrines without the 

stain of human interpretation which is inherently 

imperfect. Some even outwardly shun the four 

major schools of Sunni thought—each predicated 

with a methodology to interpret Islamic texts. 

Therefore, as much as possible, Salafi scholars are 

needed in an attempt to delegitimize and dissuade 

other Salafis who may have the propensity to sup-

port al-Qa`ida in the future. 

The following are examples who have pro-

vided effective counter narratives that should be 

translated and amplified worldwide. These exam-

ples also illustrate the types of persons or groups 

of people to identify in future attempts to discredit 

and inspire revolt against violent transnational 

insurrections. 

 

Salman al-Awdah  
 

Former Usama bin Ladin mentor and reformed 

violent extremist ideologue Salman al-Awdah’s 
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English and Arabic counter narratives continue to 
have the potential to delegitimize al-Qa`ida. How-
ever, al-Awdah’s narratives suffer from limited 
readership. Because of his former extremist cre-
dentials, religious training, and continual shows 
of public respect for Usama bin Ladin, al-Awdah 
continues to be an enduring competing voice that 
has the potential to put violent extremists on the 
defensive. 

Also, the immaculate English translations 
of al-Awdah’s press releases and letters help to 
reach a diverse though small audience from Ma-
laysia to Pakistan to Canada, underlining the 
importance of professional translation of compet-
ing narratives to have any effect on diverse 
audiences. 

On 15 November 2009, al-Awdah released 
a condemnation of the Fort Hood shooting. He 
stated that the incident might make those in the 
U.S. military question the intentions of other Mus-
lims. He also said, “This action taken out by Nidal 
Hasan was irrational and is empty of thought…” 

More popular still is al-Awdah’s 2007 open 
letter to Usama bin Ladin criticizing al-Qa`ida vio-
lence and killing of innocent civilians. This 
message, still available on his website Islamto-
day.com and other blogs and online articles, 
includes the following statements:lvii 

 
How much blood has been spilled? How 

many innocent children, women, and old 

people have been killed, maimed, and ex-

pelled from their homes in the name of ‘al-

Qa`ida’? 
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Are you happy to meet Allah with this heavy 
burden on your shoulders? It is a weighty 

burden indeed—at least hundreds of thou-

sands of innocent people, if not millions. 

 

How could you wish for that?—after know-

ing that Allah’s Messenger said: ‘Whoever 

as much as kills a sparrow in vain will find 

it crying before Allah on the Day of Judg-

ment: My Lord! That person killed me in 

vain. He did not kill me for needful suste-

nance.’ 
 

This religion of ours comes to defense of the 

life of a sparrow. It can never accept the 

murder of innocent people, regardless of 

what supposed justification is given for it. 

 
Al-Awdah’s website Islamtoday.com is not 

ranked on popular free website monitoring serv-
ices, which indicates a relatively low viewership. 
Of the website’s few visitors, 17.4 percent are from 
Pakistan, 14.8 percent from India, 12.8 percent 
from Indonesia, 12.0 percent from the United 
States, 6 percent from the United Kingdom, and 
the rest from Egypt, Malaysia, Mauritius, Canada, 
Morocco, and other countries.lviii 

 Al-Awdah is reputable. His message is 
sound. But he lacks al-Qa`ida’s worldwide media 
network. Thus, al-Awdah’s message remains 
muted—when compared to al-Qa`ida’s messag-
ing—to much of the Muslim world. 
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Mohammed El Fazazi 
  
In July 2009, German media broke the story of a 
letter renouncing violence from formerly revered 
violent extremist preacher Mohammed El Fazazi.lix 
El Fazazi wrote the letter to his daughter who lives 
in Hamburg. In the letter, Fazazi states that he 
has been imprisoned unjustly for the past six 
years in Morocco, he is not an extremist, and im-
migrants in Germany should act peacefully. He 
concludes his letter with a defense of the German 
government as an entity that protects Muslims 
and religious freedoms.  

 The following are translations of counter-
violence excerpts from El Fazazi’s letter: 

 
…I, Muhammad bin Muhammad El Fazazi, 

the writer of these lines, have not been 

forced to put these down. I am under no 

pressure to write this… 

 

And those who don’t want anything but kill-
ing, blood, robbery and theft have nothing to 

do with the religion of Allah the Exalted. 

 

Ahd Iman, a security contract [in reference to 

contracts German immigrants sign] for both 

sides and Allah says in his beloved book: 

‘You who have given security, keep the con-

tracts.’ So it follows that anything that 

breaks these contracts—e.g. by declaring 

theft to be permitted, or by allowing the kill-

ing of the population in the name of jihad, or 
by trying to build cells who put people into a 

state of fear and horror and so on—in my 
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eyes constitutes a breach of contract and be-
trayal in regard to what one has signed in 

the embassy, in the consulate or in the im-

migration office. 

 

It is the job of immigrants to debate and en-

gage…by means of peaceful 

demonstrations, strikes and protests that 

are far removed from indiscriminate attacks, 

the killing of innocent people with the argu-

ment of killing non-believers. 

 
The rejection of German or other foreign pol-

icy must be organized through civilian, 

peaceful methods of resistance. 

 

[In Germany there] is real freedom of religion 

which does not exist in many Muslim states. 

The things that educated people and 

preachers can say there cannot be said in 

some Muslim countries…There is no prohibi-

tion on the peaceful promotion of Islam. 

 
Many online violent-extremist forum par-

ticipants rejected El Fazazi’s letter on one of two 
grounds: either the Moroccan government had tor-
tured him into recanting or El Fazazi 
independently veered from the “straight path” of 
violent extremism. 

Furthermore, El Fazazi’s open support for 
the German government may undermine his ve-
neer of independence in the letter and may 
diminish some of the letter’s impact among those 
susceptible to violent extremism.  
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However, El Fazazi includes two arguments 
that may override some of these personal criti-
cisms. First, he introduces the religious concept of 
the contract of security and its holy binding na-
ture with regard to immigrants and the state. 
Second, he factually states that Germany allows 
greater religious freedom for Muslims than even 
some Muslim-majority states permit. These two 
points have the potential to put violent extremists 
on the defensive and dissuade would-be extrem-
ists, especially those in Diaspora communities in 
Europe.  

Nonetheless, unless his letter is translated 
and marketed beyond the German press, El 
Fazazi’s message will be muted to most Muslim 
communities opposed to extremism, unengaged 
with extremism, or at-risk to extremist influences. 

 

Deobandis  
 
Historically, the Deobandis were the religious 
mentors of the Taliban and many al-Qa`ida adher-
ents. To this day, there are media reports that 
members and supporters of the Taliban have ties 
with some of the leading scholars of the Deobandi 
school of thought. 

With these reported extremist ties and ve-
neer of independence (having helped inspire the 
Taliban’s inception and ideology), members of Ja-
miat Ulama-i-Hind, the leading body of clerics of 
the Deobandi school of jurisprudential thought, 
held a conference in November 2009 in Deoband, 
India in which terrorism was condemned. The 
conference focused on opposing terrorism, com-
munal strife, disassociating terrorism with Islam, 
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as well as other political issues. Reportedly, tens 
of thousands attended, including some members 
of the Darul Uloom. The Darul Uloom is a school 
that once helped to inspire some Taliban members 
but subsequently renounced terrorism in a well-
publicized February 2008 fatwa.lx 

Some reporters described the conference 
as a reiteration of the November 2008 Jamiat 
Ulama-i-Hind conference and Darul Uloom’s 2008 
fatwa with regard to counterterrorism statements, 
with an added expanded agenda concerning politi-
cal and nationalist issues.  

The conference declarations are competing 
narratives to Taliban and al-Qa`ida propaganda. 
Strengthening the statements are the presence 
and tacit approval of tens of thousands of Muslim 
followers and members of Darul Uloom. 

However, Indian government participation 
at the conference (a minister spoke at the event) 
and Indian media analysis that characterized the 
conference as a political event between the gov-
ernment and Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind will likely 
dampen the conference’s potential effects. 

The Darul Uloom’s counter-violence state-
ments, highlighted and reiterated at the November 
2009 conference, still have some potential to put 
violent extremist ideologues and leaders on the 
defensive: 

Islam is a religion of peace and harmony. In 
Islam, creating social discord or disorder, 

breach of peace, rioting, bloodshed, pillage 

or plunder and killing of innocent persons 

anywhere in the world are all considered 

most inhuman crimes. 
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The Quran clearly states that the killing of 
even one innocent person is equivalent to 

massacre of all humankind because it’s like 

opening the floodgates that creates a situa-

tion beyond anyone’s control; while saving 

one life is equivalent to the rescue of all hu-

mankind. 

 

The extent of Islam’s emphasis on peace can 

be seen from the fact that even while grant-

ing the right of self-defense to the 

oppressed, it insists that no excess be com-
mitted in retribution and strictly forbids the 

targeting of any innocent person. 

 

It is evident from the clear guidelines given 

in the Holy Quran that the allegation of ter-

rorism against a religion like Islam, which 

enjoins world peace, is nothing but a lie. In 

fact, Islam was born to wipe out all kinds of 

terrorism and to spread the message of 

global peace. 

  
However, like al-Awdah and El Fazazi, the 

Deobandi statement suffers from a lack of market-
ing. While al-Qa`ida messages are translated and 
broadcast in tiny digestible sound bites, the 
Deobandi statement is stuck on a couple of web-
sites. 
 

Yemeni Scholars Association 
 
The Yemeni Scholars Association, following media 
reports of al-Qa`ida in the Arabian Peninsula hav-
ing directed the failed bombing of an airliner near 
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Detroit on 25 December 2009, reportedly held 
consultations with over 150 scholars throughout 
Yemen to publish a statement on international 
intervention into Yemeni affairs. Within the state-
ment lies an emotive and simultaneously anti-
Western counter violent extremist narrative. 
 The statement, released during a confer-
ence in Sana`a on 14 January 2010, includes the 
following stances.lxi 
 

• Yemenis have an obligation to violently op-
pose foreign forces in Yemen. 

 
• Outside powers must respect Yemen’s 

“sovereignty” and “independence.” 
 

• Foreign powers must prevent “meddling” in 
national affairs or “imposing tutelage” on 
Yemenis. 

 
• The U.S. President’s assurance of no for-

eign forces in Yemen is valued. 
 

• This policy of non-intervention must be 
upheld consistently. 

 
• Killing innocent and peaceful people (by 

anyone) is unlawful. 
 

• Any act of killing outside religious law is 
non-permissible. 

 
 The statement is directed at the United 

States, the United Kingdom, and any government 
that some Yemenis feared might intervene against 
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al-Qa`ida in Yemen in the aftermath of the failed 
2009 Christmas day bombing over U.S. soil. How-
ever, the statement may also be used as is written 
as a competing narrative against al-Qa`ida. 

 First, the statement directly objects to kill-
ing innocents. In the context of past al-Qa`ida 
attacks and planned attacks in Yemen and 
abroad, which either targeted civilians or would 
have inevitably caused civilian deaths, the press 
release defies al-Qa`ida ideology. Examples of al-
Qa`ida in Yemen attacks targeting civilians were a 
December 2009 planned attack against a school, 
the March 2009 assassination of Korean civilians 
in Yemen, and the failed December 2009 attack 
against the airliner landing in Detroit. 

 Second, the statement clearly objects to 
meddling from outside forces. Although al-Qa`ida 
in the Arabian Peninsula comprises Yemenis, the 
organization also includes foreigners and by defi-
nition is affiliated with and takes directions from 
al-Qa`ida core likely based in Pakistan. Therefore, 
the same words used to “warn” governments 
about meddling also undercut the legitimacy of al-
Qa`ida’s influence in Yemen and could resonate 
with what some analysts describe as Yemen’s in-
nate xenophobia in certain provinces. 

 Third, the statement maintains a national-
ist tone, which is inherently critical of al-Qa`ida 
intentions to not only meddle in Yemen but also to 
build an international alliance against secular 
governments in the Middle East and worldwide.  

 But again, like the messages from other re-
ligious leaders, this message has failed to reach 
international audiences since it has remained un-
translated and un-marketed.  
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The Muslim Council of Denmark  
 
The Muslim Council of Denmark is an umbrella 
organization claiming to represent dozens of dif-
ferent Muslim groups—over 50,000 Muslims.  

In reaction to the 27 October 2009 arrests 
of a U.S. and a Canadian citizen on charges of 
conspiracy to commit terrorist acts in Denmark, 
the Muslim Council of Denmark announced that 
terrorism is “incompatible with Islam.” The Coun-
cil published the following statements:lxii 

 
Any act of terrorism is and will always be 

incompatible with Islam. 

 

An attack on any target is the same as an at-

tack on an entire society and its people. We 

are therefore relieved that the imminent ter-

rorist attacks seem to have been averted. 

 

The [Muslim Council of Denmark] stresses 

that an act of this type would be directly 
against Islam’s basic principles and core 

values. 

 
 Although few would be likely to view the 

Muslim Council of Denmark as an authoritative or 
independent religious source because of its gener-
ally constructive relationship with the Danish 
government, the message may still resound with 
some would-be violent extremists. The statement 
may be considered a “consensus” of a Muslim pol-
ity of 50,000. Consensus is often a vital legal and 
moral grounding to help inform pious Muslims to 
make decisions.  
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 However, because the message was not 

marketed, it is impossible to know what effect 

even a message from this somewhat questionably 

independent source might have on Muslim com-

munities not already part of the Council. 

  

Mardin Artuklu University 
 

On 27–28 March 2010, Turkey’s Mardin Artuklu 

University gathered 15 scholars from around the 

world to discuss Taqi al-Din Ibn Taymiyya’s 14th-

century book “Mardin Fatwa,” which violent ex-

tremists circles often use to justify attacks. 

Muslim educational non-government organiza-

tions Global Center for Renewal and Guidance 

and Canopus Consulting sponsored the event. The 

British and Turkish governments also gave finan-

cial support. The event aired on al-Jazira 

television.lxiii  

 The Global Center for Renewal is led by 

Mauritanian scholar and Saudi Arabia’s King Ab-

dul Aziz University teacher Abdullah bin Bayyah 

and the U.S. head of California’s Zaytuna Institute 

for Islamic Studies. Conference participants of-

fered the following narratives, which were not 

officially dubbed religious edicts or fatwas: 

 

• Muslim individuals or groups do not have 

the right to decide on their own to declare 

or execute violent extremist acts. 

 

• The emergence of governments who protect 

religious freedoms make the yesteryear di-

visions between “abodes of Islam” and 

“abodes of war” invalid. 
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• Taymiyya’s texts to justify violence have 
been misused because of changed social 
and political context. 

 
• Taymiyya’s texts to justify violence have 

been misinterpreted out of ignorance about 
religion. 

 
 Critics of the conference, including Tur-
key’s Directorate of Religious Affairs President Ali 
Bardakoglu and the Turkish media, have made 
the following statements likely to attempt to un-
dermine the legitimacy of the conference: 
 

• An exercise to invalidate a centuries-old re-
ligious view is meaningless. 
 

• The circumstances during Taymiyya’s age 
were similar to today’s. Therefore the texts 
are still applicable. 

 
• The conference is a U.S. and/or UK effort 

to undermine the Islamic World writ large. 
 

• The British government, in actuality, orga-
nized the conference. 

 
• The conference’s conclusions do not in-

validate earlier fatwas but only allow 
Muslims to choose between religious 
judgments. 

 
• The conference’s conclusions wrongly rule 

out justified resistance in the face of un-
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just oppression such as against the Pales-
tinian occupation. 

 
 As explained earlier, Taymiyya attempted 
to legitimize Muslims killing other Muslims by de-
claring the target Muslims religiously illegitimate. 
He lived within the Mamluk state and made this 
claim so that the Arab Muslim state and individu-
als would fight the Mongols who occupied Mardin, 
even though the Mongols claimed to be converted 
Muslims.  
 Taymiyya’s texts helped inform and inspire 
twentieth century violent extremist ideologues 
such as Sayyid Qutb, Abd-al-Salam Faraj, Dr. 
Fadl, Ayman al-Zawahiri, and Usama bin Ladin, 
among others. 
 This conference is an example of substan-
tively well-reasoned and religiously based 
narratives likely failing to persuade due to as-
sumptions of Western involvement. Even 
rumors—no matter how baseless—of U.S. or UK 
influence on the conference are likely to under-
mine the power the conference’s conclusions may 
have had to inoculate populations against violent 
extremist propaganda and dissuade those suscep-
tible to radicalization.  
 Evidence of a lack of impact is that al-
Qa`ida and affiliates have mounted very little ver-
bal or textual attack on the findings and 
conclusions of the conference—al-Qa`ida does not 
appear to feel threatened. One Iraqi militant group 
publicly commented on the event, but this was the 
exception. There was no strong reaction from most 
violent extremist groups. 
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 Also, the lack of former militant credentials 
among the hosts and lack of nuanced views of ji-
had may prevent the conference’s conclusions 
from affecting some would-be extremists and fail 
to force hardened militants onto the ideological 
defensive. The event appeared to argue that all 
violent insurrection is irreligious—a far cry from 
the beliefs of even peaceful mainstream Muslims 
who often believe there may be circumstances that 
warrant politically sanctioned war. 
 The failings of the conference may offer 
lessons for more effective competing narrative 
campaigns. Effective campaigns should amplify, 
without overt Western involvement, the voices of 
leaders, theologians, and ideologues who may 
have former militant experience or more nuanced 
views of violent insurrection. Bottom line: the 
messengers of a competing narrative should wield 
independence and credentials in the eyes of most 
Muslim communities for a chance at affecting 
audiences. 
 

Dr. Tahir-ul-Qadri 
 
Popular Pakistani scholar Dr. Tahir-ul-Qadri de-
clared a 2010 600-page Urdu fatwa to renounce 
suicide bombings and terrorism without any ex-
ceptions. He explicitly stated that such acts are 
forbidden and heretical. 
 People will listen to Qadri because of his 
explicit independence from government, construc-
tionist religious views (in some ways resembling 
Salafi intent to return to only the original Islamic 
texts to inform modern laws and customs), and 
education.  
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 Qadri showed his independence when he 
time and again turned down Pakistani government 
offers for some of the top religious positions in the 
region. Among the posts Qadri publicly rejected 
were Senator for the Upper House of Parliament, 
Federal Minister for Religious Affairs, Federal Min-
ister for Education, Federal Minister for Law and 
Parliamentary Affairs, an Ambassadorship, Jus-
tice of the Appellate Shari`a Bench for Pakistan’s 
Supreme Court, and Islamic Ideology Council of 
Pakistan membership. However, somewhat damp-
ening this veneer of independence is Qadri’s 
resume from the early 1980s when he was a Ju-
rist Consult on Islamic law for the Supreme Court 
and advisor on Islamic curricula for the Federal 
Ministry of Education. Nonetheless, his more re-
cent professed independence, especially in light of 
publicly rejecting offers for some of the top Paki-
stani posts, appears to outweigh these advisory 
positions in his early career. Qadri appears to be 
an independent scholar today. 
 On his website’s biography and hammered 
into his literally thousands of published texts are 
his constructionist religious views, which would 
be attractive to many conservative Muslims. He 
has written that his personal life mission includes 
“propagation of the true identity of Islamic faith” 
through “reviving the Prophetic version of Islamic 
and Quranic teachings…” Qadri expresses goals 
similar to al-Qa`ida’s with regard to actively re-
turning to the “true” teachings of the Prophet. 
However, Qadri takes the nonviolent and relig-
iously sound route. His messages have the 
potential to dissuade would-be al-Qa`ida recruits 
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among Muslims from conservative schools of 
thought. 
 His credentials as a scholar also may help 
his fatwa gain some traction with Muslim com-
munities. He studied Islamic studies at the Punjab 
University in Pakistan and received advanced de-
grees in law, making him qualified to speak about 
religious law. This marriage of the theoretical (Is-
lamic studies) and practical (law) makes Qadri an 
especially dynamic theorist.  
 Qadri also attained a following in the 
1980s with the T.V. show “Understanding the 
Quran.” Today, his satellite show “Speeches of Dr. 
Tahir-ul-Qadri” offers interpretations and practical 
applications of Hadith and the Quran using collo-
quial language. This use of simple, easy-to-
understand language is a method al-Qa`ida also 
uses to reach young people, uneducated persons, 
or those not already steeped in religious studies. 
His popular show gives Qadri an audience today 
that can grow. 

His most recent fatwa has the potential to 
be an effective counter narrative because it is 
emotive, independent, categorical in its condem-
nation, empathetic to populist Islamist concerns, 
and comprehensive. 

 
Emotive - Qadri directly compares violent extrem-
ists to Islamic history’s greatest extremist villains 
and killers of the fourth Caliph according to Sunni 
tradition—the Kharijites: 
 

By undertaking a comprehensive analysis of 

the signs, beliefs and ideologies of the Kha-
warij through the Qur’anic verses, Prophetic 
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traditions and jurisprudential opinions of ju-
rists, we have established that the terrorists 

are the Khawarij of contemporary times.lxiv 

 

Independent - Qadri states openly his independ-
ence from government influence or advice directly 
in his fatwa’s introduction. He appears well aware 
that rumors of government collusion could un-
dermine his words: 
 

We neither seek the pleasure of any gov-

ernment, nor tribute or appreciation from any 
international power or organisation. As al-

ways, we have taken the initiative to 

perform this task as a part of our religious 

obligation. 

 

Categorical - Qadri leaves little room for interpre-
tation in his damnation of terrorist tactics: 

These days, the terrorists, in a vain attempt 
to impose their own ideas and beliefs and 

eliminate their opponents from the face of 

the earth, killing innocent people ruthlessly 

and indiscriminately everywhere in 

mosques, bazaars, governmental offices and 

other public places are in fact committing 

clear infidelity. They are warned of humiliat-
ing torment in this world and in the 

hereafter. Terrorism, in its very essence, is 

an act that symbolizes infidelity and rejec-

tion of what Islam stands for. When the 

forbidden element of suicide is added to it, 

its severity and gravity becomes even 

greater. 
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Empathetic to populist Islamist concerns – The 
fatwa condemns terrorism but still acknowledges 
injustice in Muslim communities: 
 

It may be true that among the fundamental 

local, national and international factors un-

derpinning terrorism on a global level 

include: the injustices being currently meted 

out to the Muslims in certain matters, the 

apparent double standards displayed by the 

main powers, and their open-ended and 

long-term military engagements in a number 
of countries under the pretext of eliminating 

terror. But the terrorists' recourse to violent 

and indiscriminate killings have become a 

routine affair, taking the form of suicide 

bombings against innocent and peaceful 

people, bomb blasts on mosques, shrines, 

educational institutions, bazaars, govern-

mental buildings, trade centres, markets, 

security installations, and other public 

places: heinous, anti-human and barbarous 

acts in their very essence. These people jus-
tify their actions of human destruction and 

mass killing of innocent people in the name 

of Jihad (holy struggle against evil) and thus 

distort, twist and confuse the entire Islamic 

concept of Jihad. This situation is causing 

Muslims, the young in particular, to fall prey 

to doubts and reservations, muddling their 

minds in respect of Jihad, because those 

perpetrating these atrocities are from 

amongst the Muslims.  

 
Comprehensive - The fatwa draws on 172 sources 
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to include texts from all four major schools of law 
in Islam: 

 
Scores of Qur’anic verses and Prophetic tra-

ditions have proved that the massacre of 

Muslims and terrorism is unlawful in Islam; 

rather, they are blasphemous acts. This has 

always been the opinion unanimously held 

by all the scholars that have passed in the 

1400 years of Islamic history, including all 

the eminent Imams of Tafseer and Hadith 

and authorities on logic and jurisprudence. 
Islam has kept the door of negotiation and 

discussion open to convince by reasoning, 

instead of the taking up of arms to declare 

the standpoint of others as wrong, and en-

forcing one’s own opinion. Only the victims 

of ignorance, jealousy and malice go for mili-

tancy. Islam declares them rebels. They will 

abide in Hell. 

 

The conditions leading to the forbiddance of 

rebellion in the light of the Qur’anic verses, 
Prophetic traditions and expositions of the 

jurists are evident. Referring to the holy 

Companions, their successors, Imam Abu 

Hanifa, Imam Malik, Imam Shafi`i, Imam 

Ahmad Bin Hanbal and other leading ju-

rists, the fact has been brought to light that 

absolute consensus exists among all the 

leading jurists on the total forbiddance of re-

bellion against the Muslim state, and there is 

no difference of opinion between any 

schools of thought. 
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In summary, Qadri’s nonprofit states: 

 

The comprehensiveness and extent of the 

original work is meant to leave no doubt, 

and leave no stone unturned, in order to re-

move any possible justification for the 

suicide attacks that the perpetrators or their 

supporters may offer. Indeed, Dr Tahir-ul-

Qadri goes that crucial step forward and 

announces categorically that suicide bomb-

ings and attacks against civilian targets are 

not only condemned by Islam, but render the 
perpetrators totally out of the fold of Islam, 

in other words, to be unbelievers. Further-

more, in what is unprecedented in recent 

Islamic scholarship, this work draws out 

scriptural, historical, and classical scholarly 

references highlighting the obligations of 

Governments of Islamic nations to deal deci-

sively to root out terrorist elements from 

society. 

 

 However, it is likely that Qadri’s message 

may have limited impact among those who are 

outside his South Asian Sufi Barelvi school of 

thought (with many followers in the United King-

dom, India, and Pakistan). Specifically, 

Deobandis, who practice a competing conservative 

school of thought and who helped to inspire the 

Taliban, may be distrustful of Qadri’s message. 

 Also, much like the other counter-al-

Qa`ida narratives in this chapter, Qadri’s thick, 

in-depth 600-page treatise has not reached 

a global audience as al-Qa`ida’s messages have. 

The story of the fatwa ran in online and print 
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newspapers in Southwest Asia but never became 
part of a targeted counter-messaging campaign, 
and never came close to competing with al-
Qa`ida’s online presence. And Youtube’s eight-part 
series on the edict’s release is a far cry from al-
Qa`ida’s better advertised, pithy, and evocative 
propaganda videos.lxv  
  
 
FORMER VIOLENT EXTREMISTS 

 
Those who used to execute or promote violence in 
the name of religion, who now appear to modify 
their views on violence, often wield the required 
populist respect and independence from govern-
ment influence to persuade other Muslims to 
condemn al-Qa`ida violence. 

These authors provide novel arguments 
that challenge al-Qa`ida’s tired reuse of theories 
that date back decades. New voices point out al-
Qa`ida’s strategic failure to defeat the West and 
govern and its willingness to wantonly kill Mus-
lims and foment religious misunderstandings. Al-
Qa`ida continues to invent new hooks in an at-
tempt to persuade new audiences, such as 
Zawahiri’s 2007 statement feigning empathy with 
African-American discrimination in the United 
States. However, al-Qa`ida’s core ideology of vio-
lence to defend Islam against Western aggressors 
remains the same. Former-extremist messages 
have the potential to break this pattern and the 
potential to be fresh and newsworthy. 
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Dr. Fadl 
 
Recanted former extremist ideologue Sayyid Imam 
al-Sharif (a.k.a. Dr. Fadl) published his third book 
against al-Qa`ida ideology in January 2010 from 
his prison in Egypt. The Future of Conflict in Af-

ghanistan, published serially in the daily Arabic 
newspaper al-Sharq al-Awsat, is a disjointed text 
on Afghanistan, Pakistan, the United States, the 
Taliban, and al-Qa`ida leadership and history. The 
text makes the following points on both al-Qa`ida 
and the United States. 
 

• Al-Qa`ida leaders seek only glory for them-
selves. 

 
• Al-Qa`ida kills Muslims and has displaced 

“millions.” 
 

• Al-Qa`ida’s top leadership holds the pri-
mary responsibility for the deaths of Iraqis 
and Afghans. 

 
• Usama bin Ladin exploits distrust of the 

United States to justify murder. 
 

• Al-Qa`ida can claim no tangible successes. 
(Dr. Fadl moves away from religious to 
pragmatic argumentation with this point.) 

 
• There is a chasm between al-Qa`ida’s goals 

and capability: al-Qa`ida cannot reach its 
ends through its current violent means. 
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• A U.S. surge in Afghanistan will lead to 
more recruitment for al-Qa`ida and more 
Afghani deaths. 

 
• The United States lacks values (such criti-

cism likely gives Fadl a veneer of 
independence). 

 
 His previous books, which also highlight 

al-Qa`ida leadership impiety and narcissism, were 
published in 2007 and 2008.lxvi  

 Fadl’s preeminent credentials as a former 
extremist leader, fighter, ideologue, and author, 
along with religion- and humanity-based argu-
ments help to make his texts potentially 
persuasive. 

 Up until fall of 2007, Fadl was internation-
ally renowned for penning the al-Qa`ida playbook 
Foundations of the Preparations for Jihad on top of 
a body of literature providing theological guidance 
and tactical lessons for violent extremists world-
wide. U.S. Military Academy’s Combating 
Terrorism Center assesses that ideologically Fadl’s 
earlier texts are still as influential as Usama bin 
Ladin’s words. 

 Following his 2003 arrest in Yemen and 
subsequent extradition to Egypt, Fadl worked on 
his first book, declaring that the ends do not jus-
tify the means in violent extremism. In this first 
text, he vilifies al-Qa`ida tactics of killing inno-
cents, stealing money, and wantonly using 
Muslims as human shields. Because the manu-
script also condemns secularism and the West, he 
may continue to earn a fair readership among 
would-be al-Qa`ida sympathizers distrustful of 
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Western intentions. Along with his second and 
third publications, this first text is timeless.  

 The following are quotations from his first 
book: 

 
There is no such thing in Islam as ends justi-

fying the means. 

 

If vice becomes mixed with virtue, all be-

comes sinful. 

 

There is nothing that invokes the anger of 
God and His wrath like the unwarranted 

spilling of blood and wrecking property. 

 

On the day of judgment every double 

crosser will have a banner up his anus pro-

portional to his treachery. 

 

Oh, you young people, do not be deceived 

by the heroes of the internet, the leaders of 

the microphones, who are launching state-

ments inciting youth while living…in a 
distant cave…they have thrown many others 

before you into the infernos, graves, and 

prisons. 

 

Those who have triggered clashes and 

pressed their brothers into unequal military 

confrontations are specialists neither in fat-

was nor in military affairs.lxvii 

 
 Ayman al-Zawahiri suggested in a summer 

2007 audio message that torture drove Fadl’s re-
nunciation, in an attempt to undermine the 
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impact of the first book prior to its publication. 

However, Fadl, in a 2007 interview, explicitly 

compared his authorship inside prison with 

Taymiyya. Taymiyya was a medieval ideologue, 

whom many violent extremists revere and cite for 

justification of violence and who wrote his seminal 

texts independently in prison. Fadl appeared to 

out-argue Zawahiri’s point in this case. 

 Furthermore, Fadl’s texts have not led to 

his release from prison, further suggesting that he 

wrote the book out of free will without personal 

agenda. 

 In 2008, Zawahiri even wrote a 188-page 

defense against Fadl’s accusations, which 

 

• Gave Dr. Fadl further legitimacy and pub-

licity.  

 

• Squandered al-Qa`ida leadership time. 

 

• Revealed al-Qa`ida’s fear of the effect of 

counter-violence messages.  

 

• Forced Zawahiri to restate his justifica-

tions for violent attacks that kill civilians. 

 

 All three texts, along with Fadl’s interviews 

since 2007, still have the potential to resound 

more strongly with a worldwide audience. Fadl’s 

arguments that rest on humanity, piety, and 

common sense are universal and timeless themes. 

 However, Fadl’s texts remain largely un-

translated and un-marketed when compared to al-

Qa`ida leadership messages, which a worldwide 

network of independent marketers and translators 
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buttress. As long as Fadl’s texts remain in Arabic 
in Arabic newspapers, the books’ serialized chap-
ters will not de-legitimize or undermine al-Qa`ida’s 
ability to persuade.  

 

Gama`a Islamiyya 
 
In the late 1980s, Gama`a Islamiyya (GI), an ex-
tremist offshoot of the Muslim Brotherhood, 
amassed funds from different local mosque-
centered groups to fight the government and any 
entity that GI felt “un-Islamic” from their peculiar 
perspective. In the 1990s, GI conducted a con-
certed campaign of violent extremism targeting 
tourists, foreigners, state officials, intellectuals, 
and rivals. From 1992–1997, GI reportedly killed 
over 1,200, including a counterterrorism police 
chief, a parliamentary speaker, and dozens of in-
nocent bystander “collateral damage.” In 1997, 
with tens of thousands of affiliates, supporters, 
and militants imprisoned, GI announced its un-
conditional renunciation of violence and the halt 
of all violent acts against the state. GI published 
15 books on its recantation while in prison. 

After nearly a decade of GI’s books remain-
ing largely un-translated, unpublished, and un-
marketed, GI began publishing its competing nar-
ratives online. The website and its “English” 
counterpart (egyig.com/en/) comprise essays and 
statements on current affairs, Islamic issues, and 
counterterrorism treatises.  

Essays on phenomena of violence and re-
ligion include “Jihad and Misunderstanding,” “To 
Whom Jihad is Directed?,” “Distinction Between 
Combatants and Civilians,” and “Types of Jihad.” 
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The following are quotations taken from GI 
essays on violent extremist attacks: 

 
…Islam today witnesses several acts of ji-

had, some of which represent examples of 

sacrifice while the rest break Islamic law—

whether out of good intentions or ignorance. 

 

Jihad is like other Islamic duties and judg-

ments—necessary or prohibited according to 

the rules on the implementation of jihad. 

 
…women, children, priests, the elderly, 

farmers, workers, and peaceful per-

sons…these people are whom we call 

civilians. Scholars forbid fighting these peo-

ple…This is a ban by the Prophet Himself. 

 

All these groups of people should [however] 

be killed if they fight Muslims or aid the 

enemies of Muslims. 

 

Islam refuses to follow barbarism, which al-
lows killing children… 

 

Jihad has morals. 

 

Islam respects humanity and never intends 

to kill people without reasons. 

 

Defensive jihad is obligatory, but jihad for 

religious promotion outside of Muslim bor-

ders is optional…Jihad for promoting Islam 

is not found in Islamic law. 
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Those who misunderstand the concept of ji-
had and conduct terrorist attacks do not only 

kill innocents and illegally steal money, but 

they also turn others against [lawful] jihad. 

 

Those people fight only to call themselves 

warriors. They have no goals…They do not 

think of the ramifications of their actions. 

Moreover, they misinterpret the laws of jihad 

so much that some allow the killing of 

women and children, killing other innocent 

persons, killing for nationality, and refusing 
to make peace with enemies…Such wrong 

actions are against our religion—[and cause] 

some to accuse Islam for being unmerciful 

and unforgiving…lxviii 

 
 The renunciations have the potential to af-

fect those who are susceptible to radicalization 
today because of their sound grounding in ac-
cepted Islamic concepts of laws of war and 
emphasis on piety and humanity, especially with 
regard to the prohibition of killing innocents. Fur-
thermore the statements are nuanced—allowing 
for some kinds of violence such as state-
sanctioned defense against oppression. But, ac-
cording to GI, al-Qa`ida’s ideology allowing 
indiscriminate killing is never permitted under 
any circumstances. 
 However, the English translations on the 
GI website are riddled with grammatical and spell-
ing errors to the point at which the language is 
unprofessional and at times incomprehensible to 
English readers (I translated these particular ex-
cerpts and could not rely on GI’s poor translation 
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attempts). This weak translation, likely a result of 
free online translation software or untrained 
translators, highlights the difficulty and impor-
tance of accurate, professional, and engaging 
translation to deliver a message.  
 Also, the messages lay immobile on the 
website, with a low ranking even in Egypt, and 
with no observable attempt to market to Muslim 
communities worldwide. The website has a rela-
tively low and un-diverse viewership. It is ranked 
5,253 in viewership in Egypt, with 51 other sites 
displaying links to egyig.com/en/. Almost 100 
percent of visitors found the site through Google. 
Almost half of the viewers are located in Egypt, 
23.2 percent in Saudi Arabia, 6.3 percent in Alge-
ria, 3.8 percent in Morocco, and 2.7 percent in the 
U.A.E.lxix 

 

Libyan Islamic Fighting Group 
 
The imprisoned leadership of the Libyan Islamic 
Fighting Group (LIFG), a group that was previ-
ously a devoted and official al-Qa`ida affiliate, 
published in September 2009 an Arabic-language 
refutation of over 400 pages detailing contentious 
aspects of al-Qa`ida’s violent ideology. Rumors 
abound in the Arab world that GI’s texts were 
used as an anonymous source for this recanta-
tion. 

The manuscript includes the following 
translated quotations, which could be effective in 
a counter-al-Qa`ida marketing campaign. The 
quotations were translated by Mohammed Ali Mu-
sawi and published by the Quilliam Foundation: 
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The reduction of jihad to fighting with the 

sword is an error and shortcoming. 

 

It is impermissible to leave for jihad without 

the permission of parents and lenders. 

 

There are ethics and morals to jihad—among 

which are: that the jihad is for the sake of 

God, and the illegality of killing women, 

children, the elderly… 

 

Also among the ethics and morals in jihad is 

the proscription of treachery, the obligation 

to keep promises, the obligation of kindness 

to prisoners of war, the impermissibility of 

the mutilation of the dead… 

 

The opinion of those that follow the tradi-

tions of Muhammad has settled upon the 

impermissibility of resorting to arms to 

change political situations. 

 

Fighting because of sectarianism, tribalism, 

or social position and fighting for worldly 

matter or power fall under the category of 

forbidden civil war. 

 

The legitimate alternatives to using violence 

for reform and change are enjoining good 

and forbidding evil and da'wah. 

 

The historical examples which the people of 

the Prophet's tradition have agreed upon: the 

impermissibility of fighting rulers and gover-

nors, and their agreement that patience and 
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calling to God and enjoining good and for-
bidding evil is the correct way. 

 

Some of the reasons for extremism are the 

prevalence of sins in Muslim societies, an 

absence of a correct understanding of relig-

ion and reality, emotional reactions, 

unqualified people taking the lead and the 

absence of comprehensive education among 

others. 

 
 The text includes a statement that violence 
is only obligatory in certain places at certain 
times, such as when non-believers invade Muslim 
countries. War is permissible for residents and 
neighbors of the invaded region, such as Palestin-
ian territories, Iraq, and Afghanistan. 

 Though a seemingly subtle point, this ar-
gument undermines the extremist narrative core 
al-Qa`ida figures like Ayman al-Zawahiri and Abu 
Yahya al-Libi propagate. These individuals com-
monly argue that jihad is a duty incumbent upon 
all able-bodied Muslims (fard ‘ayn) without excep-
tion, at all times. Despite this nuance, LIFG still 
condemns the very pillars of al-Qa`ida. 

 Despite public assumptions of Libyan gov-
ernment coercion, the text still has the potential to 
dissuade some would-be violent extremists world-
wide. LIFG has the ideological weight, street 
credibility, and personal networks to deliver a 
counter-violence narrative that may resonate with 
Muslims susceptible to al-Qa`ida messaging.  

 However, compared with Dr. Fadl’s 
counter-violence literature and Gama’a Islamiyya’s 
1990s recantations of terrorism, the LIFG text 
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more stringently emphasizes the impermissibility 
of attacking a secular state government. This gives 
the appearance of some appeasement to the Lib-
yan government and may indicate some direct 
Libyan government intervention with the sub-
stance of the text.  

 Nonetheless, the text also shows integrity 
with its anti-invader bent. Compared with previ-
ous terrorism renunciations, this statement more 
clearly and directly supports violent attacks 
against invading forces and specifically supports 
insurgency operations and terrorist attacks in 
Iraq, Afghanistan, and Israel. The overt anti-
Western and anti-Israeli sentiment in the state-
ment will likely bolster the statement’s impact 
among those with a propensity to violent extrem-
ism who are also distrustful of the West and 
Israel.  

 But like the other sources discussed in 
this book, the long manuscript, as is, will unlikely 
compete with al-Qa`ida messaging. First, the for-
mat requires the target audience to be literate and 
have access to the Internet and newspapers 
through which it was distributed. Second, this 
recantation is verbose, while al-Qa`ida’s narrative 
is streamlined into locally attractive sound bites 
available in multiple languages on multiple media 
platforms. Therefore, while this document high-
lights—with nuance—exploitable vulnerabilities in 
al-Qa`ida’s ideology, to sufficiently compete for the 
attention of those susceptible to supporting or 
joining al-Qa`ida, the LIFG recantation should be 
marketed through independent and non-Western 
media outlets and integrated sound bites and 
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images on counter-extremist websites, videos, text 
messages, pamphlets, and disks. 

  

Nasir Abas  
 

Nasir Abas was a leader of Indonesia's Jama`a Is-

lamiyya but left the group when it began to attack 
civilians and partner with al-Qa`ida elements and 
sympathizers. Abas has since written a book and 
conducted numerous interviews about his disgust 
over violence against civilians in the name of relig-
ion. 

The following are his quotes during a 2005 
interview: 

 
Our job is just to protect our belief in Islam, 

to protect the Muslims, to protect our home-

land. That is jihad. But if you—if we are—if 

jihad is meaning to kill the civilians, non-

Muslim, that is not jihad. 

 

…because what I'm teaching [jihad] is just 
for use for in battlefield, to use for defending 

their homeland. 

I feel upset when I heard some of my 

friends, some of my students, some of my 

relatives, you know, like Ali Grufanis, he is 

my brother-in-law. He is involved in the Bali 
bombs of October. So I feel upset, yeah. I 

think that this is the wrong way they have 

chosen. They misused the knowledge. 
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…this is a chance and the time for me to ex-
plain to the people, you know, that the 

ideology is wrong. 

 

We explain to them that the ideology is devi-

ant, it's deviation of Islam, a 

misunderstanding, misinterpretation about—

Islam is about the holy Koran. 

 

 Although Abas’ messages are a few years 

old, they are still viable counter narratives as they 

rely on universal pious and humanitarian argu-
ments and could still be persuasive. But like the 

LIFG renunciation, rumor of government collabo-

ration will likely hinder Abas’ words from affecting 

all audiences. Furthermore, like the LIFG recanta-

tion, Abas’ renunciation is nuanced, explaining 

that some forms of violence are permissible but al-

Qa`ida’s violent ideology is unacceptable.  

 

Hassan Hattab 
 
Hassan Hattab, founder of Algeria's Salafist Group 

for Preaching and Combat, quit in 2003 after a 

supposed dispute concerning the legitimacy of 

targeting civilians. Hattab reportedly surrendered 

to Algerian authorities in late September 2007 and 

since then has made several calls for extremists to 

lay down arms.  

Hattab, in articles circulated in the Alge-

rian press, has drawn on religious texts and 

morality to condemn terrorist attacks in Algeria. 

The Algerian government has used Hattab’s 
statements as a cornerstone of its information op-

erations in an attempt to prevent radicalization 
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and promote rehabilitation, de-radicalization, and 
disengagement:lxx 

 
Al-Qa`ida is killing and shedding the blood 

of Muslims by planting bombs without dif-

ferentiating between children and adults, or 

between men and women, under the pretext 

of targeting the regime. 

 

This includes the mass killing of children, 

women, and old people by explosions. The 

group also are kidnapping, frightening, ex-
torting, and threatening people to get money 

in order to continue the jihad, they claim. 

 

What law or moral code could allow this? 

 

Is this really a jihad that would please God? 

  

[Acts of terrorism] do nothing for Islam or 

Muslims and against which I have already 

given warnings in the past. 

 
Return [violent extremists] to society and 

your families; society is ready to welcome 

you and heal the wounds. 

 
 Such a statement from a former anti-

government leader known for his devotion to Islam 
and his former ferocity could play well to Muslim 
communities outside of the Algerian press’ limited 
audience, even though Hattab’s messages will 
likely always be partially anchored to criticisms 
that the Algerian government propaganda exploits 
his words. 
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Syed Hashmi 
 
Pakistani-born U.S. citizen Syed Hashmi—charged 
for sheltering and aiding a known al-Qa`ida mili-
tant in London between 2004 and 2006—made a 
startling 20-minute court statement, which in-
cluded counterterrorism narratives. 

He stated: 

I did it when I was ignorant of Allah and his 

message. 

 

Muslims cannot wage war against non-

Muslims in their host country. 

 

Yes, I was wrong in helping my brothers the 

noble mujahidin, but they will always be in 

my prayers. 

 

He also states that his “many mistakes” 
were due to his own misunderstandings of religion 
and claims that the United States mistreated im-
prisoned Muslims. 

His respect for mujahidin and distrust of 
U.S. intentions may help to make his statements 
about misunderstanding religion resound with 
Muslims "on the fence" with regards to supporting 
(passively or actively) violent extremism. His 
statement alone will unlikely spark communities 
to action. But along with the sea of other counter 
narratives—outlined in this book—it may help to 
inspire and give ideological ammunition to some 
community leaders to undercut al-Qa`ida violent 
ideology. 
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Nasser al-Bahri 

Former Usama bin Ladin bodyguard and self-
declared reformed extremist Nasser al-Bahri has 
the credentials to be an effective voice against al-
Qa`ida ideology. His former extremist credentials—
why would-be recruits may look up to him and 
listen to his words—include wide battlefield expe-
rience, imprisonment, and his anti-West stance. 

He fought in Bosnia, Somalia, Tajikistan, 
and Afghanistan. His fighting savvy landed him 
with one of the most trusted positions in al-
Qa`ida—personal security guard for al-Qa`ida’s 
top figurehead Usama bin Ladin himself. Compare 
this with the seeming cowardice of non-veteran 
talking heads like Anwar al-Awlaki. Clearly Bahri 
commands respect when he enters a room. 

After a supposed personal argument with 
bin Ladin, Bahri left Afghanistan for Yemen in 
2000. There, Yemeni officials imprisoned him for 
terrorism for 18 months. In prison, as is often the 
case for violent extremists, he likely became ever 
closer with terrorist cell leaders and violent ideol-
ogy. Nonetheless, he renounced terrorism upon 
release. Imprisonment may add to his extremist 
mystique, hardened nature, and potential draw for 
those susceptible to radicalization. Imprisonment 
gives him “street cred.” 

His stance on “jihad” is nuanced, adding 
further to his allure. While some counter-al-
Qa`ida voices are completely against violent ex-
tremists and may thus turn off ideological fence-
sitters, Bahri has a balanced message. He ac-
knowledges “ideological differences with the West” 
and “injustice” against Muslims. He believes that 
“jihad” is permissible and takes on many forms—
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to include education, which is Bahri’s “jihad” of 
choice. Also, he still shows personal respect for 
bin Ladin. Asked in an interview what he would do 
if he were to face al-Qa`ida’s leader again, Bahri 
answered: 

 

Actually if I had the chance to meet Sheikh 

Osama, I would kiss him on his head, his 

forehead and cheeks. I would ask him to 

pray for me, because I am engaged in an-

other form of jihad. I am in a battle where I 

use my own methods to raise awareness 
among the youth, and build their capacity so 

that they can lead a normal life.lxxi 

 

His credentials as a former extremist, for-
mer prisoner, and nuanced ideologue will likely 
help Bahri deliver his counter-al-Qa`ida messages. 

 Themes he repeats are that killing inno-
cents is unacceptable; al-Qa`ida lacks a clear 
vision; and al-Qa`ida has no legitimacy without 
religious, legal, or scholarly experts. As Bahri 
states: 

I would say that the bombings taking place 

today in Yemen, which are meant to disrupt 

public peace as part of a certain agenda of 

killing innocent people, are unacceptable. 
The problem of al-Qaeda outside of Afghani-

stan is that it does not have a clear strategy, 

and it is not part of an overall hierarchical 

structure, and it does not have legitimacy as 

a religious and legal entity, such as working 

under the leadership of scholars. The fact is 

that these organizations have two or three 

students who issue fatwa’s, and this is 
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wrong. That is why I urge young people not 
to hasten to take up arms and engage in 

fighting in order to preserve lives, which Al-

lah has forbidden to take except with proper 

justification. Killing committed out of emo-

tional reactions or anger is not Jihad…”lxxii  

 
TERRORISM VICTIMS 

 
Another pool of potentially convincing credible 
voices are the victims of violent extremism. Their 
credentials lie in firsthand accounts of the down-
side of violent extremism. Their voices are capable 
of bridging the geographic and temporal gap to 
inspire hatred against al-Qa`ida within communi-
ties that are not actively suffering from al-Qa`ida-
inspired attacks.  

Victims could include persons who were 
rescued just prior to being forced to be unwilling 
suicide bombers, surviving victims of attacks, and 
families that have lost loved ones in terrorist at-
tacks—either suicide bomber perpetrators coaxed 
into joining al-Qa`ida or their victims. 

The following includes two examples of 
rescued would-be child suicide bombers. I chose 
these two examples to illustrate the potential per-
suasive power of victims because these cases are 
especially egregious: forcing pre-adolescents to 
blow themselves up. In most cases, such victims 
of inhumane exploitation are killed. Many young 
handicapped and mentally retarded victims were 
used as unwitting human bomb deliverers in Iraq 
from 2004–2007. Handlers blew up the unwilling 
victims before they could be rescued. However, the 
BBC was able to interview two young survivors in 
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Pakistan in 2009 and 2010. 

 

Child Victim #1  
  

In November 2009, a 14-year-old boy from north-

west Pakistan, now in Pakistani army custody, 

told his story of being kidnapped, drugged, and 

forced into being a suicide bomber to a BBC cor-

respondent.lxxiii  

The boy explained the following: 

 

• Militants came to his village and threat-

ened to behead his father if the boy did not 

join them. 

 

• The extremists said they would behead the 

boy if he did not become a suicide bomber. 

 

• The boy was “brainwashed” (his own 

words) to believe his suicide would lead to 

heaven. 

 

• The boy was regularly beaten—with scars 

still on his back during the interview—and 

went without food for five days at one 

point. 

 

• He was given “pills” which dulled his 

senses before a suicide mission. 

 

• The boy refused to ignite his suicide vest in 

a targeted mosque and then fled back to 

his family and the police. 
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This story is one of many reports corrobo-
rating that the Taliban and al-Qa`ida recruit, 
indoctrinate, and employ young children as sui-
cide bombers. 

Child fighters are common in Afghanistan. 
During the Russian invasion in the 1990s, for ex-
ample, teenagers were considered adults in 
Afghani and Pakistani communities. However, us-
ing the unwilling young as suicide bombers is a 
tactic that has become apparent only in the past 
two years in Afghanistan. It is unprecedented.  

 Unconfirmed press reports suggest al-
Qa`ida and the Taliban in Pakistan and Afghani-
stan use children as young as six as suicide 
bombers. In some cases, kidnappers sell children 
for $6,000–$14,000 USD (Pakistan’s per-capita 
income is approximately $2,600 USD per year) 
depending on how quickly the bomber is needed 
and how close the child is located to a planned 
attack. In some cases, children are bartered be-
tween Taliban or al-Qa`ida cells.   

 In October 2008 in South Waziristan, the 
Pakistani government uncovered a Taliban-run 
and al-Qa`ida-associated training camp for pre-
adolescent suicide bombers. Pakistani security 
forces described the training camp as a “nursery” 
or “factory” for suicide bombers.  

 In July 2009, Pakistani soldiers claimed to 
have saved “dozens” of would-be pre-adolescent 
suicide bombers and stated that there may have 
been as many as 300–400 such children still in 
captivity elsewhere at that time.  

 Although the Pakistani military claims to 
attempt to “rehabilitate” rescued children at 
schools run by the army on army bases, there is 
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no independent probe to study the potential suc-
cess of such de-radicalization, rehabilitation, or 
reintegration courses. 

 Thus far, news stories rarely focus on spe-
cific and emotive cases of child exploitation. 
Instead, general stories of coerced and kidnapped 
children have usually made headlines modestly in 
Pakistan and the West. These non-specific reports 
have appeared to do little to dissuade the Taliban 
and al-Qa`ida from using young people as suicide 
bombers or to turn Pakistanis and Afghans vis-
cerally against the Taliban. Even a January 2009 
UN statement acknowledging and condemning the 
use of child suicide bombers has failed to act as a 
viable competing narrative.  

 This case of the would-be 14-year-old sui-
cide bomber, if this voice is amplified (on Youtube 
with subtitles in dozens of languages, for exam-
ple), has the potential to inspire citizenry towards 
more active vigilance and action against violent 
extremism. This rare occasion of a child speaking 
openly to the press provides a personal perspec-
tive previously unseen. His words have the 
potential to cause popular visceral disgust over 
this al-Qa`ida strategy employed by al-Qa`ida af-
filiates and partners throughout the world. 

 The 14-year-old’s quotes can be an emo-
tional competing narrative that undermines 
Taliban and al-Qa`ida claims of piety and morals. 
In the boy’s words: 

 
[The Taliban] said: 'You have two choices. 

We will behead you, or you will become a 

suicide bomber.' I refused. 
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If we refused they would tie our hands be-
hind our backs, blindfold us and start 

beating us. 

 

They brainwashed us and told us we would 

go to heaven. 

 

We used to ask [the Taliban] to let us out to 

pray. They would reply 'you are already on 

your way to heaven. You don't need to pray.' 

 

They beat me hard for five days. I wasn't 
given any food.  

 

Before the mission they took me to a dark 

room and started giving me pills. 

 

Before the Taliban came we used to enjoy 

freedom. We used to play, and go to our 

schools. 

 

The Taliban had beaten me so harshly my 

back was scarred. When my parents saw 
that my mother started to cry… 

 

I want to tell the Taliban that they are cruel, 

and what they did to me was unjust. I can't 

kill innocent Muslims. 

 

I am not afraid of [the Taliban]. I am only 

afraid of God. I am answerable only to Him. 
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Child Victim #2 
 

A 13-year-old Pakistani girl reportedly fled a Tali-
ban stronghold where her family was forcing her 
to become a suicide bomber. Under the supervi-
sion of the Pakistani police in a “secure” location, 
she told her account to BBC in a 3-minute video. 
The following is a summarized account of her 
story:lxxiv 

 
• Her father and brother were pressuring her 

to carry out a suicide attack—explaining 
she would go to paradise. 

 
• She argued about all the innocent people 

she would kill in such an attack. 
 

• Her older brother “Ismail” reportedly previ-
ously helped plan other suicide attacks 
including an October 2009 bombing in Pe-
shawar which killed more than 50 people. 
 

• Her brother also supposedly dispatched 
her nine-year-old sister “Nahida.” In the 
BBC account, the 13-year-old describes 
her brother and father attaching a bomb to 
her sister and connecting strips and wires 
throughout the nine-year-old’s clothing. 
She said her sister “was crying very loud 
for [her] mother” when she was taken 
away. The brother claimed the younger girl 
carried out a suicide operation in Afghani-
stan. 
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• The 13-year-old finished the interview stat-
ing the “Taliban should be burned alive.” 

  
 There is no independent verification of her 

account. However, Pakistani police officers claim 
they assess she is telling the truth from her “natu-
ral” attitude and pieces of information from her 
story they can supposedly confirm. They claimed 
they did not see any indication of exaggeration.  

 The video, showing her face, tears, and ex-
pressions of anger and horror, gives depth and 
potential emotionality to the story of the Taliban’s 
and al-Qa`ida’s child victims. The successful use 
of a nine-year-old girl as a suicide bomber in the 
story is especially repugnant and may help to en-
gender mistrust and disgust for violent extremism. 

 The video is a narrative that, if translated 
and widely disseminated, has the potential to un-
dermine any veneer of religious legitimacy that the 
Taliban and al-Qa`ida’ enjoy. And any video would 
be a force multiplier to a competing narrative 
campaign to counter al-Qa`ida’s visual and evoca-
tive marketing. 
 

Documentary: Children of the Taliban 

Award-winning documentary filmmaker and re-
nowned journalist Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy has 
been reporting on the Taliban in Afghanistan and 
Pakistan since 2001. Her documentary “Children 
of the Taliban” shows the radicalization of child 
suicide bombers firsthand through interviews and 
careful reporting. For example, her film focuses on 
young men Masood, Sadiq, and Zainulah who in-
dividually blew themselves up in Taliban suicide 
operations killing between 6 and 28 others. 
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The filmmaker summarizes the recruit-
ment and training process into five stages: 

 
First, Taliban “prey” on the large impoverished 
rural families who are unable to take care of or 
educate their children as much as they wish. The 
Taliban promise the parents that the extremist 
group will educate, feed, and take care of the chil-
dren—a promise too often too good to pass up by 
caring and unwitting parents. 
 
Second, the Taliban teach the children only the 
Quran in its original classical Arabic—a language 
these children do not speak, read, or understand. 
Teachers forbid any other type of information such 
as newspapers, radio, or books and “severely” 
punish students found with literary contraband. 
 
Third, the Taliban instructors do all they can to 
make the child victims hate the material world. 
During her presentations, Sharmeen claims she 
has seen instructors physically beat boys. Also, 
the Taliban only feed dry bread and water to chil-
dren twice a day, forbid playing games, force 
children to read the Quran for at least eight hours 
per day, and prohibit the students from leaving 
even to see family. Essentially the children are 
kidnapped prisoners, and the parents do not have 
the financial or logistical means to rescue them if 
the family learns of the abusive environment. 
 
Fourth, seasoned Taliban fighters discuss their 
exploits through romantic stories and videos with 
the stolen children. The kids are taught of the 
food, honey, and women that await them at the 
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other side of suicide. Also, the fighters promise 
that the pupils will be made heroes in the eyes of 
their families and neighborhoods and that their 
families will be taken care of financially after their 
deaths. 
  
Fifth, the Taliban overload the youngsters with 
high-quality emotive propaganda videos with 
gruesome images of Muslim victims of Western 
and secular government attacks in Iraq, Afghani-
stan, and Pakistan. The Taliban teach their soon-
to-be suicide bombers that Western governments 
and allies and all civilians are fair game in war-
fare. The children reportedly believe, at the end, 
that “Islam is under attack” and the only recourse 
is suicide operations. 
 
As the filmmaker says: 

They are promised lakes of milk and honey 
and virgins in the afterlife. The young boys I 

speak with say to me: Why would I want to 

live in this world—where they rely on char-

ity, dry pieces of bread and water, where 

they are subjected to harsh treatment—

when they can be free and be the envy of 
their colleagues in the afterlife. They are 

only too eager to sign on the dotted line and 

join the ranks of the Taliban.” 

 

If the full documentary—along with the 
filmmaker’s interviews and presentations—is re-
broadcast worldwide with subtitles in dozens of 
languages, the stories of these child victims have a 
chance at resounding with Muslims communities 
yet unaffected by the Taliban and al-Qa`ida. 
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Death Making  
 
Many victims’ stories are shown on Arabic-
language satellite television station Al-Arabiya’s 
Sinat al-Mawt (Death Making), a one-hour show 
exposing terrorism's victims. Interviews include 
imprisoned violent extremists, families of those 
who entered violent extremism, and families of 
attack victims. According to a 2009 University of 
Maryland opinion poll, 25 percent of Arab respon-
dents claimed they watched al-Arabiya “almost 
daily.”  

The show, its host, and its general man-
ager Abdul Rahman al-Rashed have received 
threats, including a death threat from al-Qa`ida in 
Iraq and a rebuke from al-Qa`ida second-in-
command Ayman al-Zawahiri.lxxv These threats, 
along with continued edgy and bloody reporting, 
will likely continue to increase viewership. 

Nonetheless, the show will likely only at-
tract those already against violent extremism who 
actively tune in with the purpose of learning even 
more about al-Qa`ida’s violent ideology and trail of 
victims. And since most Muslims do not speak 
Arabic—the language of the show—the show is 
linguistically limited in its reach. Therefore, it is 
essential that these stories are translated and re-
broadcast to reach as wide an audience as 
possible worldwide, to help dissuade those vul-
nerable to al-Qa`ida influences and to help leaders 
and social movements in need of narratives to jus-
tify counter-al-Qa`ida activities. 

For example, pithy video cuts with subti-
tles could saturate Youtube and independent 
websites, targeting a wide audience comprising 
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those that may otherwise not tune in to al-
Arabiyya. Bottom line: videos should be available 
to those not actively looking for the videos in the 
first place. 
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13. THE MESSAGE: THE WORDS THAT 
EXPLOIT AL-QA`IDA’S VULNERABILITY 

As explained in the introduction to the previous 

chapter, one must judge a potentially inspiring 

message by its source and substance. The last 

chapter focused on the source; this chapter will 

focus on the substance. 

It is worth analyzing messages themati-

cally because some counter narratives come from 

sources that do not fit easily into the categories in 

the previous chapter. Furthermore, a powerful 

message from a relatively unknown or anonymous 

source could have some potential to dissuade 

would-be extremists or bait al-Qa`ida ideologues 

into defending their positions.  

Most importantly though, the last chap-

ter’s voices may help to inspire local community 

leaders to develop their own narratives. And these 

narratives—at the local level—may have an excel-

lent chance at reaching would-be recruits. Like 

the previous voices, anyone speaking along the 

following themes may help to starve al-Qa`ida of 

future support and recruits. 

 

Wanton Tatarrus 

Wanton tatarrus is al-Qa`ida’s Achilles’ heel. Wan-

ton tatarrus is the gratuitous murder of innocents 

and is the rubric/excuse al-Qa`ida uses to 

murder. 
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 According to the Iraq Body Count as of 
April 2010 (an independent U.S./UK Group), ter-
rorists and religiously driven insurgents were the 
greatest contributor to the 95,888–104,595 inno-
cent Iraqi civilians who met violent deaths since 
2003. The Associated Press had civilian violent 
deaths at 110,600 as of April 2009. These num-
bers contrast starkly with the 4,711 coalition 
deaths in Iraq since 2003. Bottom line: al-Qa`ida 
primarily kills Muslims. 

Al-Qa`ida’s defensive reactions, in hun-
dreds of video and audio messages and thousands 
of pages of text, are evidence of this critical vul-
nerability. The group’s reaction can be categorized 
as follows: 
 Vilification - At times, as in Ayman al-
Zawahiri’s 2005 letter to the late al-Qa`ida Iraq 
leader Abu Musab Zarwaqai imploring him to curb 
his killing of Iraqi civilians, al-Qa`ida has come 
right out and announced this vulnerability. It is a 
vulnerability that if exposed would curb al-
Qa`ida’s ability to attract recruits and support.  
 Admittance & Justification – At other 
times, as in Abu Yahya al-Libi’s 2006 essay “Ta-
tarrus in Modern Jihad,” al-Qa`ida tries to justify 
killing innocents, claiming that the laws from the 
Prophet Muhammad are in need of modernizing to 
reflect “modern” guerilla warfare. (Al-Libi is an al-
Qa`ida ideologue and leader.) 
 Denial - And, at other times, al-Qa`ida has 
outright lied on its confirmed record of wanton 
tatarrus. For example, al-Qa`ida publishing orga-
nization al-Sahab filmed and released Adam 
Gadahn’s (a.k.a. Azzam al-Amriki) 18-minute 
video “The Mujahidin Do Not Target Muslims” in 
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December 2009.lxxvi Gadahn is a U.S. citizen who 
is reportedly a media spokesman for al-Qa`ida. In 
the video (in English with accurate Arabic subti-
tles), Gadahn claims al-Qa`ida and affiliates are 
innocent of recent large-scale bombings in Paki-
stan. He claims governments are behind the 
attacks, and the media is in collaboration with 
governments to blame violent extremists. The fol-
lowing are excerpts: 

 
These criminal acts usually result in large 

numbers of casualties, especially among 
women and children. And invariably, the 

enemies of Islam and Muslims pin the blame 

for them on the mujahidin. And invariably, 

the mujahidin's denials of responsibility fall 

on deaf ears, whereas the uncorroborated 

allegations of the regimes are carried with-

out criticism and in a one-sided way by the 

so-called independent media in Islamabad, 

Kabul, and other world capitals. Why? Be-

cause these media are now willing weapons 

of propaganda in the pockets of the Crusad-
ers and their puppet governments and 

armies allied with them. 

 

They want us to believe that these same mu-

jahidin are now so at a loss for targets that 

they have been reduced to bombing innocent 

Muslims, shopkeepers, shoppers, and com-

muters, and killing and maiming 

defenseless men, women, and children 

without mercy and without regard for moral-

ity, principles, and the laws of Allah. 
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Who are the likelier culprits…are they muja-
hidin…who have dedicated their very lives 

to the implementation of Islam and its 

shari’a, which forbids the taking of even one 

innocent life? 

 

But what the puppet media don’t tell you is 

that the mujahidin have condemned, and 

continue to condemn, all attacks which in-

discriminately kill and wound innocent 

Muslims in their markets, mosques, streets, 

schools, and homes. 
 

And we ask Allah…to have mercy on those 

killed…We also express the same in regard 

to the unintended Muslim victims of the mu-

jahidin’s operations against the Crusaders 

and their allies and puppets… 

 
There is overwhelming evidence and inde-

pendent verification that violent extremist groups 
affiliated with al-Qa`ida and its members did in 
fact conduct a slew of mass bombings in Pakistan 
leading to this particular message of outright de-
nial. And al-Qa`ida leadership likely feels 
vulnerable to public backlash over its attacks. 

Killing innocents helped to staunch sup-
port for violent extremist movements in Egypt and 
Algeria in the 1990s and Iraq from 2007 to the 
present day. To repeat this trend, effective com-
peting narratives will underline the inhumanity 
and impiety of al-Qa`ida targeting innocents in 
attacks.  

There is already evidence that innocent 
victims turn Muslims off to al-Qa`ida. Wide 
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counter-violence messaging would deepen this 

effect. Muslims in Africa and Asia have increas-

ingly rejected suicide bombings and violence 

against civilians from 2002 to 2010. 

The downward trend indicates that advo-

cates of suicide attacks are capable of changing 

their views on a substantial scale in a short time. 

Statements emphasizing civilian casualties of ter-

rorist attacks would likely encourage further 

rejection of terrorist tactics. 

A June 2010 extensive Pew Study found 

that support for terrorist tactics declined in six 

countries from 2002–2010:lxxvii 

  
Lebanon: 74 percent � 39 percent 

Pakistan: 33 percent � 8 percent 

Jordan: 43 percent � 20 percent 

Indonesia: 26 percent � 15 percent 

Nigeria: 47 percent � 34 percent 

Turkey: 13 percent � 6 percent 

 

The study provides a road map for under-

mining the violent extremist ideology that it is 

okay to kill innocents in the name of God. Mus-

lims, by a wide margin, do not approve of the 

tactic, and translated and disseminated messages 

should further solidify al-Qa`ida’s critics and dis-

suade new recruits and supporters.  

In exposing wanton tatarrus, there is evi-

dence that humanizing a victim’s story can most 

effectively help galvanize citizens against violent 

extremism versus just announcing cold macro-

statistics of innocent deaths. 

For example, in 1993 the Egyptian gov-

ernment and government-influenced media 
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released the details of the death of a 12-year old 
schoolgirl who was “collateral damage” in a terror-
ist attack. The media release influenced citizens 
against violent extremism. 

In November 1993, the EIJ, many mem-
bers of which would later comprise a core 
contingent within al-Qa`ida as explained earlier in 
this book, detonated a car bomb in an attempt to 
assassinate prime minister Atef Sidqi. The car 
bomb exploded near a Cairo school for girls. The 
prime minister was unhurt in his armored car, 
but the blast injured 21 people and killed one. The 
only death was young Shayma Abd-al-Halim, who 
was crushed by a door blown loose in the blast.   

The press and Government used her death 
to rouse hatred against violent extremists in 
Egypt. The New York Times replayed the story for 
a worldwide audience in 1993:  
 

‘We were sitting in the English classroom,’ 

said teacher Samih Yunis, his sweater and 

pants stained with blood. ‘We heard an ex-

plosion. We all ducked and started to run 
downstairs. They told me that Shayma Mo-

hammed Abdel Halim was injured. I ran 

back to get her and carried her out in my 

arms. She was silent and dying.’ 

 

The father of the 11-year-old girl [she was 

later reported to be 12] came to the school 

two hours after the attack to take her home. 

When onlookers told him she had been in-

jured and taken to a hospital, he threw his 

arms into the air. 
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’My daughter!’ he cried. ‘My daughter! 
Someone take me to my daughter!’ He was 

helped into a car by several onlookers and 

whisked away. 

 
According to the press, “Shayma's death 

captured people's emotions as nothing else had." 
The media reported that when her coffin was car-
ried through the streets of Cairo, people yelled and 
chanted, “terrorism is the enemy of God."  

In discussing the importance of the event 
to his group’s demise, former EIJ leader Ayman al-
Zawahiri wrote, “The government used the death 
of Shayma, may she rest in peace, and portrayed 
the incident as an attack by the [EIJ] against 
Shayma…”  

Her story helped strip the EIJ of its sympa-
thizers and provided security forces with greater 
liberty to operate publicly and more aggressively. 
Within two years, EIJ leadership, including the 
current al-Qa`ida top lieutenant Ayman al-
Zawahiri, fled to Sudan and then Afghanistan.  

The tragedy of Shayma and subsequent 
messaging is a model for government and com-
munity leaders in the aftermath of terrorist 
attacks today. Instead of giving cold statistics on 
the 210 Egyptian victims violent extremists killed 
in the two years prior to this November 1993 at-
tack, the Egyptian media and government 
humanized one tragic story to drive an irreparable 
wedge between violent extremists and Egyptian 
citizens who might have otherwise provided the 
militants with support or at least passive empa-
thy. 

Also, strong counter narratives on wanton 
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tatarrus should employ imagery. Just as al-Qa`ida 
uses symbols of Muslim humiliation, Gitmo and 
Abu Ghraib for example, counter messages should 
employ images of civilian casualties.  

Extremist propaganda presents graphic 
pictures of Muslim victims of Western attacks, 
such as victims of drone attacks in Pakistan, to 
garner support. Popular newspapers in North Af-
rica and the Middle East also publish graphic 
photographs of these attack victims. Similarly, 
graphic images of terrorist victims, including 
women and children, may help further erode sup-
port for terrorist tactics. These images must go 
beyond front page New York Times pictures of sui-
cide attack victims in Iraq. They must go beyond 
London-based Arabic newspaper Al-Qud’s black-
and-white photographs of beheaded Iraqis. The 
images must be burned into the memories of every 
viewer.  

Effective photos do not necessarily have to 
be bloodier or gorier than al-Qa`ida’s images of 
victims from Western attacks. American film crit-
ics widely believe that the most disturbing images 
from movies are not necessarily gory. The winter 
breath leaving a murdered Jewish architect in 
“Schindler’s List” and an off-camera ear-carving in 
“Reservoir Dogs” unsettled moviegoers far more 
than the explicit violence depicted in any second-
rate, gory, B-movie.  

Likewise, some of the most influential 
American photography was not necessarily ex-
plicit. National Geographic’s photograph of a 
green-eyed Afghan girl sparked more reader reac-
tion than any gruesome pictures from Russia’s 
war in Afghanistan in the 1980s. A picture of a 
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crying Vietnamese child affected support for the 
U.S. war in Vietnam more than any battle images.  

Al-Qa`ida uses images. Counter-al-Qa`ida 
campaigns must do the same. 
 

Heretical Devotion to People  
 

Exposing al-Qa`ida and its supporters’ hypocriti-
cal devotion to radical thinkers will reveal al-
Qa`ida’s heresy. Despite al-Qa`ida leaders’ claims 
that they adhere only to the original texts of Islam, 
al-Qa`ida deifies a cadre of ideologues. Such rev-
erence to inspirational intellectuals, or any human 
being for that matter, is sacrilege to devout Sun-
nis. And their regard for these ideologues’ ideas, 
while they claim to reject generations of scholarly 
interpretation of Islam’s primary manuscripts, is 
hypocrisy.  

In messages, al-Shabaab, al-Qa`ida in the 
Arabian Peninsula, and al-Qa`ida in the Islamic 
Maghrib, for example, will open saying “praise and 
may God keep Usama bin Ladin” as if bin Ladin 
were more than a leader—as if he were a demigod. 
Such praise is flagrantly irreligious to almost any 
Muslim. In addition, the fact that Usama bin 
Ladin allows this subservience is narcissistic and 
equally impious.  

Violent radical leaders, by interpreting Is-
lam and how Muslims must act, execute a form of 
forbidden innovation known as bid’a—forbidden 
innovation of a law or norm. 

The Prophet Muhammad said, “I am leav-
ing you two things and you will never go astray as 
long as you cling to them. They are the Book of 
Allah and my Sunna [tradition].” Therefore, al-
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Qa`ida, who follow books other than those 
Muhammad clearly promoted, are heretics—
incapable of representing or commanding Mus-
lims. Violent extremist followers essentially follow 
tawassuf—the practice of revering religious figures 
acting as intercessors with God.  

Al-Qa`ida leadership and supporters sell 
themselves as devoted Salafis—those who vener-
ate the first generations of Islam and reject Islamic 
scholarship, innovation, and interpretations of the 
Quran and Sunna. Most Salafis seek peaceful re-
ligious purity or political action, but al-Qa`ida 
betrays this faith with their devotion to perverted 
innovations to justify attacks.  

For example, Ibn Taymiyya is still the most 
influential medieval extremist writer today accord-
ing to quantitative analysis of citations in 
extremist leaders’ texts and speeches. Ibn Taymi-
yya justified violence against foreigners. His 
message still resounds with al-Qa`ida and affili-
ates worldwide, and he is commonly quoted even 
on extremist blogs. 

Of the modern authors, Sayyid Qutb ap-
pears to hold the greatest influence. His 
commentary on the Quran, along with his seminal 
book Milestones, continues to inspire extremists to 
act violently. Zawahiri, for example, still openly 
follows and quotes from Qutb’s texts. 

Usama Bin Ladin, himself, is one of the top 
thirteen most influential modern militant authors 
according to a U.S. Military Academy study.lxxviii 
As the popular icon for a violent united worldwide 
front, he influences radicals on a global scale.  

Dubbing al-Qa`ida followers as “binlad-
inists,” “qutbists,”lxxix “farajists,” and 
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“taymiyyahists,” because they openly praise ideo-
logues such as Sayyid Qutb, Muhammad al-Faraj, 
and Ibn Taymiyyah, helps to reveal al-Qa`ida’s 
blatant hypocrisy.  

Extremists are talking out of both sides of 
their mouths—touting strict following of the 
Quran and Sunna and nothing else, yet also 
heretically praising and promoting human beings. 

There is no place for cult of personality in 
Islam. This simple message will help to staunch 
al-Qa`ida growth. 
 

Spiritual Incompetence 
 

Al-Qa`ida leaders lack the religious credentials to 
lead, shell out orders, or issue fatwas. Political 
and religious leaders representing political entities 
wage this criticism against al-Qa`ida almost on a 
daily basis. However, credentialed voices who 
point out al-Qa`ida’s misunderstandings of Islam 
remain muted, un-translated, and un-marketed. 

Usama bin Ladin was an investor’s son 
and then militant leader. Ayman al-Zawahiri is a 
medical doctor and militant deputy. Each al-
Qa`ida affiliate leader likewise suffers from an 
empty space on his resume where religious train-
ing and practice might be listed. Some might say 
that “true” Salafis only need the Quran and 
Hadith without training or critical thought. How-
ever, even those Salafis who dispense with 
hundreds of years of scholarship still require tute-
lage, coursework, and practice to apply Islam’s 
most sacred texts and understand history prop-
erly because the texts are not self-evident laws 
and recommendations. Even al-Qa`ida leaders ac-
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knowledge this vulnerability in their efforts to re-
cruit as many “theologians” as possible to justify 
their actions.  

Al-Qa`ida’s sacred shortcoming is best il-
lustrated in the substance of its essays. For 
example, Abu Yahya al-Libi’s January 2006 essay 
“Tatarrus in Modern Jihad” to justify al-Qa`ida’s 
murder of tens of thousands of innocent Muslims 
to include women, children, elderly, and disabled 
persons, is an obvious showcase of religious mis-
understanding. 

Al-Libi criticizes widely accepted concepts 
that civilians are off limits. These mainstream 
concepts of “jihad” include strictures on killing 
civilians in extreme cases during politically sanc-
tioned warfare: 
 

• When Muslims are on board a ship that 
other Muslims feel they must attack. 
 

• When an enemy uses Muslims literally as 
human shields. 

 
• When an enemy intentionally puts Mus-

lims in a fort or town that is a target for 
other Muslims. 

 
• Innocents must be outright avoided in war-

fare. (There is contention over this last 
point, because of abrogation of later laws 
to earlier more militant rules, interpreta-
tion of the meaning of the Prophet’s words 
in different situations, and the relative 
authenticity of different reports of the 
Prophet’s words and actions.) 
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Al-Libi disagrees with these widely ac-

cepted rules and claims that modern warfare 

differs greatly from Muhammad’s martial cam-

paign. Therefore, according to al-Libi, old rules 

should not be applied to contemporary fights. Ac-

cording to al-Libi, today’s warfare occurs amid 

civilians. So for al-Libi, it is permissible and nec-

essary to kill civilians in the process of violent 

extremist attacks. 

Since the essay’s publication, Western 

scholars have pointed out that al-Libi’s revisionist 

interpretation of fighting is an innovation (bid’a)—

forbidden in Islam, especially in constructionist 

Salafi circles in which al-Qa`ida claims to exist. 

Al-Libi is therefore a hypocrite, according to these 

scholars.lxxx 

In reality, this criticism is not quite so 

black and white since many non-extremist mod-

ern Islamic scholars have similarly applied and 

altered old laws of warfare (and law on other sub-

jects) to new experiences. Nonetheless, stating 

that killing civilians is permissible is a clear 

stretch from the basic consensus among most 

mainstream Muslims that such innocents must be 

avoided. 

Furthermore, al-Libi assumes that warfare 

has changed significantly, hence the need to 

change the rules. But raids, guerilla tactics, and 

small cell attacks that define violent extremist in-

surgencies today resemble the type of warfare 

experienced by Muhammad when he faced ene-

mies in deserts and towns who were militarily 

stronger. The difference is that Muhammad did 

not egregiously and unnecessarily kill civilians the 
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way al-Qa`ida affiliates do weekly in Iraq, Afghani-
stan, and Pakistan today. 

While these criticisms remain unadver-
tised, al-Libi’s essay has been found on numerous 
websites to include some al-Qa`ida mainstays 
such as almedad.com, al-shouraa.com, 
muslm.net, m3ark.com, shmo5alislam.net, as-
ansar.com, majahden.com, hanein.info, and 
atahadi.com. (By the time this book is published, 
these web addresses—like other flexible al-Qa`ida-
supporting websites—will likely have changed 
many times over.) Al-Libi’s deeply flawed essay 
enjoys wide marketing. Criticisms of al-Libi’s il-
logical essay do not. 

One potentially effective way to deliver the 
message that al-Qa`ida lacks religious credentials 
is to paint al-Qa`ida as the widely villainized he-
retical Islamist group the Khawarij, also known as 
Kharijites, whom scholars widely consider igno-
rant about religion. The term can generate visceral 
repulsion due to the group’s infamous reputation 
in ancient Islamic history.  

Based off of available historical sources—
and to be fair to the Kharijite sects still in exis-
tence—some sects were non-violent and in fact 
continue to live peacefully today. (When the his-
torical term is popularly used today, it normally 
refers to the most violent of the Kharijite sects, the 
Azraqis—puritanical extremists who assassinated 
Islam’s fourth caliph.lxxxi) The word Kharijite has 
become a populist harsh insult.  

Today, the group is popularly considered a 
heretical, perverted enemy in Islamic history. Sev-
eral governments, including Saudi Arabia and 
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Indonesia, have used the term to describe terror-
ists publicly.  

Also, as mentioned in the previous chap-
ter, Dr. Qadri has employed the comparison: 

 
By undertaking a comprehensive analysis of 

the signs, beliefs and ideologies of the Kha-

warij through the Qur’anic verses, Prophetic 

traditions and jurisprudential opinions of ju-

rists, we have established that the terrorists 

are the Khawarij of contemporary times.lxxxii  

 
Al-Qa`ida has spent time, money, and 

manpower to defend against the accusation,lxxxiii 
revealing the power of the insult. 

The insulting comparison has some prece-
dent—now a little background. The Kharijites built 
an independent community in which they claimed 
to follow the Quran and Sunna strictly and liter-
ally. From this base, they waged violent attacks in 
the name of Allah. They saw the world in black 
and white. Either one was a devout Muslim who 
abided by the Kharijite sect’s particular version of 
Islam, or he was an enemy of Allah. Muslims who 
did not buy into their militant view were con-
demned to death.  

For Kharijites, the ends justified the 
means. Violence was not just allowed; it was com-
pulsory. Many Muslim scholars consider the 
Kharijites ignorant of Islam and too quick to judge 
people as infidels.  

Today, al-Qa`ida and its supporters also 
justify violence against non-Muslims and Muslims 
who do not adhere to their particular outlook. Al-
Qa`ida’s ideology resembles the Kharijites in a 
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general way. As one of al-Qa`ida’s forefathers 

Muhammad al-Faraj wrote in his influential book 

The Neglected Duty, “There is no doubt that the 

idols of this world can only disappear through the 

power of the sword.” 

Suicide, murder, mutilation, or anything 

else is permissible to attain a sprawling Islamic 

empire ruled under law as defined by the peculiar 

views of al-Qa`ida, as with the Kharijites. Con-

demning al-Qa`ida to the Kharijite fringe explains 

to Muslim communities that terrorists will be con-

demned to hell.  

The argument that modern Kharijites do 

not follow the way of the Prophet can be an effec-

tive counter-voice to al-Qa`ida propaganda.  

Likewise, comparing al-Qa`ida to the 

Qaramita—a fanatical 9th- and 10th-century 

movement that killed thousands of Muslims in the 

name of God—will also damage al-Qa`ida’s reputa-

tion. In a September 2007 statement, top al-

Qa`ida lieutenant Abu Yahya al-Libi even admitted 

that comparisons to the Qaramita would injure al-

Qa`ida credibility in the eyes of mainstream Mus-

lims.lxxxiv 

Messages with these negative comparisons, 

coming from any Muslim appearing independent 

of government influence, could help dissuade 

mainstream Muslims from supporting al-Qa`ida. 

And like all messages, they must be accu-

rate, reasoned, and emotive—expressing that al-

Qa`ida operates without religious precedent, 

authority, or knowledge. 
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Inevitable Failure 
 

Few want to support a lost cause.lxxxv So one 
stream of anti-al-Qa`ida messaging should explain 
that al-Qa`ida efforts are in vain and ultimately 
selfishly arrogant, emphasizing in reasoned and 
practical terms the impossibility of success 
through violence.  

Messages should refute completely any 
claimed connection between current terrorist tac-
tics and future success, no matter how many 
generations al-Qa`ida says they plan to attack the 
West. Messages must show that government secu-
rity, law enforcement, civilian vigilance, and 
national confidence are too great.  

Al-Qa`ida has consistently justified attacks 
as the only opportunity for success and has writ-
ten extensively on the necessity and obligation of 
violence in reaction to criticism that its cause is 
lost and therefore self-serving and unholy. Such 
reactions from al-Qa`ida underline the potential 
success of counter-messaging that al-Qa`ida’s tac-
tics are destined to fail.  

Some ideologues supporting al-Qa`ida 
spend their careers mainly focused on the neces-
sity of violence as the only means, as explained in 
the chapter on al-Qa`ida ideology. Examples are 
Faraj’s aforementioned treatise and Anwar al-
Awlaki’s most popular online essays (available on 
dozens of sites). Awlaki’s lecture “Constants on 
the Path of Jihad,” for example, persuades Mus-
lims toward violence in no uncertain terms. His 
“44 Ways of Supporting Jihad” commands every 
Muslim to focus every resource and effort toward 
violence against Western and secular governments 
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at all times without reprieve. Within 24 hours of 
the essay’s posting in January 2009, it received 
over 1,000 downloads, and 61 other websites had 
already reposted the text.lxxxvi 

Al-Qa`ida stresses that the movement of 
violence will continue long after leaders’ 
deaths.lxxxvii Bin Ladin and all his deputies are 
openly aware of their mortality. And fighters have 
gladly died with the knowledge that success would 
be certain—even if it takes generations. Foreign 
and Iraqi fighters willingly remained in Fallujah, 
Iraq in November 2004 knowing they would die as 
Marines surrounded and entered the town. Insur-
gents near al-Qa’im, on the border with Syria, 
holed up in the basements of houses to die fight-
ing Americans in July 2005.lxxxviii They believed 
that they were one piece of a greater fight that 
would last perhaps centuries before victory.  

However, take any possibility of future vic-
tory away and new recruits are more likely to grow 
doubts about dying for a dying cause. 

Thus far, continued counterterrorism mili-
tary and police policies do not appear to 
substantially drain the morale of terrorists. The 
terrorist plots continue. Messages must, therefore, 
aggressively drill the fact into the minds of Mus-
lims that failure is inevitable: a hundred or a 
thousand generations of violence in the name of 
God against the United States and West will not 
bring a restored Islamic empire. 

Failed Governance 
 

Banna, Qutb, Faraj, Fadl (before his recantation), 
Zawahiri, Ladin, and all of al-Qa`ida’s major influ-
encers, ideologues, and tactical leaders lack any 
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clear vision for the future. While they might say 
“Islam is the answer” and might claim to want an 
“Islamic state” with “Islamic law,” al-Qa`ida mili-
tants and spokesmen fail to define any of these 
concepts. The luxury of opposition—those not in 
power—is that they can criticize without the bur-
den of actually ruling. With no power comes no 
responsibility. Once in power, the opposition sud-
denly has to clarify and implement formerly 
dreamy and unspecific promises. And power then 
inevitably requires some level of compromise and 
in turn then inspires new dissenting classes of 
citizenry.  

Even if al-Qa`ida were ever to come to 
power or inspire like-minded individuals to rule 
over a significant amount of land over a long pe-
riod of time, these rulers would fail as evidenced 
by past al-Qa`ida behavior. For a few moments in 
a few areas, al-Qa`ida affiliates have governed and 
have failed. In Fallujah—before U.S. Marines and 
Soldiers rid the city of terrorists—binladinists 
threw away music CDs, beheaded rumored secu-
larists, and grew beards instead of offering real 
government for real people with real needs.  

Al-Qa`ida’s sister organization, the Taliban, 
claimed to “govern” Afghanistan in the 1990s and 
continue to contest bits of land. But destroying 
graves, stoning women, and cutting off the hands 
of thieves took precedence over education, usable 
roads, agricultural aid, and the common missions 
of any serious government.  

Somalia’s al-Shabaab—who publicly claim 
allegiance to al-Qa`ida—also allot harsh punish-
ments without regard to the actual fair governance 
of Somalis in southern Somalia, where they rule 
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as of this book’s printing in summer 2010.  
In short, al-Qa`ida cannot govern. If in a 

parallel universe al-Qa`ida were to create their 
imaginary caliphate, it would be a bad joke of 
anti-governance. People, no matter how devout, 
would be miserable and could only allow such ex-
istence for so long. If these stories of failed 
governance were told today—before al-Qa`ida has 
a chance to gain more land—passive Muslim 
communities might be more likely to abandon 
apathy for activism against al-Qa`ida. 

Beyond this revealed inability to govern, al-
Qa`ida’s unspecific “Islamic law” by definition is 
human law. Human interpretation and human 
implementation (subject at all times to human 
reason and human error) make this “Islamic law” 
by definition secular law. In short, al-Qa`ida’s im-
plementation of law is unholy by its own standard 
of insisting on the law of God only. This logic un-
dermines the fabric of al-Qa`ida and all its 
predecessor ideologues such as Qutb and Faraj 
who called for strict adherence to “Islamic law.”  

Furthermore, al-Qa`ida’s dreamed “re-
stored Islamic Caliphate” that is supposed to have 
once spanned Muslim communities from East 
Asia to Western Europe was never a homogenous 
international Islamic community. Even 
Muhammad’s successors, the Ummayads, and 
then the Abbasids faced continual internal strife, 
civil war, and melding with many different ethnic-
ities, cultures, histories, governments, and 
religious interpretations among the societies over 
which these empires held limited and sometimes 
contested administrative rule. Islamic empires, 
like all powers in history, had to balance ideals 
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with practical solutions and compromise and con-
tend with inevitable opposition and 
revolutionaries. An empire today would face the 
same challenges. Al-Qa`ida cannot deliver a para-
dise on earth. 
 

Unholy Certainty 
 

Mainstream Muslim and non-Muslim scholars 
have maintained for centuries that there is limited 
ambiguity within the Islamic texts on which relig-
ious law is based. Both the Quran and Hadith 
hold disputed and unclear language, enough to 
undermine attempts of non-scholars (such as al-
Qa`ida leaders) to make absolutist statements on 
religious law. 

Muslim scholars have traditionally ended 
their assessments with the words “God knows 
best” to emphasize both the limits of human rea-
son and the inherent uncertainties in some of the 
original texts of Islam. 

These ambiguities, according to scores of 
scholars from all of Islam’s schools of thought as 
well as Western intellectuals, include:lxxxix 

 
• Although the Quran holds about 500 

verses of direct legal content (requiring lit-
tle interpretation even today), the Quran 
used today was written down from careful 
oral recitations and memorization well af-
ter Muhammad’s death. Ultimately it was a 
human endeavor—with many political as 
well as well-meaning pious interests and 
influences resulting in multiple written 
versions at one point in Islam’s second 
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generation. 
 

• There were contestations over the order in 
which the Quran’s chapters and verses 
were written. The Quran was not necessar-
ily written in the order the Prophet spoke. 
Order is important because it is widely un-
derstood that later texts abrogate earlier 
statements for religious laws as well as 
less formal custom recommendations. Un-
certainty of order translates into some 
uncertainty of laws and customs to include 
laws of warfare.  

 
• Many years passed before an accepted ver-

sion of the Quran was voweled, since the 
original Quran did not have vowel marks, 
which could, in some cases, cause more 
than one interpretation of a statement or 
word. There are volumes of scholarly works 
(even today) debating meaning and gram-
mar of words, phrases, and concepts in the 
Quran.  

 
• Words—such as the word for “power”—and 

general terms may be inherently ambigu-
ous and may require some form of human 
interpretation.  

 
• Analogies and general statements abound 

in the Quran and necessarily require 
judgment and some interpretation—even 
for constructionist and literalist modern-
day Salafis. 
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• Hadith scholarship requires analysis of 
both the substance of a statement (matn) 
and the veracity of those in the line of oral 
transmitters (isnad). No scholar accepts all 
Hadith as correct and veracious, and some 
scholars accept under a dozen Hadith 
statements depending on which methodol-
ogy is used to interpret a Hadith’s 
substance and transmitters. Debate and 
critical scholarship will never end over 
each Hadith, as evidenced even in contem-
porary academia. 

 
Verses on “jihad”—which al-Qa`ida inter-

prets—are riddled with ambiguities. An effective 
competing narrative, therefore, could focus on the 
innate uncertainties over the texts, which al-
Qa`ida leaders quote without critical thought. 
These uncertainties are inconsistent with al-
Qa`ida’s absolutist and overly confident claims 
that followers must fight, die, and kill civilians in 
the name of al-Qa`ida’s leaders.  

Al-Qa`ida leaders do not exhibit the com-
mon reverence and modesty mainstream religious 
leaders and scholars display. While scholars and 
leaders openly admit the limits of human interpre-
tation and state “God knows best,” al-Qa`ida 
ideologues and leaders brazenly speak in abso-
lutes with regard to violence and killing civilians. 

 

Threat to Tribal Construct 
 

Al-Qa`ida and tribes are incompatible. 
Al-Qa`ida’s goal is an imagined unspecified 

transnational caliphate of “equal” citizens 
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subjugated under a caliph. This aim, by definition, 
precludes tribalism. Al-Qa`ida is therefore a threat 
to tribes.  

Al-Qa`ida’s anti-tribal penchant can help 
to inspire counter-al-Qa`ida movements the world 
over. Its ill-informed anti-clan stance was starkly 
highlighted in Iraq, where tribalism is arguably 
the strongest social construct. Since tribes sur-
vived Genghis Khan and Alexander the Great’s 
anti-tribal policies, al-Qa`ida’s intent in Iraq reeks 
of egregious hubris. 

In some ways, even today, Iraq is more an 
area where tribes live than a nation. Today, at 
least three quarters of those who live in Iraq are 
bound to one of the 150 tribes. Most others asso-
ciate themselves with one of these clans.  

How did the tribal structures survive Sad-
dam’s despotic regime? And how will they, again, 
survive al-Qa`ida and other outside influence? 
Saddam Hussein actually encouraged tribalism. 
After failing to cement his regime by promoting 
nationalism, Islam, and the Mesopotamia legacy, 
the dictator decided to pay off tribes to solidify 
support and strengthen his personal security.   

Saddam promoted tribalism when he felt 
he had lost his grip on Iraq. First, in the last cou-
ple of years of the Iran-Iraq war, Saddam sensed 
that Iraqis, especially those shedding blood for the 
seemingly endless and pointless war, were greatly 
discouraged with the regime. To drum up support, 
Saddam bribed sheikhs, who in turn pledged their 
loyalty to the president. Furthermore, to encour-
age tribalism, he applauded soldiers’ tribes when 
he toured the trenches. In the final years of the 
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Iran-Iraq war, Saddam woke up to the political 
reality of Iraqi society. 

Again, in the days and years after the Gulf 
War, Saddam realized that to earn any semblance 
of public support he once again had to turn to the 
tribes. The Gulf War ruined Iraq’s infrastructure 
and left Iraqis in despair. To pour salt on the 
wound that was Iraq, Saddam drove his Republi-
can Guard forces through the southern provinces, 
annihilating the post-Gulf War rebellion. But once 
he had laid his hammer down, Saddam needed to 
change roles and shore up some backing.   

The despot again paid sheikhs for support. 
He increased payments for crops from tribal prop-
erties. Also, in tribal areas he built schools and 
hospitals and allowed tribal leaders to decide on 
criminal cases. Throughout much of the south, 
Saddam set up houses where his representatives 
could hold discussions with sheikhs. Saddam 
even provided clan leadership with smuggled cars.  

For these gifts, Saddam Hussein de-
manded loyalty. Individual sheikhs had to express 
their devotion verbally to his representatives. In 
1992, Saddam had 586 tribal sheikhs give an oath 
to the government. Beyond these pledges, many 
tribes acted as Baghdad’s army in far off areas so 
that Saddam could avoid spreading his forces thin 
throughout Iraq. He gave clans light arms, howit-
zers, mortars, and RPGs. With the weapons, tribes 
patrolled streets in urban areas, charged tolls, 
and inspected vehicles driving to and from Syria 
and Jordan. The autocrat successfully built a 
symbiosis between tribes and the government, 
thus bolstering his personal security.  
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Saddam Hussein was not the first to ex-
ploit the power of the tribes. The Ottoman Empire, 
at first wishing to bind communities through only 
Islam, eventually sent representatives to confer 
directly with the sheikhs around Basra, Baghdad, 
and Mosul. When the British enthroned Faisal I, 
the King governed largely through the tribal lead-
ers. The monarchies, military, and Baathist 
governments of the twentieth century alike set 
aside dreams of a “modern”-looking nation for po-
litical realism. Even the oil boom of the 1970s, 
producing wealth and an intellectual revival, failed 
to alter Iraqi society. In 2006, tribes joined to fight 
al-Qa`ida elements as part of the Anbar Awaken-
ing, and to this day tribal politics are often 
synonymous with (or at least echo in) Iraqi local, 
provincial, and national politics. 

The bottom line is that tribalism was 
deeply ingrained in Iraqi culture. And al-Qa`ida’s 
attempt to subjugate tribes was a strategic mis-
take. Like in Iraq, tribes are important cultural 
and social constructs in Somalia, North Africa, the 
Sahel, Yemen, Afghanistan, and western Paki-
stan—all areas with al-Qa`ida presence. And as in 
Iraq, violent extremist efforts to check tribal power 
will likely lead to al-Qa`ida’s demise. Explaining 
what happened in Iraq may offer awareness and 
inspiration to anti-al-Qa`ida movements through-
out ungoverned tribal territories where al-Qa`ida 
militants prey. 

The similar survival of Afghan tribes—in 
the face of brutal anti-tribal strategies and politi-
cal sidelining over the past half century—attests 
to their strength, longevity, and resilience. 
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Before the Soviets invaded Afghanistan, 
Afghan kings relied on tribal and sub-tribal lead-
ers to enforce laws and security. The Soviets in 
the late 1970s, however, viewed tribes as anti-
quated, socially regressive, and a possible threat 
to central political leadership. The government 
executed hundreds of tribal and clan leaders and 
important members in an attempt to stem tribal 
influence. But the tribal system remained. 

During the 1980s, the “mujahadin”—both 
foreigners and Afghans—attempted to circumnavi-
gate tribes to follow only those they believed to be 
ideological and theological leaders of the relig-
iously inspired resistance. But the tribal system 
remained. 

In the 1990s, the Taliban viewed the tribal 
system as hostile to religion and the Taliban’s rul-
ing structure. The Taliban thus sidelined the 
tribal leaders and filled national, provincial, and 
municipal positions with Taliban “clerics.” But the 
tribal system remained. 

Since 2001, Taliban insurgents have as-
sassinated tribal leaders and key members 
aligning themselves with the central government. 
But the tribal system remains. 

Terrorism analysts and regional experts, 
historians, and sociologists have argued that Af-
ghanistan’s tribal system may be weak or may 
have gone through a period of decline. However, 
the system’s very existence through millennia of 
outside and central government rule demonstrates 
its resiliency and strength.  

Even the deaths of hundreds of tribal and 
tribal-confederacy leaders have not stopped the 
tribes from growing strong enough for the current 
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Kabul administration—no matter how corrupt and 
limited in power—to acknowledge and work with 
in an attempt to implement law and security.  

Therefore, central to any marketing cam-
paign in Afghanistan (and amplified throughout 
the world) to delegitimize the Taliban and al-
Qa`ida, and attempt to inspire opposition to vio-
lent extremists, will be underlining that violent 
extremist presence, by definition, threatens all 
tribal systems. 

Al-Qa`ida will often attempt to endear itself 
to some tribes when its elements first move to an 
area, as al-Qa`ida in the Arabian Peninsula does 
in Yemen through intermarriage, money, and 
arms-as-gifts. This initial kindness occurs only as 
long as al-Qa`ida is still building a safe haven area 
to conduct planning or training. But the moment 
al-Qa`ida moves to govern an area—with Afghani-
stan, southern Somalia, and 2004 Fallujah as 
examples of temporary governance—al-Qa`ida 
tries to destroy the tribal system. If tribes are 
aware of this before al-Qa`ida shows up, tribal 
leaders may be more apt to repel the initial wave 
of violent extremist influence. 

 

Hindrance to Aid 
 

Another counter narrative is the insecurity al-
Qa`ida brings to its contested regions, preventing 
aid from reaching areas of need. This practical 
and immediate counter-message is illustrated 
most bluntly in Yemen, which faces the world’s 
gravest water crisis (along with volumes of other 
health, agricultural, financial, and security chal-
lenges). In Yemen, aid groups will not go near 
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areas where al-Qa`ida in the Arabian Peninsula 
militants may reside or operate—thus al-Qa`ida is 
sealing off communities from sustainable potable 
water sources. 

The indications of Yemen’s water crisis are 
alarming: 

 
• At the current rate, according to dozens of 

independent studies, Yemen will be the 
first nation to literally run out of water in 
the next decade. And that does not take 
into account more and more refugees, an 
increasing qat trade which sucks up about 
40 percent of Yemen’s water, further 
droughts, and a growing population, which 
will speed this catastrophe.xc xci xcii xciii 
 

• Each Yemeni has access to only 125 cubic 
meters per person per year of water com-
pared with the regional average of ten 
times that. xciv xcv xcvi xcvii 
 

• The World Bank reports that only 44 per-
cent of the population has access to water 
supplies and only 12 percent to safe drink-
able water.xcviii xcix c 

 
• In urban areas, during planned water out-

ages, families are forced to pay up to two 
thirds of their income to purchase potable 
water from roving water trucks.ci cii ciii civ 

 
• In the countryside and mountainous ar-

eas, tribes send out search parties to find 
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new springs because the local wells have 
run dry.cv cvi 

 
• In the Sana`a basin, water was reachable 

at 20 meters but now cannot be found at 
200 meters underground.cvii cviii cix cx 

 
Despite this humanitarian disaster, aid 

cannot reach many areas of Yemen because aid 
groups, with good reason, will not go near mili-
tant-heavy tribal areas in eastern Yemen.  

If foreign companies, non-profits, and gov-
ernment construction and surveyors cannot work 
in impermissible environs, communities have 
great reason to revolt against al-Qa`ida. Highlight-
ing this humanitarian insecurity can be a 
mainstay of a robust online media campaign to 
undermine al-Qa`ida’s ability to influence future 
recruits and supporters.  

The message could be as simple as “no al-
Qa`ida presence equals aid,” or “al-Qa`ida pres-
ence equals no aid.” 
 

Al-Qa`ida Brings War 

Another potentially potent message to undermine 
al-Qa`ida credibility and possibly inspire commu-
nities to speak out against and even fight violent 
extremists is that “al-Qa`ida brings war.” Without 
al-Qa`ida and the Taliban—despite what conspir-
acy-theorist pundits state about U.S. aspirations 
for global dominance—the U.S. and allied militar-
ies and heavy-handed Arab government police 
tactics would recede. 

Usama bin Ladin and Ayman al-Zawahiri 
need the appearance of a seismic religious war to 
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be relevant—to be listened to. To maintain credi-
bility as inspirers of a global insurgency, they 
need to be targets of the United States—to be 
enemies resembling the Soviet Union as an exis-
tential violent threat to “America” and the 
“American way of life” and the “West” and the 
“Western way of life.” 

So al-Qa`ida attacks Western targets and 
then waits to receive its Western reprisal in the 
form of drone attacks, U.S. forces, NATO com-
mands, or, by proxy, secular Arab police. Then al-
Qa`ida can continue its unnecessary war, which 
has no chance of victory. 

When affiliates take on the name “al-
Qa`ida” such as al-Qa`ida in the Lands of the Is-
lamic Maghrib (transnational insurgents in North 
Africa, who use al-Qa`ida’s name with its permis-
sion for international recognition and credibility), 
this action alone warrants police and military at-
tention. It is unfortunate that the U.S. and other 
Western governments play into al-Qa`ida’s hands 
and actually use the names al-Qa`ida affiliates 
dub themselves. Such recognition plays further 
into the fantasy of cosmic war al-Qa`ida leaders 
need to survive and remain in the annals of mod-
ern history. (It would be a wiser policy for 
governments NEVER to use the names al-Qa`ida 
affiliates use for themselves—instead governments 
could call an organization “bin Ladinists in North 
Africa” for example.)  

Because the West will inevitably avenge at-
tacks; because Western reprisal, especially when 
it involves allied militaries in Afghanistan for the 
first decade of the twenty-first century, will reek 
havoc on local Muslim communities; and because 
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reprisal will mean civilian deaths both from West-
ern militaries and al-Qa`ida’s ensuing counter-
counter attacks, Muslims have every reason to 
squash any burgeoning al-Qa`ida influence.  

If a Muslim community wants to avoid 
drone attacks, a Western invasion, or local police 
crackdowns, it is in the community’s best interest 
to eviscerate al-Qa`ida before it can become strong 
enough to gain recognition from the West—in 
words or actions. 

This message of “al-Qa`ida brings war”—if 
marketed accurately using statistics from Af-
ghanistan on the number of U.S. troops there and 
if marketed emotively to incite apathetic Muslims 
to give a damn—has the potential to help inspire 
community leaders to drive an irreparable wedge 
between violent extremists and would-be future 
recruits and supporters. 

 
��� 

 
These counter-narrative streams are just 

some messages that may help to justify those ac-
tively fighting al-Qa`ida, inspire apathetic 
communities to activate against al-Qa`ida influ-
ence, dissuade potential violent extremists, and 
put al-Qa`ida on the defensive. As specified in the 
last chapter, these argument streams are best de-
livered from the mouths and pens of credentialed 
independent religious leaders, former militants, 
and terrorism victims. But local, unknown, or 
anonymous messengers—using the themes in this 
chapter—may have an effect. 
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14. TRANSLATION: LABORIOUS AND 
NECESSARY 

 
Just as al-Qa`ida and al-Qa`ida-affiliate marketers 
translate their radical literature and speeches into 
other languages quickly and accurately, transla-
tors must accurately translate counter-al-Qa`ida 
messages.  

The importance of translation is high-
lighted in the radicalization of Mohammad Sidique 
Khan, mastermind of the 7 July 2005 attacks on 
London’s subway. According to his brother, Khan 
could not relate to the local non-violent imam be-
cause of the language barrier. Khan spoke 
English. The imam taught only in Urdu and Ara-
bic.cxi 

In the future, people like Khan should 
have access to counter-al-Qa`ida ideas in clear 
English (or in their native tongues). Translations 
must include African, European, and Southeast 
and Southwest Asian languages: Modern Stan-
dard Arabic, Bahasa Indonesia, Bahasa Melayu, 
French (of France), Pashto, Urdu, Farsi, Bosanski, 
Chechen, Turkish, Kurdish, Tagalog, Afsoomaali, 
German, Spanish (of Latin America), Dutch, Hindi, 
Chinese (simplified), Thai, and Tamil for starters. 
Al-Qa`ida narratives are found in all these lan-
guages. 

Of the three stages (Identify, Translate, 
and Market) of this book’s solution to end 
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al-Qa`ida, this part is the most expensive, time 
consuming, and underestimated. 

Unfortunately, there is no cheap silver bul-
let. Translation is a skill picked up through a 
lifetime of study and practice. A quality translator 
is not just bilingual, but a literary critic, poet, and 
essayist with a wealth of real-world and critical 
editorial experience. And no computer will ever 
replace a translator. Practically speaking, this 
means that translations for the campaign de-
scribed in this book will cost millions. 

Even online databases that include billions 
of phrases with the best statistical models and 
most sophisticated statistical machine translation 
software will fail to approach what a talented 
translator can produce. For example, a machine 
will never accurately portray tone or sarcasm.  

Even the world’s best online translation 
service—Google, in my experience—cannot stand 
up to a living translator. It is true that Google has 
been a trailblazer in creating its own state-of-the-
art translation technology. Specifically, the com-
pany uses statistical analysis for translation, 
which often yields more accurate translations 
than less flexible simple word-based, phrase-
based, and syntax-based technology—the latter 
three techniques will not accurately interpret idi-
oms, for example. Google applies Franz Och’s (a 
technology and translation pioneer) algorithm to 
prioritize possible translations from one source-
language text (using a database of millions of al-
ready-recorded translations) and subsequently 
chooses the “best” translations. 

Google also uses “crowd-sourcing,” 
whereby the company pairs volunteer translators 
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to translation needs. Even so, Google Translate 
can only be used as a tool to understand a text 
and cannot replace a thoughtful and critical 
translator who understands flow, syntax, struc-
ture, and culture.cxii  

I submitted only one full page (485 words) 
of text from a New York Times article devoid of any 
specialized or technical vocabulary (twelve-point 
font, single spaced, Times New Roman font) to top 
human translation services who use qualified 
translators and qualified reviewers (to double-
check work and offer further expertise). I asked 
each company how much it would cost to trans-
late the text from English to each of the 
aforementioned twenty languages. Here were my 
responses on 21 April 2010 (the companies asked 
not to be named)14: 

                                                   
14 Company 1: $105 USD per language in three days (Total 
Translation Cost -- $2,100) 
 
Company 2: Modern Standard Arabic -- $175.00, Bahasa In-
donesia -- $185.00, Bahasa Melayu [Malay] -- $185.00, 
French -- $150.00, Pashto -- $185.00, Urdu -- $185.00, Farsi -
- $185.00, Turkish -- $165.00, Tagalog -- $175.00, German -- 
$150.00, Spanish -- $110.00, Dutch -- $175.00, Hindi -- 
$185.00, Chinese -- $175.00 [Traditional or Simplified Chi-
nese], Thai -- $185.00, Tamil -- $185.00, Bosanski/Hrvatski -- 
[language not served], Chechen -- [language not served], 
Afsoomaali -- [language not served], Kurdish -- [language not 
served] in four-five days (Total Translation Cost for only 16 of 
the 20 languages -- $2,775) 
 
Company 3: Modern Standard Arabic -- $125.00, Bahasa In-
donesia -- $135.00, Bahasa Melayu -- $135.00, French -- 
$125.00, Pashto -- $125.00, Urdu -- $135.00, Farsi --
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• Company 1: $2,100.00 USD. 
• Company 2: $2,775.00 USD (with 

four languages not served). 
• Company 3: $2,782.50 USD. 

                                                                                        
 $125.00, Bosanski/Hrvatski-- $125.00, Chechen --$150.00, 
Turkish -- $125.00, Kurdish -- $150.00, Tagalog -- $150.00, 
Afsoomaali -- $145.00, German -- $125.00, Spanish -- $90.00, 
Dutch -- $135.00, Hindi --$135.00, Chinese -- $125.00, Thai --
$145.00, Tamil -- $145.00 in 2-3 days (Total Translation Cost 
-- $2,650.00, with administrative fee -- $2,782.50) 
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15. AMPLIFICATION 

 

Websites with counter-al-Qa`ida messages should 
super-saturate the Internet with sound bites, 
powerful quotes, pictures, and promotion of 
sources’ credentials and independence.  
 

Anonymity 
 
Sites may use anonymous host servers (plenty in 
the United States, Canada, Malaysia, Hong Kong, 
and Europe—the same that al-Qa`ida uses) for the 
safety of the executors of this book’s proposal. 
Some may fear that al-Qa`ida could still track 
down the website creators even when the site host 
uses a reputable anonymizing service. However, if 
the U.S. and other Western governments are un-
able to track down the sources of mainstay al-
Qa`ida websites, it is unlikely that al-Qa`ida would 
be able to track down a legal site using the best 
legal anonymizers. This is not to underestimate al-
Qa`ida’s technical acumen but to allay fears of re-
prisal for those wishing to execute this plan.  

Some may argue that Internet anonymity 
may make users uncomfortable—perhaps viewers 
might assume a website is government-run and 
therefore the site might not be trusted as inde-
pendent. And if a government program were 
actually behind an anonymous site and this in-
formation were uncovered somehow, then some 
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might think the media could have a field day over 
a government’s effort to not only produce propa-
ganda but also to hide anonymously—such a 
scenario could reek of conspiracy in the headlines. 
However, anonymous website hosting is so com-
mon that making a site anonymous is no longer 
strange or newsworthy. Anonymous services are 
not only common among businesses and non-
profits; they are good professional practice: 
offering the site creators personal security and the 
business as a whole (especially if the site is linked 
into a company database or server) corporate se-
curity.  

Furthermore, there should never be a need 
for unnecessary controversy (unless you think the 
controversy will help skyrocket the counter narra-
tives without undermining their impact) because 
this book’s plan calls for no propaganda—the 
strategy is simply amplification of messages that 
already exist. This effort does not curb freedom of 
speech and is not tantamount to psychological 
operations. It is only boosting counter-al-Qa`ida 
voices. 

Also, sites must be designed for search en-
gine optimization to ensure they appear first 
during searches and drown out al-Qa`ida propa-
ganda.  

Recent marketing research suggests the 
following steps to allow a website to gain higher 
rankings during online searches, which could be 
applied to those trying to amplify counter-violence 
messages:  
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Blogging/Websites 
 

• Publish blog/website content everywhere 

possible. 

 

• Videos should be published on Viddler, 

Blip.tv, Revver, Youtube, and Tubearoo. 

 

• Blog/Website article titles should be either 

alluring (such as lists like “list of 5 things 

to avoid to go to heaven,” “don’t read this,” 

“no one should see this,” “enter at own 

risk”) or made to maximize keyword 

searches (such as “Egyptian Counter Vio-

lence Book”). 

 

• To maintain readership, add content 1–3 

times per week. 

 

• Possible content: publish counter-violence 

statements, statements about the compet-

ing narrative authors, or lists of other 

websites’ links and articles with com-

ments. 
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Search Engine Optimization (SEO)15 
 

• Content. 
 

o Words that will help people on search 
engines find your website. 

 
o Keywords in URL (website title). 

 
o Keywords in headings and in bold text. 

 
o Keywords in website description—

unique words and unique description 
for each page of each website which are 
submitted to search engine companies. 

 
o “SEO video” gives sites “a 53 times bet-

ter chance of getting to Page 1 Google 
ranking” according to Forrester Re-
search. The method is to submit videos 
themselves—not as a link to a video 
sharing website and not as a feature on 
a webpage—to various search engines 
using XML tools. The video should be 
“optimized” just like with a webpage: 

                                                   
15 Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is the process of increas-
ing traffic to a website from search engines by unpaid search 
results. Generally, search engine optimization helps a website 
to appear earlier on an online search.  
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keywords and phrases for searching 

should be used in the file name, cap-

tions, and titles.cxiii Reportedly, this 

methodology helps to improve SEO be-

cause search engines are now using 

“blended” search engine results to in-

clude pictures, videos, articles, and 

multiple other sections of the web con-

tent itself. Video content has less 

competition because currently very little 

online video is submitted to search en-

gines separately. 

 

• Links 

 

o Have other websites post links to your 

site, especially trusted popular sources 

(such as CNN, al-Jazira, al-Quds on-

line), by effective marketing and getting 

your site mentioned in the news cycle. 

  

Social Media Marketing 
 

• Become an active member of online com-

munities before promoting material—

socialize yourself comfortably before social-

izing your site and your messages. 

 

• Promote: 1) your articles 2) your videos 3) 

content about your articles and videos 

posted by other people/entities. 

• Maximize social media tools on your web-

site, such as Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, 

Digg, Del.icio.us, StumbleUpon, Tech-

norati, Ning, Furl, Ma.gnolia, and Mixx. 
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This way viewers can “tag” your webpage to 
a wider audience. 

 

Analyze success 
 

• Use Google Reader, Digg, Hubspot, or Al-
exa to monitor views and outside links to 
each of your blogs or websites. 

• You can also assess how searchable your 
articles and websites are by searching for 
them yourself. 

 
In summary: 
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Any online competing narrative campaign 
should take advantage of the latest free online 
marketing techniques to ensure that websites ap-
pear first to community and religious leaders 
searching for information to inoculate communi-
ties against al-Qa`ida propaganda. Non violent-
extremist supporting websites have the advantage 
that they can more openly advertise on online so-
cial networks and submit searchable terms to 
search engine companies without fear of govern-
ment retribution. In contrast, operational security 
hinders al-Qa`ida-supporting sites in conducting 
maximal online marketing. Bottom line: non-
violent sites have the advantage. 

Also, websites should be searchable—and 
ahead of al-Qa`ida-supporting sites in online 
searches—by the same terms al-Qa`ida uses. For 
example, non-violent sites should be searchable 
by terms such as “Guantanamo,” “Iraq,” “Pales-
tine,” “Afghanistan,” “Abu Ghraib”—terms al-
Qa`ida uses to hook in audiences and would-be 
supporters and recruits. By mirroring al-Qa`ida’s 
search terms, competing narratives can play a di-
rect counterpoint to al-Qa`ida propaganda and 
help to build doubt in those on the fence ideologi-
cally. 

Just as al-Qa`ida began with its online 
ideology library al-Tawhid to get all the world’s 
militants on a single page concerning permissibil-
ity of violence against civilians and Muslim 
governments, an online counter-al-Qa`ida infor-
mation operations campaign is a necessary start. 
The Internet offers the flexibility, anonymity, and 
instant worldwide reach required to undermine a 
fluid transnational insurrection. 
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Offline Competing Narratives 

Although the Internet should be the first (and by 
far most important) place to disseminate counter-
al-Qa`ida messaging, the next step would be to 
look toward physical literature, word of mouth, 
television, text messaging, and radio. Since the 
Internet does not reach everywhere—especially 
impoverished and ungoverned territories such as 
rural Afghanistan and many areas of the Sahara—
the same messages on the Internet should be 
available via these traditional media and word-of-
mouth networks such as tribe and mosque net-
works. If the Internet message is evocative 
enough—employing the strategy of using emotive 
and accurate messages from credentialed inde-
pendent sources—the message will naturally have 
a viral effect from the virtual to the real world. In 
other words, an online message would ideally af-
fect sermons in mosques and radio discussions 
alike. 

To further this effect, governments 
(anonymously) or independent publishers and 
producers wishing to counter al-Qa`ida should be 
encouraged to actively replay and echo online 
messages against violent extremism offline. And 
physical literature, television, and radio amplify-
ing counter-violence narratives are legal compared 
with al-Qa`ida’s non-internet media, which can 
only be distributed sparingly in the darkness of 
night and via temporary radio towers quickly 
taken down by governments. Bottom line: 
counter-al-Qa`ida messages on traditional media 
have the legal advantage over al-Qa`ida. 

Of special note is the popularity of radio in 
ungoverned areas. A rewarding investment for any 
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person, nongovernment organization, or govern-
ment entity might be to give rudimentary radio 
equipment (reaching a limited area) to any tribal 
or religious leader with anti-al-Qa`ida senti-
ments—as long as this person has personal 
protection from violent extremist retribution. Al-
ternatively, ungoverned areas’ religious and tribal 
leaders may be given cell or satellite phones to call 
into regional radio stations that would be inter-
ested in amplifying counter-violence statements. 

Nonetheless, and this point cannot be 
stressed enough, al-Qa`ida focuses on the Internet 
for a reason: it reaches the most people most 
cheaply most securely. Likewise, a counter-al-
Qa`ida information campaign should first and 
foremost play on this same battlefield to drown 
out violent propaganda. Traditional media efforts 
would be only icing on the cake. And traditional 
media, in some communities, may be outright as-
sumed to be government-run—undermining a 
message’s effectiveness. The Internet is the first 
and most important road for counter narratives, 
but traditional media should not be ignored. 
 

 

Marketing Forums 
 
Offline and online competing narratives may 
sometimes be best delivered in emotive and evoca-
tive formats—for example in the form of comics, 
cartoons, humor, acerbic sarcasm, beauty, sexu-
ality, and controversy to draw in unengaged 
communities. These entertaining venues and mo-
tifs may help to spark conversation, and to inspire 
previously apathetic community leaders and 
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youth to repel violent extremist literature, online 
propaganda, and al-Qa`ida-inspired recruiters.  
 

Comics  
 
“The 99” comic book series tells a story of 99 su-
perheroes from around the world who combat 
villains—succeeding only when they work to-
gether. Its creator, psychologist and part-time 
Kuwait/part-time U.S. resident Naif al-Mutawa, 
explained to media that, “there is no religion in 
the story line” but instead “basic human values 
like trust and generosity.” He explained that, “the 
comics explore shared values more than individ-
ual religious experiences.” However, Mutawa did 
study the Quran for inspiration for his storylines 
and characters. 

One of his latest issues takes place in the 
Philippines where the “99” fight the villainous 
“Death Merchant,” who is attacking an interna-
tional relief agency. This story’s exposition 
appears similar to real world scenarios in which 
al-Qa`ida elements keep aid groups from reaching 
people in need. Examples are the Taliban in west-
ern Pakistan and al-Shabaab in southern 
Somalia. 

The comic book is printed in eight lan-
guages and distributed as widely as India, China, 
and the United States. This priority put on trans-
lation should be an example of excellence for 
competing networks attempting to reach the wid-
est audiences possible. 

Detracting from the comic book’s potential 
to reach wider audiences is the U.S. President’s 
open praise for the author and series during April 
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2010’s Summit on Entrepreneurship. Although 
the praise earned media attention, Western praise 
may tarnish the veneer of independence to those 
distrustful of the West. 
 

Cartoons 
 

Somali-Canadian satirical cartoonist Amin Amir 
has gained popularity over the past decade with 
his cartoons depicting violent extremists’ negative 
impacts on Somalia and government corruption. 

His cartoons have earned him death 
threats from extremists, and Puntland’s (a Somali 
province) president threatened to sue Amir for li-
bel in 2008. Amir has also received prizes and 
grants in Canada for his artwork. 

The media attention from his critics along 
with his evocative and imaginative cartoons have 
helped his website aminarts.com to receive over 
10,000 hits per day and attain a worldwide reach, 
according to an online website tracking service. 
Viewership is most common in E.U. countries with 
large Somali Diasporas. 

Amir’s cartoons against violent extremists 
have the potential to resonate everywhere—not 
just in Somalia and Somali Diaspora communi-
ties—while his anti-Somali-government stance 
makes him appear independent of the interna-
tionally backed Somali Transitional Federal 
Government. His cartoons appear to focus on con-
cern for ordinary citizens and have the potential to 
highlight vulnerabilities and inconsistencies in al-
Shabaab’s narrative and actions. The cartoons 
succinctly and entertainingly reveal violent ex-
tremists’ unconcern for innocents. 
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Comedy 
 
Talasim (talasim.com) is an online comedy com-
munity for Arabic-speaking persons founded in 
2009. Talasim has a network of interactive con-
tent-producers and original comedic content from 
over 25 countries—to include religious and politi-
cal humor. One of the founders described the 
company as a “humoristic and realistic approach 
to help Arab youth express themselves in a more 
spontaneous manner.” 

The 2009 “6th Investing in Technology Fo-
rum” in Egypt selected Talasim as one of the Arab 
world’s top ten investment-ready startup compa-
nies—further boosting publicity. 

This online vehicle for Arabic-language ex-
pression may help young people to express their 
opinions and frustrations candidly and may offer 
an alternative to violent extremist blogs and simi-
lar web forums.  
 

Satire in Film and Theater 

According to a UK think tankcxiv, sardonic come-
dies can serve to deflate al-Qa`ida’s attraction to 
some Muslim communities. The report claims that 
some violent extremists are akin to “counter-
cultural, subversive groups of predominantly an-
gry young men” and that “being radical and 
rebelling against the received values of the status 
quo is an important part of being young.”  

Jamie Bartlett, one of the report’s authors, 
stated, “For a minority, al-Qaeda might seem a 
‘cool’ gang to join, even though the truth is that its 
members are ignorant and incompetent. This does 
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not make it any less serious or dangerous. Terror-

ist activity amounts, all too often, to teenage kicks 

that kill.”  

According to the study, satire may tear any 

romance away from al-Qa`ida’s brand name. For 

example, “Jihad! The Musical” and the movie 

“Four Lions” attempt to showcase violent philoso-

phy’s weaknesses in a venue which some young 

people (the ones this study believes are attracted 

to extremism) could appreciate. 

It must be noted that there is no evidence 

that youthful rebellion is a key radicalization 

driver, but satire may still be an effective medium 

for delivering competing narratives. 

 

��� 

 

The following three examples are not 

counter-extremist narratives but public service 

non-profit messages that went “viral”—they gained 

a large viewership without high-priced advertise-

ment. Counter-narrative efforts should learn from 

viral marketing successes. Although it is impossi-

ble to predict viral potential prior to campaign 

inception—even with focus groups—counter-

narrative strategies may find that beauty, sexual-

ity, and controversy may help to amplify credible 

voices virally. 

 

Beauty 
 

The United Kingdom published a video “Embrace 

Life” as part of a seatbelt-wearing campaign. Al-

though certainly not a counter-al-Qa`ida message, 

the effort can inform a messaging campaign. The 
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video (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-8PBx 
7isoM) shows a wife and daughter’s arms acting 
as a seatbelt for a man in an imaginary car acci-
dent. There is no dialogue, just music.  

The video—likely through word of mouth 
and online links—received an online viewership of 
over one million almost immediately after its 29 
January 2010 publication and doubled that 
within a month. Some have considered the video 
to be so emotive that religious groups have re-
posted the video and mainstream press have 
covered both the viral and substantive nature of 
the video—likely leading to even greater awareness 
and viewership for the advertisement. 

 

Sexuality 

A 2010 breast cancer awareness ad to promote a 
Canadian charity and target young people quickly 
went viral on popular video sharing websites 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tkB264wZZ
k). The video, which viewers have described as 
tastefully racy and humorous, quickly made 
mainstream Western headlines for its ribaldry and 
wit. The advertisement was so well received that 
cancer awareness and fundraising organization 
leaders were invited onto talk shows to discuss 
the video—giving these non-profit representatives 
a platform on which to discuss serious issues.  

In short, the advertisement’s sexual con-
tent helped skyrocket viewership and led to media 
stories, which further increased audiences. In ad-
dition, organizational principals received press 
attention to further their goals of public aware-
ness. 
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Controversy  
 
In France, the Association for Nonsmoker’s Rights 
published three photographs in 2010 as part of a 
marketing campaign “meant to shock…to reach 
young people” according to the organization. The 
suggestive images—showing young persons in a 
position as if to give oral sex to older men in busi-
ness suits (perhaps meant to portray tobacco 
executives)—display the words “Smoking means 
being a slave to tobacco.”  

Before the advertisements were even used 
in France, media stories on the controversy dis-
played the pictures. The free promotion has been 
so widespread that the association announced 
there would not be a need to buy magazine space 
as originally intended. 

Adding to the controversy and possibly in-
creasing viewership, France’s Family Minister 
Nadine Morano stated the campaign may “consti-
tute an affront to public decency” because of the 
“disrespectful” and “provocative” nature of the pic-
tures. Controversy made the ads go super-viral. 
 

��� 

Looking to the future, a new technology or new 
medium may eclipse this entire chapter. Ad-
vancements in communications platforms and 
technology accelerate at a breakneck speed, and 
in a matter of weeks or months, new venues—
online and offline—may make the suggestions in 
this chapter antiquated. So a key question for any 
marketer is how to keep a step ahead of al-
Qa`ida—so we are not just copying al-Qa`ida’s 
marketing methodologies but leading instead. 
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One answer—looking to what technologies 
and communications will prevail in the future—
would be to look to the pornography industry.16 
The pornography industry has been at the helm of 
communications technologies for the past 115 
years. The industry has often foretold what media 
tools would later succeed with general populaces. 
Pornographers produced an adult movie two years 
after the first publicly screened film in 1895. It is 
generally acknowledged that the adult entertain-
ment business was the first to make money off the 
Internet and was among the first to widely exploit 
instant cameras, pay-per-view television, VCRs, 
Internet streaming video, online video flash, 
credit-card verification sites, online social net-
working chat rooms, membership-only websites 
(used by terrorists today), encryption coding, and 
increased file-sharing speed. Most recently, the 
adult industry found ways to stream videos di-
rectly onto the newest popular tablet computers, 
and it is looking at ways to capitalize on the new-
est three-dimensional film developments.cxv 

Texas A&M University history and technol-
ogy professor Jonathan Coopersmith explains, 
“It’s not necessarily that the porn industry comes 
up with the ideas, but there’s a huge difference in 
any technology between the idea and the success-
ful application…[the porn industries are] kind of 

                                                   
16 I do not suggest that anyone watch or be involved with 
pornography. Rather, popular and respected business and 
marketing journals often publish articles referencing adult 
entertainment’s technological advancements. These articles—
discussing trends—will suffice to inform methods to amplify 
counter-al-Qa`ida voices. 
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like shock troops, and one of the nice things for 
them is that they can claim, ‘Hey, I’m advancing 
technology.’”cxvi 

Pornography is a bellwether for technology 
and communications progress and one place to 
look to get out ahead of al-Qa`ida’s digital market-
ing advancements. 
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16. LEGALITY & MORALITY 

 
What are the legal and moral ramifications of nar-
rative amplification? 

On moral grounds, the executor of this 
book's strategy must understand that marketing a 
person or group's voice may put that person or 
group into greater danger. A message that reaches 
a wider audience will become a greater threat to 
al-Qa`ida. Al-Qa`ida often targets and kills its 
threats. In short, be wary that conducting this 
book's strategy will put people in danger and pos-
sibly indirectly cause the death of someone who 
opposes al-Qa`ida. 

However, this important moral considera-
tion must be balanced with two factors. 

First, these anti-al-Qa`ida authors already 
made the risky decision to disseminate their 
words. This book's strategy calls simply for ampli-
fication of narratives that not only already exist 
but also are already "out there." These narratives 
may not currently enjoy a lot of media play, but in 
order to be found in the first place, they are al-
ready published on a website, in a newspaper, on 
the radio, or in a video. Although amplification 
increases the danger to the lives and livelihoods of 
counter-extremist authors and their families, 
these persons already made the decision to take 
the first step to speak out or write against al-
Qa`ida. 
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Second, if violent extremists target or kill 
the person or group speaking out against al-
Qa`ida, then the anti-al-Qa`ida message is likely 
to receive even more media and an even greater 
audience—further amplifying the competing nar-
rative. The person may even earn martyrdom 
status, and his message will achieve a super-viral 
effect much like al-Qa`ida’s dead ideologues have 
achieved in violent extremist circles. 

On legal grounds, the executor of this 
book's strategy can stand on two factors. 

First, it would be rare that an international 
copyright law would be broken. Most counter nar-
ratives are already disseminated—free and open to 
the public. In addition, properly citing the source 
in no way weakens the campaign described in this 
book. In fact, proper citation and explanation of 
the authors' credentials is an essential part of sell-
ing the message. If the target text is copyrighted 
and cannot be "copied and pasted" to the world, 
then the executor of the plan must make the in-
formed decision whether a copyright law is more 
or less important than ending one of the most vio-
lent threats to the West and Islam. Furthermore, a 
lawsuit may bring controversy and publicity—
providing greater readership of the narrative. 

Second, amplifying a narrative and putting 
the narrator in danger is akin to a media story 
putting someone in the limelight. Although jour-
nalistic standards should never inform societal 
morality, reporting has helped to establish a legal 
standard. And unlike news stories that conduct 
investigations to uncover information—previously 
unknown—about a subject, the plan in this book 
only amplifies stories that are already modestly 
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disseminated. The identification process in this 
book does not require original source investiga-
tion. 

The strategy in this book has moral and le-
gal implications which must be considered before 
and during a media campaign. However, a suc-
cessful messaging operation may outweigh legal 
and moral concerns. The fight against al-Qa`ida is 
deadly. And in battle—on the Internet or in the 
desert—a decision must be made on how far one 
is willing to go to destroy a threat. 
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17. IMPLEMENTATION 

 
An organization—whether run covertly by the U.S. 
or another government or run by independent en-
tities—would have the following roles (if using the 
basic strategy of identify � translate � market). 
The key is for the organization to be nimble 
enough to exploit success. 

The following describe the roles, more spe-
cifically, for a counter-al-Qa`ida messaging 
campaign: 
 
Chief Executive Officer - Responsible for all opera-
tions and personnel. 
 
Operations Officer - Directs and is responsible for 
the identification, translation, and marketing of 
counter-violence messages.  
 
Historian - Writes books or articles on operations, 
successes, and failures for future generations who 
may face similar threats of extremism. Conducts 
interviews of all team members as original sources 
for future historians and researchers. 
 
Attorneys - Advise Operations and Executive Offi-
cers on legality of all operations. 
 
Hiring Officers - Solicit applications for linguists. 
Schedule and conduct interviews to determine 
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ability and suitability. 
 
Accounting Officers - Appropriate money for IT 
support, web designers, translation tools, and 
administrative items as needed. Meet Executive 
Officer’s expected future needs. 
 
Film Producers, Directors, and Editors - Continu-
ously create films from already available media 
and online material to generate emotional re-
sponses. Continuously improve films for re-
posting by web designers. 

 
Web Designers - Create, continuously improve, 
secure, and maintain a set of anonymous websites 
and mirror/sister sites using anonymous servers. 
 
Linguists - In the long run, an in-house transla-
tion team may be less expensive than outsourcing 
translations. Translate/interpret from English to 
other languages and vice versa. Edit/quality con-
trol others’ translations. 
 
Message Writers - Identify quotes, book sections, 
and article excerpts from independent counter-
extremist messages to further disseminate. Draft 
accurate and unbiased statements of legitimacy 
and independence of messengers. 
 
Researchers - Find and recommend potentially in-
fluential counter-extremism messages in Arab 
press, Muslim media, online commentary, extrem-
ist reactions, and popular media. Triage messages 
for the message writers. 
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Metrics Researchers - Measure success of counter-
violence messages that the organization issues. 
 
Religion Advisor - Because of his study of and fa-
miliarity with Islamic texts, he can check the 
veracity and potential effectiveness of messages 
that the organization may identify for translation 
and dissemination. Trains employees to better 
identify potential messages that have religious 
weight. Advises Chief Executive Officer, Linguists, 
Researchers, and Message Writers. 
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18. SUCCESS METRICS 

 

With any policy proposal, it is necessary to meas-
ure success as the strategy is being implemented. 
If a message does not appear to be gaining trac-
tion online or in the real world, or if a message 
lacks resonance—meaning it is not independently 
picked up by mirror websites and echoed in news 
articles and sermons—the person or team imple-
menting the strategy may wish to abandon that 
message. Or at least the “amplifiers” may wish to 
refrain from investing more time and money in 
that message. 

On the flipside, if a message shows the 
ability to resonate, then the person or organization 
executing the plan may wish to invest more time 
and money into creating more sites and conduct-
ing more translations of it.  

The following are calculable measurements 
that could be used to see how identified, trans-
lated, and disseminated messages resound and 
reverberate in Muslim communities: 

 
• Numbers of website views. 

 
• Rise in website views daily, weekly, 

monthly, annually; number of return vis-
its, duration of visits. 

 
• Placement on Google using specified, 
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agreed-upon search terms. 
 

• Shares via social media (e.g. Twitter, Face-
book). 

 
• Number of sites that link back to website. 

 
• Rise in comments/ user feedback on web-

site daily, weekly, monthly, annually. 
 
• Quality of blog comments. 

 
• Time al-Qa`ida leadership spend on taped 

and videoed messages defending against 
criticisms on website compared with past 
al-Qa`ida statements. 
 

• Changes in polls of global support for al-
Qa`ida and affiliates citing themes on web-
site. 

 
• Major media network (CNN, FOX, MSNBC, 

Al Jazeera, Al Arabiyya) time spent on 
website and/or messages translated on the 
website. 

 
• Counter-extremism organizations and 

imams stating they use the website and/or 
wishing to contribute daily, weekly, 
monthly, annually. 

 
However, when starting a campaign, one 

should steal a page out of al-Qa`ida’s playbook. 
Just as al-Qa`ida and affiliates produce sometimes 
dozens of messages in a week—sometimes slightly 
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contradictory and some narratives a bit off mes-
sage—a counter-al-Qa`ida campaign should 
likewise avoid timidity. If there is doubt whether 
or not to use a message, use it.  

Just as many al-Qa`ida messages come out 
flat—such as Zawahiri’s message criticizing Presi-
dent Obama in January 2009 at the top of the 
President’s worldwide popularity—some anti-
violent-extremism messages will lack effect. But 
even weak messages or contradictory messages 
may force al-Qa`ida to react, wasting its times and 
giving undue attention to the message in question. 

Finally, it is important to understand and 
accept that all of the above metrics are only indi-
cators of success. Even with poll data and 
interviews, there is no way to get into someone’s 
head to understand exactly how a message has 
affected him or her. Therefore we can only meas-
ure how messages echo in media and 
communities, how al-Qa`ida reacts, and finally 
how al-Qa`ida suffers from a new dearth of re-
cruits and supporters. 
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19. OTHER COUNTER-NARRATIVE 
EFFORTS 

 

There is currently no effective counter-ideology 
campaign against al-Qa`ida. Although foreign gov-
ernments, independent groups, and individuals 
attempt modest and localized counter-marketing, 
there is little global effect thus far. This is clearly 
evidenced during online searches, which yield in-
finitesimal counter-violence messages in a few 
languages compared with al-Qa`ida’s robust, rein-
forced, and redundant network of easily accessible 
online narratives and films in multiple languages 
and on numerous media platforms. Saudi Arabia, 
Indonesia, and several other countries’ govern-
ments conduct some online messaging—but only 
in their languages targeting their citizens.cxvii And 
government affiliation undermines message im-
pact. 

A few U.S. private citizens attempt to shut 
down websites. However, this effort is ineffective, 
as I explained. It takes minutes for an extremist 
website creator to bring the site back up under a 
foreign and/or anonymous host.  

The following are a few examples of online 
efforts to counter al-Qa`ida propaganda. But un-
fortunately, in all cases the three pillars in this 
book’s proposal (identify, translate, and amplify 
credentialed voices) are not heeded. First, the 
campaigns often do not use those persons that 
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have the greatest potential to dissuade would-be 
extremists such as former militants, relatively in-
dependent religious leaders, and terrorist attack 
victims. Second, the campaigns provide narratives 
in only a limited number of languages. So, mes-
sages will by definition have limited reach. And 
third, no concerted marketing strategy is appar-
ent. 

I will not mention efforts that attempt to 
somehow “Westernize” Islam, a religion and way of 
life without borders. And I will not mention pro-
grams which appear only to seek government 
contracts to run seminars “warning” of undefined 
inherent dangers in Islam. To even mention these 
organizations’ names would be to give them unde-
served attention. 

  

P4Peace 
 

In 2009, Singapore’s Terrorism Research Centre, 
which directed a national rehabilitation program, 
launched the web portal www.P4Peace.com as a 
source of English-language information on coun-
terterrorism. The website also claims to promote 
discussion on peaceful alternatives to violent ex-
tremism and to instigate a movement to spread 
competing narratives online. 

The site aims to “bring together the bright-
est minds in counter-terrorism, to share past 
successes as well as failures, and to help fill up 
the gaps in knowledge regarding the ideological 
struggle between terrorist outfits and ourselves.” 

The website shares summaries and links to 
think tank and journal articles on al-Qa`ida ideol-
ogy and counter-narrative analysis to include 
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academic analyses on recanted terrorists and de-
radicalization programs.  

The site also shares links to institutes that 
claim to promote peace and a “moderate version” 
of Islam. Examples are the Quilliam Foundation, 
United States Institute for Peace, The Interna-
tional Centre for Islam and Pluralism, and 
Jerusalem Peacemakers. 

However, despite the site’s claims to pro-
mote counter narratives, the website holds no 
convincing messages from independent sources. It 
fails to present the type of dynamic, original, and 
appealing sound bites and multimedia found on 
an al-Qa`ida recruitment site. On a website track-
ing service, P4Peace.com had no datacxviii—
indicating infinitesimal viewership and the ab-
sence of any concerted marketing plan. 

P4peace.com also suffers from the veneer 
of Singaporean government influence—further 
undermining street credibility and any perception 
of independence. 
 

Al-Sakina 

Saudi Arabia launched the al-Sakina online cam-
paign in an attempt to combat online 
radicalization. Its English and Arabic websites of-
fer religious arguments and rulings against violent 
threats to the Saudi regime, and a sister online 
library site offers limited counter narratives just in 
Arabic. Also, staff roam blogs and websites in an 
attempt to identify violent extremists and those 
susceptible to al-Qa`ida or any other anti-regime 
groups’ propaganda.  

The Saudi government claims successes on 
preventing online radicalization as well as 
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de-radicalizing individuals through one-on-one 

communication with an al-Sakina staff member. 

However, there is no independent verification or 

study on the success of the al-Sakina campaign. 

Al-Sakina campaign—although it likely has 

some effect on curbing al-Qa`ida influence in 

Saudi Arabia—fails to de-legitimize al-Qa`ida, put 

al-Qa`ida leaders or ideologues on the defensive, 

or inspire communities to actively check al-Qa`ida 

growth.  

First, bona fides of the majority of mes-

sages on its websites are compromised by 

government influence. The entire effort is openly 

supported and funded through Saudi Arabia’s 

Ministry of Islamic Affairs.  

Second, most of the statements are devoid 

of the argument streams mentioned in this book. 

Many messages are just focused on an under-

standing that only Saudi leadership can ordain 

violence as permissible at any particular time. 

This argument is unlikely to persuade many 

would-be terrorists, especially those already dis-

trustful of the Saudi regime and its economic and 

security partnerships with some Western coun-

tries.  

Third, the messages are in Arabic and Eng-

lish, and remain in their original intellectually 

inaccessible form. In other words, the narratives 

lack the sound bites, quotable stand-alone pas-

sages, short digestible vignettes, small separable 

chapters, and mass appeal that al-Qa`ida culti-

vates. 

One of the most convincing pieces of evi-

dence of lack of impact is that al-Qa`ida senior 

leaders have not reacted to al-Sakina campaign’s 
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efforts, like they did overwhelmingly following Dr. 
Fadl’s first recantation book in 2007. Al-Qa`ida 
may make general statements criticizing Saudi’s 
government and clergy (as al-Qa`ida in the Ara-
bian Peninsula has done on average two times per 
month in 2009 and thus far in 2010 from their 
safe havens in eastern Yemen), but it does not feel 
it has to defend against al-Sakina’s messages or 
efforts.  
 

NoTerror.info 
 
NoTerror.info is an Arabic and English counterter-
rorism site comprising anti-terrorism videos and 
messages. Its mission is: 
 

[T]o expose the fallacy of the distorted and 

politicized teachings used by ungodly ex-

tremists to sanctify and justify terrorism. It 

has become crucial to inform the Muslim and 

Arab people—particularly the Iraqi people—
about the deceptions terrorists employ in 

distorting the peaceful teachings of Islam. 

These terrorists, who claim to follow the Is-

lamic Faith, are in truth drowning in an 

abyss of mistaken beliefs. 

 

All religions, human codes and ethics, and 

even our most primitive intuition regard ter-

rorism to be villainous. True Islam also 

rejects and condemns terrorism. ‘Terrorism 

has no religion’ is our on-going communica-
tion campaign against extremist ideology 

that breeds terrorism, and we use Quranic 

Verses in their true Islamic meaning; free of 
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the distortion committed by the misguided 

malicious terrorist. 

 

Terrorists use various means to justify their 

violence, even though God’s written word 

does not permit these actions. One glance at 

the victims of terrorist attacks is living proof 

that terrorists are nothing but criminals and 

murderers, and are far from being righteous. 

 

Don’t the terrorists understand the conse-

quences of their actions? In almost every 

house in Iraq, mothers are put to loss and 

children are orphaned through their wide-

spread and merciless killings. They are 

making the lives of those they claim to be 

defending the cheapest. 

 

Even the word ‘war’ does not justify attack-

ing secure civilians and turning the streets 

into a heinous scene that is open for the 

slaughter of both innocent women and chil-

dren. The ethics of war—any war—refute 

this mass elimination, and we have, in the 

form of the Prophet, a decent example to fol-

low. 

 
The website has 21 anti-terrorism fictional 

video vignettes, which can be played in high or low 
resolution. The videos are also available on You-
tube with between 1,712 to 6,094 views on 17 
December 2009. As a comparison, violent extrem-
ist English-language lecturer Anwar al-Awlaki 
enjoys as many as 26,518 viewers on his Youtube 
videos. 
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The themes themselves are potentially 
powerful, but the words lack the weight of mes-
sages from legitimate, credentialed, and 
independent voices. Furthermore, the anonymity 
of the website, according to some, may lead the 
cynical to assume that the site is run by a gov-
ernment-paid or influenced office. 

The professional-looking, well-acted, and 
slickly edited videos with special effects and emo-
tional music are entertaining and have the 
potential to draw a large viewership, but it ap-
pears that usership is relatively low. According to 
a free website tracking service, NoTerror.info be-
gan May 2006 and has no available traffic rank 
statistics, user demographic information, or click-
stream data—likely indicating relatively low view-
ership and probably a result of a failure to 
implement a concerted marketing plan. 
 

Minhaj-ul-Quran International 
 
Dr. Qadri founded the Minhaj-ul-Quran Interna-
tional, located in Lahore, Pakistan, in 1981 as a 
nonpolitical, non-sectarian, nongovernmental or-
ganization reportedly to propagate constructionist 
Islamic ideas in the interest of peace and open 
dialogue with other belief systems. 

The organization—with many websites to 
amplify its ideas—wants to be a worldwide move-
ment: 
 

The primary aim of the Minhaj-ul-Quran In-

ternational is to bring about a 
comprehensive and multidimensional 

change in society…and revive, once again, 
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the exterminated moral and spiritual values 
of Islam… 

 
The group’s explicit goal of a renaissance 

of ancient practices of Islam is met with a view 
towards peace and counter-violence. This is seen 
in the over 600,000 Urdu texts on its many web-
sites—some translated into English and Arabic. 
The texts often focus on piety, sincerity of faith, 
universalism, and changing society to be more 
compassionate and peaceful. Most notable is Dr. 
Qadri’s most recent judgment on the complete im-
permissibility and “evil” of suicide terrorism. 

Along with its main minhaj.org website, 
the organization has a total of 20 interlinked web-
sites with statements and texts in multiple media 
platforms.cxix  

However, three factors keep the group’s 
messages from even competing with al-Qa`ida on-
line efforts.  

First, many of the published papers are 
steeped in rich religious language and sophisti-
cated religious textual references without any 
concerted effort to market pithy and emotive 
sound bites and quotations. 

Second, statements are stuck in Urdu and 
sometimes Arabic and English. This translation 
effort pales in comparison to al-Qa`ida marketing 
which ensures themes are understood from the 
Philippines to Trinidad and Tobago. 

Third, the websites are riddled with copy-
right and proprietary warnings. This wall around 
online intellectual property may keep the mes-
sages at bay. A truly universal marketing 
campaign that would have even a chance at com-
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peting with or overtaking al-Qa`ida marketing 
would allow openly for “copying and pasting” of 
excerpts with or without proper citation. Al-Qa`ida 
even openly promotes plagiarism to help propa-
gate its ideas. Counter-al-Qa`ida campaigns would 
be wise to learn from al-Qa`ida’s marketing excel-
lence and dispense with copyrighting for the goal 
of undermining the most violent and real threat to 
Islam in the modern age. 
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20. CONCLUSION 

I fear that the advice in this book will go unheeded 
at first. I fear that senior field commanders and 
politicians will continue to judge war success by 
enemies captured worldwide and villages under 
local government control in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
I fear that many more attacks and many more 
deaths will be necessary for al-Qa`ida to defeat 
itself—for populations to completely starve al-
Qa`ida of any semblance of support. 

But this need not be the case. We must 
understand that al-Qa`ida media is not a side-
show and not a supporting effort—it is its 
everything. Without its media it would not grow. It 
would not be relevant. It would not be a continual 
threat to the United States.  

Once enough leaders of al-Qa`ida are six 
feet under and once we see that this has failed to 
alter the enemy, I trust that U.S. leadership will 
realize that more needs to be done to undermine 
al-Qa`ida’s regenerative nature.  

My plan is one route. It is a roadmap for 
speeding al-Qa`ida’s self-destruction—to lessen 
the time it will take for the group’s own inevitable 
demise. And this plan can and must become a 
blueprint for defeating all violent transnational 
insurrections: inspire revolt through exposure of 
the organization’s own violent ideology; radicalize 
the would-be victims against the threat before 
they become victims. 
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��� 

 
Driven to defend Islam against the West 

with romantic dreams of a heroic, David-and-
Goliath-like fight that will end in paradise, al-
Qa`ida’s following will continue to grow as it 
stands now. However, effective counter-messaging 
will drive a permanent schism between main-
stream Muslims and al-Qa`ida. Although experts 
in intelligence, security, and academia agree on 
the centrality of winning the “war of ideas,” there 
is currently no concerted information plan in 
place to slow the spread of violent ideology. A de-
termined counter-messaging effort must start 
immediately. Otherwise, the West and Islam will 
continue to spend untold sums and lives fighting 
these terrorists one at a time for decades, maybe 
centuries, to come.  

The fire that currently drives young Mus-
lims to fight and die should be turned against al-
Qa`ida. Once radical leaders are ideologically iso-
lated, recruitment pools will diminish. The active 
and passive support of Muslims, on which al-
Qa`ida and its affiliates rely, will die. 

The war against al-Qa`ida is a war for the 
hearts and minds of Muslims. It is a struggle 
within Islam. A strategy to empower Muslims and 
Muslim voices will defeat al-Qa`ida. 
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